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Abstract

When communicating, people use strategies while choosing the words and the non-verbal
signs in order to achieve their purpose. Hence, they do not only focus on what they
say, but also on how they formulate it. The aim of this thesis is to examine the role
of communication styles in human-computer interaction. This is approached from two
angles: it is investigated how varying communication styles are perceived by the user
and how communication styles can be integrated into spoken dialogue systems. In order
to answer the first question, system requirements are analysed in a series of complex
prototypes and various user evaluations are conducted to examine different user groups in
diverse scenarios. The second aspect is addressed through the implementation of two new
components for spoken dialogue systems.
There are numerous parameters that influence an interaction between two participants

and the appropriate or preferred communication style, like the speakers’ roles, their cul-
tures, their personalities or the aim of the interaction. In order to enable adaptation
through communication styles, these different aspects need to be set into relation. There-
fore, the Communication Style Perception Model is presented within the scope of this
thesis. It covers elements that are relevant for the selection of the system communication
style as well as aspects that are influenced by the system communication style. It is based
on numerous user evaluations, examining various user groups in different scenarios. Three
experiments investigate the influence of numerous variables on the user’s preference in the
system communication style. The results show that both user traits and system properties
influence the user’s communication style preferences in human-computer interaction. Fur-
ther experiments investigate how varying system communication styles affect the users, if
they are selected according to the users’ personal preferences. To examine this, different
communication styles are included in various systems and applications. The results show
that the system’s communication style influences the user’s satisfaction and the user’s per-
ception of the dialogue. For specific applications like behaviour change support systems,
the communication style even has an impact on the user’s behaviour. Furthermore, the
results show that there is no general preference in the system’s communication style. The
preference appears to be individual for every person and the system needs to adapt its
communication style to each user individually during every dialogue.
The second question of how communication styles can be integrated into spoken dialogue

systems is addressed by the extension of the standard architecture of spoken dialogue sys-
tems. Two new components are proposed, implemented and evaluated: a communication
style classifier that automatically identifies the user communication style and a commu-
nication style selection module that selects an appropriate system communication style.
Both tasks are formulated as classification problems. Due to the novelty of the underlying
machine learning task, a multi-lingual corpus is created, containing 258 dialogues with
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annotations for the elaborateness and indirectness for each of the 7,930 dialogue acts. For
the user communication style recognition, three different classifiers are compared on the
task: a support vector machine classifier, a multi-layer perceptron classifier, and a custom
recurrent neural network classifier. Furthermore, different feature sets are tested as input
for the classifiers. All features that are used for the communication style classification can
be automatically recognised in spoken dialogue systems during an ongoing interaction,
without any prior annotation. The results show that for the elaborateness, analysing the
utterance length dependent on the dialogue act contains enough information to achieve
good classification performance. The indirectness seems to be a more difficult classifica-
tion task and additional linguistic features in form of word embeddings give improvement
in the classification results. Furthermore, temporal information is beneficial in this case.
For the system communication style selection, a multi-layer perceptron classifier is trained
and evaluated, using features that encode what the system wants to say in the current
turn, what the user wants from the system and how the user talks to the system. As for
the first task, the features can be automatically recognised in spoken dialogue systems.
The results outperform both a majority-class classifier and a baseline which is mimicking
the last user communication style for each of the four languages. When combining both
components, the spoken dialogue system is enabled to recognise the user’s communication
style and select an appropriate communication style for the system.
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1 Introduction

“To effectively communicate, we must realise that we are all different
in the way we perceive the world and use this understanding as a
guide to our communication with others.”

Anthony Robbins

In recent years, speech-based assistants have become more and more part of everyone’s
daily life. Since the launch of Siri in October 2011, the technology has become widespread
and increasingly popular. Nowadays, there are numerous assistants from different com-
panies available, e.g. Amazon Alexa, Microsoft Cortana, Google Assistant or the already
mentioned Apple Siri, to name only some of the most prominent ones. People use these
speech-based assistants on their smartphones, tablets and computers, smart speakers, or
in the car. Popular applications include dictating messages or starting a phone call with
a contact in the personal address book, displaying appointments or birthdays, setting the
alarm clock, starting a navigation or searching for information on the internet. Speech-
based assistants support hands-free operation and allow for an intuitive interaction via
spoken language. Nevertheless, natural communication on a human level is not yet pos-
sible with virtual assistants. While these systems mainly focus on content (what is said),
humans also attach significant importance to formulation (how is it said).
This thesis examines the role of communication styles in human-computer interaction.

To this end, the following research questions are investigated:

1. How are varying communication styles perceived by the user?

2. How can communication styles be integrated into spoken dialogue systems?

In order to answer the first question, different use case scenarios are considered and
various user studies are conducted. It is analysed what causes the differences in the user’s
communication style preferences in human-computer interaction and whether there are
general preferences regarding the communication style of choice. Furthermore, the ques-
tion of whether varying communication styles affect the user’s satisfaction and behaviour
is addressed. To respond to the second question, the user’s communication style with
regards to the system is examined and the correlation between the user and the system
communication style is investigated. Moreover, the automatic selection of the system
communication style during an ongoing interaction with a spoken dialogue system is im-
plemented.
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1.1 Motivation

Human communication is more than words. Dimbleby and Burton (1998) describe com-
munication as an exchange of messages. These messages contain facts, opinions or beliefs
and people use them to share information, feelings and ideas with others. Each message
that we give or receive has a meaning. However, there might be more than one meaning
and a message might mean different things to different people. When exchanging messages
and meanings with others, people use strategies in their choice of words and non-verbal
signs to achieve some purpose. They do not only focus on what they say, but also on how
they formulate it.
For both human-human and human-computer interaction, it has been shown that peo-

ple adapt across many levels of utterance production: they use the same words (Schober,
1993; Brennan and Clark, 1996; Niederhoffer and Pennebaker, 2002; Nenkova et al., 2008;
Brennan, 1996; Koulouri et al., 2016; Pearson et al., 2006; Bergmann et al., 2015), coor-
dinate their phonetic repertoire (Jungers et al., 2002), their amplitude (Coulston et al.,
2002; Suzuki and Katagiri, 2007), their sentence and pause duration (Jungers et al., 2002;
Darves and Oviatt, 2002; Oviatt et al., 2004; Bell et al., 2003), the prepositional form
(Levelt and Kelter, 1982) and syntactic structures (Branigan et al., 2000; Reitter et al.,
2006; Branigan et al., 2003) of their utterances, and the style of their messages (Garrod
and Anderson, 1987; Brennan, 1991; Brennan and Ohaeri, 1994). It can be seen that
the textual elements (i.e. how to formulate the utterance) play an important role. These
aspects are covered by the concept of communication styles.
Numerous studies have shown that humans use different communication styles which

has an effect on their interlocutor and the conversation. For instance, a diversity of
communication styles in teams improves the creative environment and facilitates product
innovativeness (Pesch et al., 2015). The communication style of an advisor in an online
commercial group chat influences the importance of technology attributes to customers
and causes different group dynamics to develop which influence customer satisfaction
(Van Dolen et al., 2007). The communication style of physicians impacts the clients’
knowledge of the medication regimen, initial beliefs about the medication, satisfaction
with medication and medication use, thus positively influencing the treatment outcomes
(Bultman and Svarstad, 2000).
At the same time, recent development in spoken dialogue system research has shown a

lot of improvements in corresponding domains with a considerable increase in complexity.
Based on the extensive work on communication styles and their significant importance in
human-human interaction, communication styles are a valuable possibility for adaptation
in human-computer interaction which can be applied across different domains and use case
scenarios. To better illustrate the high potential, the idea is illustrated in the following
example: the user asks the system for today’s headlines in the newspaper. User A is in
the mid-40s, employed in a large company and leaves the house every day at exactly 8:00
am. He is already fully dressed for today and has prepared everything to leave the house
on time.
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user a: What time is it?
system: It’s 5 minutes before 8:00.
user a: All right, then I have five minutes left. What are today’s headlines in

the newspaper?
system: The local newspaper reports the following: a factory building burnt

down tonight, there was a lot of damage to property, but no one was injured.
A demonstration by the group “Climate Warriors” will take place in the city
centre this afternoon. At the last municipal council meeting, it was decided
that the city’s footpaths will be made wheelchair-accessible. The football club
won the last match and is now on a good way to win the championship title.

user a: Thanks. Bye.
system: Have a nice day.

Since there is no time to read the entire newspaper or have it read aloud, user A is
satisfied if he gets the headlines of the day. He only wants the most important information
and this should be formulated in a short and concise way. User B, on the other hand, is
already retired. Since his vision is impaired, he likes to have the newspaper read aloud
every morning while having breakfast. When he asks for the headlines of the day, the
system should answer in more detail and provide background information.

user b: What are today’s headlines in the newspaper?
system: In the local newspaper, the biggest headline of the day is that a factory

building burnt down tonight. A fire broke out in the paper factory around
midnight. However, the fire alarm system and several sprinklers prevented a
possible catastrophe.

user b: This sounds terrible!
system: Four employees of the company had been in the building when the fire

broke out, but had already escaped to safety before the fire brigade arrived.
They were examined by the emergency services, but no injuries were found.
However, there was a lot of damage to property.

user b: At least no one was injured.
system: It is further reported that ...

This example shows that varying the level of elaborateness can be used to adapt the
dialogue to the user and the situation. This also applies to other communication styles.
Hence, the aim of this thesis is to enable spoken dialogue systems to adapt their com-
munication style to the user’s communication idiosyncrasies. A detailed summary of the
contributions made in this regard is provided in the following section.

1.2 Contributions

The task of providing spoken dialogue systems with the ability to adapt their commu-
nication style to the user’s communication idiosyncrasies is divided into three parts: a
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thorough requirement analysis in the context of different use case scenarios and proto-
types, the development of a formal model which covers elements that are relevant for the
selection of the system’s communication style as well as aspects that are influenced by
the system communication style, and the implementation of the targeted communication
style adaptation by use of statistical classification approaches.
For the requirement analysis, four different prototypes are introduced and examined:

a social companion and conversational partner for the elderly, a culturally adaptive in-
formation agent for immigrants, a spoken dialogue system for indoor navigation, and an
intelligent digital assistant for clinical operating rooms. These application scenarios rep-
resent a broad cross section of the current research on spoken dialogue systems, including
different user groups and domains. Hence, they are a reasonable selection for the study
of requirements with respect to the integration of communication styles into dialogue sys-
tems. The results demonstrate that there exist applications in which the communication
style should not be varied during an interaction, but it is essential that the appropriate
communication style is selected. This seems to apply for systems like the intelligent digi-
tal assistant for clinical operating rooms with strict requirements and a demand for high
robustness. For companion systems and information agents, varying the system commu-
nication style is a valuable possibility for adaptation.
There are numerous parameters that influence an interaction between two participants

as well as the appropriate or preferred communication style, like the speakers’ roles, their
cultures, their personalities or the aim of the interaction. In order to enable adaptation
through communication styles, these different aspects need to be set into relation. There-
fore, a formal model which covers elements that are relevant for the selection of the system
communication style and aspects that are influenced by the system communication style
is developed within the scope of this work. It is based on six user evaluations that investi-
gated various user groups in different scenarios. The examined aspects are then combined
in the overall Communication Style Perception Model which includes dependencies that
are experimentally proven with human users.
Based on the results of the requirement analysis and the dependencies that are covered

in the Communication Style Perception Model, statistical classification approaches are
pursued to enable communication style adaptation in spoken dialogue systems. In order
to realise these classification approaches, a corpus with annotated communication styles is
created. Afterwards, the implementation is split into two steps: First, the communication
style of the user is estimated. Afterwards, the communication style of the system can be
selected accordingly. Classifiers to address both tasks are implemented and evaluated.

1.3 Outline

The structure of the remaining document is as follows: In Chapter 2, all relevant basics
for understanding the presented work on the role of communication styles in spoken di-
alogue systems are explained, including spoken dialogue systems, communication styles
and interactive adaptation in human-human and human-computer interaction, as well as
different machine learning approaches and statistical metrics that are used throughout
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this thesis. Thereafter, Chapter 3 discusses relevant related work on the adaptation and
recognition of communication styles in human-computer interaction. Chapter 4 examines
how communication style adaptation can be incorporated into complex real-world sys-
tems. For this purpose, different prototypes are implemented and evaluated. Chapter 5
presents the Communication Style Perception Model which covers elements that are rele-
vant for the selection of the system’s communication style and aspects that are influenced
by the system communication style. It is based on six user evaluations which have been
conducted in order to investigate how varying communication styles are perceived by the
user. Chapter 6 addresses the implementation and evaluation of the targeted communi-
cation style adaptation in a dialogue system. First, the user’s communication style with
regards to the system and the correlation between the user and the system communica-
tion style are examined. Then, a classification approach to automatically estimate the
user communication style is presented. The estimated communication style may be used
in the dialogue management to adapt the system behaviour to the user. Finally, the task
of automatically selecting the system communication style during an ongoing interaction
with a spoken dialogue system is addressed, which is part of the dialogue management.
The thesis concludes with a summary and an outlook on future directions in Chapter 7.
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2 Relevant Background

For understanding the presented work on the role of communication styles in spoken di-
alogue systems, all relevant basics are explained in this chapter. First of all, spoken
dialogue systems are described in detail, including their components and common ap-
proaches for adaptation. Furthermore, communication styles and interactive adaptation
in human-human and human-computer interaction are introduced. Showing that these
aspects play an important role in human communication, the background for the work on
communication style adaptation in spoken dialogue systems is provided. Finally, different
machine learning approaches and statistical metrics that are used throughout this work
are described.

2.1 Spoken Dialogue Systems

A spoken dialogue system is an interface that allows the user to access applications on a
computer or other technical devices via speech. In the following, the general architecture
of spoken dialogue systems and adaptation factors are discussed, as adaptive dialogue
systems have been a focus of research in recent years.

2.1.1 General Architecture of Spoken Dialogue Systems

In general, a spoken dialogue system consists of five components, as can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.1. The user’s spoken utterance is input to the speech recognition, where the most
likely spoken word sequences are extracted from the speech signal and transformed into
text. A word hypothesis graph is generated and passed to the linguistic analysis, where
the recognised hypotheses are mapped to a semantic representation. Hence, the meaning
of the user’s input is captured in a formal structure. The semantic representation is for-
warded to the dialogue management which is the core of the spoken dialogue system. It
communicates with the application, updates the current state of the dialogue, tracks the
dialogue history and determines how the spoken dialogue system should react, thus con-
trolling the dialogue flow and managing the interaction between the human user and the
computer. The next system action, which has been selected by the dialogue manager, is
passed to the text generation, where the abstract semantic representation is transformed
into a text representation. The speech synthesis then converts this text into a speech
signal which is output to the user. A more detailed description can be found in (McTear,
2004) or (Jokinen and McTear, 2009).
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Figure 2.1: The architecture of a spoken dialogue system consisting of speech recognition,
linguistic analysis, dialogue management, text generation and speech synthesis.
Based on (McTear, 2004; Jokinen and McTear, 2009).

2.1.2 Adaptation of Spoken Dialogue Systems

In recent years, adaptive dialogue systems have been a focus of research. This thesis makes
contributions with regard to adaptation through communication styles. In order to pro-
vide the necessary context and to describe the theoretical foundation, relevant adaptation
approaches will be presented in the following.
Adaptation can take place in any part of the spoken dialogue system. On the in-

put side, work is being carried out to make speech recognition and linguistic analysis
speaker-dependent. Kaur et al. (2017) review different techniques of speaker-dependent
speech recognition. A survey of the different feature extraction techniques Mel-Frequency
Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), Linear Predictive Coding Coefficients (LPCC), Perceptual
Linear Prediction (PLP) and Relative Spectra Perceptual Linear Predictive (RASTA-
PLP) is conducted and the evaluation is presented. When comparing speaker-dependent
and speaker-independent speech recognition, it is shown that the recognition accuracy
increases in case of the speaker-dependent mode. Kolář et al. (2010) explore speaker-
specific modelling for the task of automatic segmentation of speech into dialog acts. A
linear combination of speaker-dependent and speaker-independent language and prosodic
models is used and trained with a speech corpus of multiparty meetings. The results show
that speaker adaptation leads to a significant overall improvement and to improvements
for many individual speakers.
In the field of generation, research focuses on stylistic variation of the system utterance

to achieve adaptation. Mairesse and Walker (2011) describe a parameterizable generator
whose parameters are based on psychological findings about the linguistic reflexes of per-
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sonality and a method based on parameter estimation models that estimate generation
parameters based on target stylistic scores which are used by the generator to produce
the output utterance. In a human evaluation it is shown that the parameter estimation
models produce stylistic variation along multiple dimensions that is recognised by humans.
Janarthanam and Lemon (2014) investigate how a system can learn to choose referring
expressions (i.e. linguistic expressions that are used to refer to domain objects of interest)
for users with different levels of expertise when the domain knowledge is initially unknown
to the system. User modelling and adaptation strategies are learned by using a small cor-
pus of non-adaptive dialogues and user knowledge profiles and the evaluation results show
that the learned strategies perform better than hand-coded baseline policies with both
simulated and real users. Jokinen and Wilcock (2001) present a spoken dialogue system
that enables adaptation of the system response to the confidence in speech recognition
results. When the confidence in speech recognition accuracy is high, the system uses a
simple answer, while it chooses a more explicit response with repetition of old information
when the speech recognition confidence is low.

For speech synthesis, studies investigate phonetic variation in dialogue. Raveh et al.
(2018) present a web-based spoken dialogue system with a focus on phonetic convergence
and its analysis over the course of the interaction. The state of phonetic features in the
user’s speech may be detected and tracked. Furthermore, the system may be adapted ac-
cordingly. Using this system, mutual speech variation influences are studied. The results
show three main user behaviours with respect to their tendency to change their pronun-
ciation based on the system’s stimulus input. Gessinger et al. (2019) investigate phonetic
accommodation in a question-and-answer exchange with a simulated spoken dialogue sys-
tem in a Wizard-of-Oz experiment. It is shown that almost every user converges to the
system to a substantial degree for a subset of the examined features, but on the level of
individual users, there are cases of convergence and maintenance for all examined features,
as well as occasional divergence.

The most common approach for adaptation in dialogue systems is to adapt the dialogue
strategy, which is done in the dialogue management. In the course of this, various aspects
are taken into account, e.g. the user’s knowledge or level of expertise, the emotional state
of the user, the user satisfaction or the quality of the interaction, social information about
the user like the personality, and context information or environmental factors. Here
are some examples to illustrate this diversity: Adaptation to the user’s expertise has
been performed by Jokinen and Kanto (2004). A user expertise model is used in a speech-
based e-mail system, where the system’s assumptions about the user expertise are encoded
using three levels (novice, competent, expert). The system then responds depending
on the assumed competence levels of the user and varies how much extra information
is given to the user in one go. Nothdurft et al. (2012) present a companion system
which adapts the structure and the content of the interaction to each user’s knowledge
by including explanations. In doing so, the user is prepared for upcoming tasks that
have to be solved together with the system. The knowledge levels are thereby represented
with a probability value ranging from 0 to 1. If the probability of success is too low,
the explanation manager is notified via an explanation request to generate an explanation
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which enables the user to execute the dialogue step successfully. The explanation manager
then selects which explanation type is appropriate for the current lack of knowledge and
should therefore be given to the user in the next system output. A framework to model the
user’s emotional state during a dialogue and adapt the dialogue model dynamically has
been presented by Griol and Molina (2015). An emotion recogniser is incorporated as an
additional module, predicting the user’s emotional state. The information provided by this
recogniser is then considered as additional input for the dialog manager. Litman and Pan
(2002) identify problematic situations during the interaction with a spoken dialogue system
for retrieving online train schedules by analysing the speech recognition performance.
Afterwards, they use this information to automatically adapt the dialogue strategy. A
user satisfaction based dialogue strategy is learned by Ultes et al. (2017). In simulated
experiments it is shown that a live user satisfaction estimation model may be applied
as reward signal in a statistical spoken dialogue system, resulting in higher estimated
satisfaction whilst also achieving high task success rates.

2.2 Communication Styles

This section covers the relevant background on communication styles. The goal of this
work is to model the usage of communication styles, which is a human capability and
therefore builds upon the extensive preliminary work that exists on this topic on human-
human interaction. The relevant aspects are summarised to provide the formal linguistic
background for the thesis. First, the general concepts are discussed, followed by a definition
of the communication styles indirectness and elaborateness. Finally, it is outlined how
communication depends on the context in which it occurs.
Grice (1975) describes conversation as a cooperative activity where the talk exchanges

consist of a succession of connected remarks. Following his cooperative principle (“Make
your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs,
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.”),
each speaker makes a statement in order to promote the purpose and objective of the
conversation. This superordinate principle is divided into four categories, under each of
which fall different maxims (Grice, 1975):

• Quantity:

1. Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes
of the exchange).

2. Do not make your contribution more informative than is required.

• Quality: Try to make your contribution one that is true.

1. Do not say what you believe to be false.

2. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.

• Relation: Be relevant.
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• Manner: Be perspicuous.

1. Avoid obscurity of expression.

2. Avoid ambiguity.

3. Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity).

4. Be orderly.

The listener naturally assumes that an utterance follows the cooperative principle, i.e.
he presumes the speaker’s cooperation in the process of understanding the utterance.
However, according to Kroeger (2019), the cooperative principle is no code of conduct
which has to be obeyed. A speaker may also break the maxims, as long as the hearer
is able to recognise it. Hence, a deliberate deviation of the principle can be used to
communicate extra elements of meaning. Meaning that is derived not from the words
themselves, but from the way those words are used in a particular context, is thereby called
conversational implicature (Grice, 1975). These implications constitute an important part
of our communication.
One specific type of conversational implicature is indirectness (Kroeger, 2019). Searle

(1975) defines indirect speech acts as “cases in which one illocutionary act is performed
indirectly by way of performing another”. A speech act is thereby an action that is
performed through speaking, e.g. greeting, making a request, giving some information or
giving an order. This means that a speaker utters a sentence and means not only what he
says, but also something more. In contrast, in case of a direct speech act, a speaker utters
a sentence and means exactly and literally what he says. Searle provides the following
example:

speaker a: Let’s go to the movies tonight.
speaker b: I have to study for an exam.

The utterance of speaker A is a direct proposal in virtue of its meaning. In contrast,
the answer of speaker B is an indirect rejection of the proposal. Literally, speaker B is
making a statement, but within the given context, speaker A can infer that speaker B is
rejecting the proposal as he is assuming that speaker B is cooperating in the conversation
according to Grice’s cooperative principle. Therefore, speaker A assumes that the response
of speaker B is relevant for the current conversation. As the literal statement is not an
acceptance or rejection of the proposal, speaker B probably means more than he says.
As speaker A knows that both studying for an exam and going to a movie takes a large
amount of time relative to a single evening, he can infer that speaker B cannot do both in
one evening. As he is not able to perform the proposed act, he is probably rejecting the
proposal.
Similarly, Kroeger (2019) describes a direct speech act as “one that is accomplished

by the literal meaning of the words that are spoken”, whereas an indirect speech act is
“one that is accomplished by implicature”. Neuliep (2018) describes the indirect style as
a “manner of speaking in which the intentions of the speaker are hidden or only hinted at
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during interaction” and the direct style as a “manner of speaking in which one employs
overt expressions of intention”.
Another special type of conversational implication is the flouting of the first maxim

of quantity (Grice, 1975), i.e. being more elaborate or concise. This is for example the
case if speaker A asks for some information and speaker B responds by not only giving the
requested information, but also some additional information like how certain the respective
information or its evidence is. Neuliep (2018) defines three levels for the quantity of talk:
the elaborate style as the “mode of speaking that emphasises rich, expressive language”,
the exacting style as “manner of speaking in which persons say no more or less than is
needed to communicate a point” and the succinct style as “manner of concise speaking
often accompanied by silence”.
Neuliep (2018) defines communication as the “simultaneous encoding, decoding and in-

terpretation of verbal and nonverbal messages between people” that is dependent on the
context in which it occurs, i.e. the cultural, physical, relational, and perceptual envi-
ronment. Thus, people communicate differently depending on their cultural background.
This is consistent with various cultural models (Hofstede, 2009; Elliott et al., 2016; Ka-
plan, 1966; R. D. Lewis, 2010) and cross-cultural research has shown that people have
to be perceptive and adaptable when communicating with foreign cultures (Earley and
Mosakowski, 2004). According to Neuliep (2018), the direct style is often used in indi-
vidualistic, low-context cultures like, for example, the United States, England, Australia
and Germany. In contrast, the indirect style is often seen in collectivistic, high-context
cultures like the Asian cultures. An elaborate style of communication is usually used in
Arab, Middle Eastern and Afro-American cultures, whereas European Americans gener-
ally prefer an exacting style, and a succinct style can be found in Japan, China, and some
Native American/American Indian cultures. However, the context of the speaker com-
prises more than just the culture. The message sent by a speaker is altered by where and
with whom he or she interacts, what is the goal of the interaction and which effect he or
she wants to achieve.
Numerous studies have shown that humans use different communication styles which

have different effects on their interlocutor and the conversation. Pesch et al. (2015) pre-
sented a study on how new product development is affected by communication style diver-
sity in teams. The results show that a diversity of communication styles in teams improves
the creative environment within these teams and thus facilitates product innovativeness
and speed to market of new product development. On the other hand, it also increases
relationship conflicts that hamper a creative team environment. However, the beneficial
effects seem to outweigh the dysfunctional effects on the team innovation performance.
The study of Van Dolen et al. (2007) examined online commercial group chat and, in
particular, how the communication style of the advisor influences the effects of perceived
technology attributes (perceived control, reliability, speed, and ease of use) and chat group
characteristics (group involvement, similarity, and receptivity) on chat session satisfaction.
The advisor used a task-oriented communication style (highly goal oriented and purpose-
ful, giving direction and information, repeating, clarifying and evaluating information)
and a socially oriented communication style (more personal and social, even to the ex-
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tent of sometimes ignoring the task at hand, making jokes, showing understanding, using
emoticons and rewarding the input of the customers). The results show that the online
chat advisor’s communication style influences the importance of technology attributes to
customers and causes different group dynamics to develop which influence customer sat-
isfaction. Bultman and Svarstad (2000) examined how the communication style of physi-
cians impacts the clients’ knowledge, initial beliefs, satisfaction, and adherence behaviour
of individuals who have been prescribed a new medication for depression. The results of
the study show that a collaborative communication style enhances the clients’ knowledge
of the medication regimen, initial beliefs about the medication, satisfaction with medi-
cation and medication use, thus positively influencing the treatment outcomes. It is not
required that the given information is exhaustive, but it does require that the physician
clearly communicates what to take, how much and when to take the antidepressant, when
one can expect to begin feeling better, potential side effects and ways to alleviate these
side effects, expected length of treatment, and a general idea of how the medication works.
Another interesting finding is that the physician communication style varies between the
initial visit and follow-up visits, even with the same patient. The perceptions of direct
and indirect speech was investigated by Holtgraves (1986). The results indicate that the
perceived appropriateness of an interactant’s choice regarding how to phrase a remark
in a conversation may be affected by the social process of face management. Indirect
replies were perceived as more likely in face-threatening than non-face-threatening situ-
ations. When the situation was face-threatening, indirect replies that were evasive were
perceived as more likely and polite than direct replies, and indirect replies were more likely
to be accepted rather than challenged. Madaio et al. (2017) explored the impact of peer
tutors’ use of indirectness with feedback and instructions as well as the impact of the in-
terpersonal closeness between tutor and tutee on the use of indirectness. The results show
that, in comparison with friend tutors, stranger tutors provide more positive feedback
and use more indirect instructions. Moreover, tutees attempt and solve more problems if
the stranger tutor uses indirect instructions. No such effect was found for friend tutors,
indicating that relationship impacts students’ collaborative learning behaviours and that
interpersonal closeness reduces the face-threat of direct instructions.

2.3 Interactive Adaptation in Human Communication

In the previous section, it has been discussed which communication styles exist and how
they have been characterised by existing research. The second important step is to know
how humans operate with communication styles, i.e. how the communication styles evolve
in conversation and whether they are changing or staying consistent. Hence, this section
reviews the relevant background regarding the human perspective on interactive adapta-
tion in human-human and human-computer interaction.
It has been shown that people adapt their interaction styles to one another across many

levels of utterance production when they communicate, e.g. by matching each other’s
behaviour or synchronising the timing of behaviour. Burgoon et al. (1995) review a broad
range of interaction adaptation theories and models and present their own interaction
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adaptation theory. According to their theory, adaptation in interaction is responsive to
the needs, the expectations, and the desires of the communicators. A mechanistic theory
of language processing, the interactive alignment model, is outlined by Pickering and
Garrod (2004). It assumes that, in dialogue, the linguistic representations employed by
the interlocutors become aligned at many levels, including the phonetic representation, the
phonological representation, the lexical representation, the syntactic representation, the
semantic representation and the situation model. This process of alignment is a largely
automatic process which simplifies production and comprehension in dialogue. In the
following, some studies that have investigated the phenomenon of interactive adaptation
in human-human and human-computer interaction will be presented.

2.3.1 Interactive Adaptation in Human-Human Interaction

Levelt and Kelter (1982) investigated how speakers repeat materials from previous talk
in question-answering situations. The results of two experiments show that a question’s
surface form can affect the format of the answer given in the way that answers tend to
match to the prepositional form of the question, e.g. “(At) what time do you close?” –
“(At) five o’clock.” The coordination of spatial descriptions has been explored by Gar-
rod and Anderson (1987). The results of this study show that speakers adopt similar
forms of descriptions, suggesting that interlocutors adapt their description styles to one
another. Thus, the results indicate that language processing in dialogue is governed by
local principles of interaction. Schober (1993) investigated how speakers describe the
locations of objects (from their own perspective, their addressee’s perspective, or some
perspective that avoids choosing one or the other person) when performing a referential
communication task. The results revealed that two speakers often used exactly the same
or nearly identical words to describe the same display when communicating, showing that
both partners actively collaborated with each other to ensure understanding. Brennan
and Clark (1996) examined lexical entrainment, which describes the phenomenon that
people in conversation use the same terms when referring repeatedly to the same object.
After carrying out three experiments, the authors suggest that people are proposing a con-
ceptualisation of an object when referring to it. Their addressees may or may not agree
to that proposal, but once a shared conceptualisation is established, both interlocutors
appeal to it in later references. Over time, speakers may simplify their conceptual pacts
or abandon them for new ones. Niederhoffer and Pennebaker (2002) explored to which
degree two people in conversation coordinate by matching their word use and how this
coordination is related to the success or failure of the conversation. The results of their
studies offer convincing evidence that individuals coordinate their word use on both the
conversational level as well as on a turn-by-turn level. An unexpected finding is the lack
of a relationship between the perceived interaction quality and the degree of linguistic
style matching. A corpus study examining entrainment in the use of high frequency words
(i.e. the most common words in the corpus) is presented in (Nenkova et al., 2008). The
results show that the degree of high-frequency word entrainment is positively correlated
with task success, and that entrainment in high-frequency word usage is a good indicator
of the perceived naturalness of a conversation.
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Syntactic adaptation has been investigated by Branigan et al. (2000). It is examined
whether speakers in a dialogue tend to coordinate the syntactic structures of their con-
tributions, irrespective of lexical and semantic content. The results reveal that, when
comparing prepositional object structures and double object structures, speakers tend to
produce a syntactic form that they have just heard the other dialogue participant use.
Reitter et al. (2006) examined two corpora of spoken, two-person dialogues for syntactic
repetitions. Positive priming effects are found in both corpora, both for within-speaker and
between-speaker priming. However, the comparison of both corpora indicates that spon-
taneous conversation shows significantly less priming than task-oriented dialogue. Jungers
et al. (2002) examined whether speakers imitate the rate of a previously heard sentence
when producing a sentence of analogous structure. In their experiment, the speakers’
sentence duration was significantly longer following a slow prime than a fast prime, and
significantly shorter following a fast prime than a slow prime, but the speakers were also
influenced by their own preferred production rate. Therefore, the authors concluded that
both the preferred rate and the prime rate influence the produced rate. Phonetic conver-
gence during conversational interaction has been investigated by Pardo (2006). By asking
separate listeners to detect pronunciation similarity in a conversational speech corpus it
was determined whether pairs of talkers converged in phonetic repertoire over the course
of a single interaction. The results show the existence of a relatively rapid process of
phonetic convergence between interacting talkers that is influenced by a talker’s role and
sex, and that is persisting beyond the conversation that induces it.

2.3.2 Interactive Adaptation in Human-Computer Interaction

Even if it has been shown that there exist clear differences in human-human interaction
and human-computer interaction (Doran et al., 2003), numerous studies prove that in-
teractive adaptation also occurs in the context of human-computer interaction. Brennan
(1991) compared keyboard conversations involving a simulated computer partner with
those involving a human partner. In a Wizard-of-Oz experiment, both the human and
the simulated computer partner varied between three styles of responses: a short response
containing only one or several words but no complete sentence, a sentence response, and
a lexical change response without heed to the particular lexical items used in the adjacent
query. The results show both differences and similarities between a simulated computer
partner and a human partner. There were significantly more acknowledgements, first-
person and second-person pronouns and ellipses with the human partner. However, there
was no difference in the number of third-person pronouns, showing that people expected
connectedness across conversational turns between sentences and turns, independent of
whether they believed they were talking to another person or a computer. Moreover,
there were differences in the style of the participants’ queries. The first query was always
a complete sentence with human partners, whereas with simulated computer partners,
half the time the first query was a phrase or key words. As the dialogue proceeded, people
adapted to their partners by designing queries that were more similar to their partners’
responses. In the last half of each dialogue, the mean percentage of complete sentences
was not different across both kinds of partners, and was affected only by whether the
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response style was short or sentential. These results indicate that the design of the user’s
utterances is shaped both by the initial model of the partner and also by the partner’s re-
sponses. In another Wizard-of-Oz experiment, Brennan and Ohaeri (1994) compared the
effect of a telegraphic, a fluent and an anthropomorphic message style. The results show
no difference in the success of the participants and in their ratings about the perceived
intelligence of the system. However, the language they used was shaped by the system’s
message style. Lexical convergence with computers has been investigated in (Brennan,
1996). It is shown that people adopt the terms of their computer partners during text-
based and speech-based interaction. Lexical alignment has also been studied by Koulouri
et al. (2016). In a Wizard-of-Oz experiment, it was analysed whether speakers used the
same words as their partner. The results show that the vocabulary stabilised early in the
dialogue, suggesting the operation of lexical alignment between speakers.

Darves and Oviatt (2002) examined whether the duration of children’s interspeaker re-
sponse latencies is influenced by a computer partner’s speech output. Four different voices
were used in a study: male extrovert, male introvert, female extrovert and female introvert.
The extrovert voices had a higher utterance rate (measured in syllables per second) and a
shorter dialogue response latency. The results reveal that the children’s response latencies
differed depending on whether they conversed with an animated character that spoke with
the extrovert or introvert voice: their response latencies increased when first exposed to
the extrovert voice and then to the introvert, and decreased when first exposed to the in-
trovert voice and then to the extrovert. Coulston et al. (2002) investigated the amplitude
convergence in the children’s conversational speech with animated personas. It is shown
that children actively adapted to the amplitude of their partner and even readapted when
a new voice was was introduced. They increased their amplitude when interacting with a
louder extroverted character, and dropped it with the quiet introverted one. In (Oviatt
et al., 2004), it is shown that, additionally to the adaptation of the amplitude and the
interspeaker response latencies, the children also accommodated their utterance duration,
their utterance rate and their utterance pause structure. The average utterance duration
as well as the utterance rate increased when first interacting with the extrovert voice and
then with the introvert one, and decreased when first interacting with the introvert voice
and then with the extrovert one. The children’s average number of pauses and the total
pause duration increased when the animated character’s voice switched from extrovert
to introvert, and decreased when it switched from introvert to extrovert. The authors
conclude that the observed changes in the children’s speech represented a substantial con-
vergence towards their computer partner’s voice. However, as there is no perfect match,
the children are not doing mimicry. Bell et al. (2003) investigated whether people adapt
their speaking rate while interacting with an animated character. The results confirm
that the users adapted to the speaking rate of the system, even if the subjects after-
wards stated that they have not been aware of it. Moreover, the speakers varied their
speaking rate substantially in the course of the dialogue. Slower speech was used during
problematic sequences where subjects had to repeat or rephrase their utterance several
times. Prosodic adaptation has also been studied by Suzuki and Katagiri (2007). They
found that the participants of their study aligned at least unidirectionally: the partici-
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pants produced a louder voice when the system’s speech amplitude was increased, and
a shorter pause duration when the system’s pause duration was decreased. However, no
bidirectional adaptation was found.
Branigan et al. (2003) investigated syntactic alignment in typed communication via a

computer. An experiment was conducted where the participants played a dialogue game
in which they believed that they were interacting with either a person or a computer.
The results demonstrate syntactic alignment for both conditions and suggest that it is
largely an automatic process that is unmediated by consideration of the mental states of
the interlocutor. In another experiment, Pearson et al. (2006) show that the users’ lexical
alignment is influenced by their expectations about a system. When users believe the sys-
tem to be unsophisticated and restricted in capability, they adapt their language to match
the system’s language more than when they believe the system to be sophisticated and
capable. This tendency is unaffected by the actual behaviour that the system exhibits.
In (Branigan and Pearson, 2006), the findings of the studies are summarised and it is
concluded that speakers tend to align both syntactically and lexically to both computer
and human addressees. Moreover, alignment in human-computer interaction seems to be
even more important than in human-human interaction as it involves a stronger strategic
component that is designed to increase the likelihood of successful communication. Pos-
sible mechanisms that might lead to linguistic alignment in human-computer interaction
are discussed in (Branigan et al., 2010). Bergmann et al. (2015) explored lexical and
gestural alignment with real and virtual humans. It is shown that adaptation takes place
regarding communicative features (lexical alignment) as well as features without obvious
communicative function (handedness alignment).

2.4 Machine Learning Approaches

In this work, machine learning is used to recognise the user communication style and select
the corresponding system communication style from annotated data. Machine learning
is a branch of artificial intelligence that has the goal of synthesising the underlying rela-
tionships among data and information (Awad and Khanna, 2015). This knowledge can
then be used to predict future events or scenarios that are unknown to the computer.
According to Samuel (1959), machine learning algorithms enable computers to learn from
data and to improve themselves without being explicitly programmed. Machine learning
can be classified into three major categories:

• Supervised learning

• Unsupervised learning

• Reinforcement learning

Kubat (2017) describes supervised learning as induction from pre-classified examples.
This means that the input consists of example data and associated target responses, and
the goal is to learn an approximation of the mapping function. After training is finished,
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Figure 2.2: An example for classification in two classes using a support vector machine,
showing the maximum-margin hyperplane and the support vectors (red).
Based on (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).

correct responses can be predicted for new (unseen) data points. Supervised learning can
be used for classification (i.e. the output is a discrete-valued category) or regression (i.e.
the output is a number from a continuous range). In contrast, unsupervised learning uses
examples whose classes are not known in order to induce useful properties of the available
data (Kubat, 2017). It can be used for clustering (i.e. learning the inherent groupings
in the data) or association rule learning (i.e. learning rules that describe portions of the
data). In reinforcement learning, an agent learns from interacting with its environment.
The environment responds with rewards (i.e. positive or negative feedback) and the agent
optimises its behaviour with the goal of maximising the cumulative reward (Sutton and
Barto, 1998).
In this work, only supervised learning is used. Classification is performed using support

vector machines (SVMs) and artificial neural networks (ANNs). The concept of support
vector machines has been proposed by Cortes and Vapnik (1995). Given some data points
that belong to two ore more classes, the objective is to find a hyperplane (or set of
hyperplanes in the case of more than two classes) that separates the data points into
the different classes. A good separation is achieved if the hyperplane has the maximum
margin, i.e. the maximum distance to the nearest data points of all classes. These data
points that are close to the hyperplane and thus influence its position and orientation are
the support vectors. This principle is illustrated in Figure 2.2, showing the maximum-
margin hyperplane and the support vectors.
Another widely-used approach for classification is the usage of multi-layer perceptrons

(MLPs) that have been presented by Rosenblatt (1958). Being a subset of artificial neural
networks, it consists of three or more layers (an input layer, an output layer, and one or
more hidden layers) of nodes. Each node in one layer connects with a certain weight to
every node in the following layer. Figure 2.3 shows an exemplary MLP with an input
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Input
Layer Hidden

Layer

Output
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Figure 2.3: An example for a multi-layer perceptron with an input layer consisting of three
nodes, one hidden layer consisting of four nodes and an output layer consisting
of two nodes.

layer consisting of three nodes, a hidden layer consisting of four nodes and an output
layer consisting of two nodes. During training, an MLP learns to model the correlation
between the input and output by adjusting the weights of the connections between the
nodes. During the forward propagation, the input is moved from the input layer through
the hidden layer(s) to the output layer, and the decision of the output layer is compared
to the ground truth labels. The error is calculated and back-propagated, and the weights
are adjusted accordingly. Once training is done, the weights are used to classify new data
points.
Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are another class of artificial neural networks that

use recurrent links in order to represent time and create a dynamic memory (Elman,
1990). As illustrated in Figure 2.4, nodes are fed information not only from the previous
layer, but also from themselves from the previous pass. This allows the RNN to exhibit
temporal dynamic behaviour and to process variable length sequences of inputs. Classic
RNNs can keep track of arbitrary long dependencies. However, Bengio et al. (1994) have
shown that common approaches are inefficient in learning long-term dependencies due
to a vanishing gradient when back-propagating the error. This is why Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber (1997) presented the long short-term memory (LSTM), a special form of
recurrent neural network architecture using gates and an explicitly defined memory cell.
In the initial version, each memory cell had an input gate protecting the memory contents
from perturbation by irrelevant inputs, and an output gate protecting other units from
perturbation by currently irrelevant memory contents stored in the memory cell. Gers
et al. (1999) introduced an additional forget gate that enables the cell to reset itself
at appropriate times. These memory cells enforce a constant error flow during back-
propagation, making LSTMs insensitive to gap length. Hence, LSTMs are able to bridge
long time lags and preserve temporal information even if important events are separated
by a longer time duration.
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Figure 2.4: An example for a recurrent neural network with an input layer consisting of
three nodes, one hidden layer consisting of four nodes and an output layer
consisting of two nodes.

2.5 Statistical Metrics

In order to evaluate the performance of a classification approach, different statistical met-
rics are used. In the following, the metrics used throughout this work are presented.
The confusion matrix visualises and compares the predicted classification against the

actual classification (Awad and Khanna, 2015). Table 2.1 shows a confusion matrix for a
two-class classifier. True positive (TP) means that the outcome is correctly classified as
positive, whereas false positive (FP) means that the outcome is negative but incorrectly
classified as positive. Similarly, true negative (TN) means that the outcome is correctly
classified as negative, whereas false negative (FN) means that the outcome is positive
but incorrectly classified as negative. Based on the confusion matrix, the terms Accuracy
(ACC), Recall (R), Precision (P) and F-Measure (F) are defined:

ACC =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(2.1)

R =
TP

TP + FN
(2.2)

P =
TP

TP + FP
(2.3)

F =
(β2 + 1) · P ·R
β2 · P +R

(2.4)

β is used to control the weight assigned to P and R and has a value from 0 to infinity.
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Predicted
Positive Negative

Actual
Positive TP FN
Negative FP TN

Table 2.1: The confusion matrix compares the predicted classification against the actual
classification in the form of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative
(TN) and false negative (FN) classification. Based on (Awad and Khanna,
2015).

Within this work, the F1-Measure is used:

F1 =
2 · P ·R
P +R

(2.5)

For the comparison of two sets of ratings, the following metrics are utilised. Cohen’s
Kappa κ measures the relative agreement between two sets of ratings and is defined as

κ =
p0 − pe
1− pe

, (2.6)

where p0 is the observed agreement, and pe is the chance agreement (Cohen, 1960).
Hence, κ = 1 for perfect agreement and κ = −1 for perfect disagreement.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ is a non-parametric measure for the rank

correlation between two variables and describes how well one variable can be expressed
by the other (Spearman, 1904). It is defined as

ρ =

∑
i(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√∑
i(xi − x̄)2(yi − ȳ)2

, (2.7)

where xi and yi are corresponding ranked ratings, while x̄ and ȳ are the mean ranks.
Thus, ρ = 1 if observations have identical ranks and ρ = −1 if observations have fully
opposed ranks.
The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient ICC measures the reliability between the rat-

ings. In this work, the One-Way Random Average Measures ICC(1, k) is used as defined
in (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) with k = 3 raters who are randomly selected from a lager
population of raters. It is defined as

ICC(1, k) =
BMS −WMS

BMS + (k − 1)WMS
, (2.8)

where BMS is the between-targets mean suqare and WMS is the within-targets mean
square. ICC = 1 indicates maximum reliability, ICC = −1 maximum unreliability.
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2.6 Summary

In this chapter, all relevant basics for understanding the presented work on the role of
communication styles in spoken dialogue systems have been explained. A spoken dialogue
systems is an interface that allows the user to access applications on a technical device
via speech. It consists of five components, including the speech recognition, the linguistic
analysis, the dialogue management, the text generation, and the speech synthesis. Adap-
tation can take place in each of the components. However, the most common approach
for adaptation in dialogue systems is to adapt the dialogue strategy, which is done in the
dialogue management.
Communication styles play an important role in human communication. The theo-

retical background and the definitions of communication styles in general and for the
elaborateness and indirectness in particular have been introduced. These definitions are
used throughout this work for annotations and classifications. Furthermore, a broad re-
view of studies investigating the phenomenon of interactive adaptation in human-human
and human-computer interaction has been provided. It has been shown that people adapt
their interaction styles to one another across many levels of utterance production when
they communicate: they use the same words, coordinate their phonetic repertoire, their
amplitude, their sentence and pause duration, the prepositional form and syntactic struc-
tures of their utterances, and the style of their messages–both when communicating with a
human and a computer interaction partner. As the textual elements (i.e. how to formulate
the utterance) are covered by the concept of communication styles, this thesis concentrates
on this aspect.
Machine learning algorithms enable computers to learn from data and to improve them-

selves without being explicitly programmed. In this work, supervised learning is applied
and classification is performed using support vector machines and artificial neural net-
works. In order to evaluate the classification performance, different statistical metrics
are used, including the confusion matrix, Cohen’s Kappa κ, Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient Rho ρ and the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient ICC.
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This chapter summarises related work from the different fields considered within this
thesis. In Section 3.1, approaches to the adaptation of communication styles in human-
machine interaction are presented. The focus is no longer on how the human adapts to the
system, but on approaches to adapt the communication style of the system to the human
user. Section 3.2 reviews approaches for the recognition of elaborateness and indirectness
in the context of related applications.

3.1 Adaptation of Communication Styles in
Human-Computer Interaction

Various studies suggest to adapt spoken dialogue systems to the users in a similar way
that people adapt to their interlocutors. For example, Stenchikova and Stent (2007) pro-
posed two new approaches for measuring adaptation between dialogues and used these
measures to study adaptation in a corpus of spoken dialogues. As these measures can
identify features that exhibit variation and can be used to evaluate adaptation, it is pro-
posed to incorporate models of adaptation to syntactic and lexical choice into spoken
dialogue systems to enable the adaptation of these systems. By adapting the system’s
behaviour to the user, the conversation agent may appear more familiar and trustworthy
and the dialogue may be more effective. So far, communication styles have been used to
create computer personalities, and approaches for stylistic variation as well as for stylistic
adaptation have been investigated, which is elaborated in the following sections.

3.1.1 Development of Computer Personalities

Communication styles are a widely used medium to create computer personalities. Nass
et al. (1995) endowed their system with properties associated with a dominant or submis-
sive personality. While the dominant version displayed high confidence and used strong
language, assertions and commands, the submissive version displayed a low confidence
level and used weaker language, questions and suggestions. The fundamental information
conveyed by the system was thereby not changed. The results of a user study showed that
the users recognised the computer’s personality. Moreover, they preferred the system that
displayed the personality that is similar to their own personality and were more satisfied
with the interaction with this system in comparison to the system that used the dissimilar
personality. In (Moon and Nass, 1996), it was additionally investigated how changes in
the system’s dominance/submissiveness were perceived by the users. The results showed
that changes in the direction towards a similar personality generated greater attraction
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than consistent similarity. Isbister and Nass (2000) created an extrovert and an introvert
version of a computer character by use of verbal and non-verbal cues. The extroverted
character used strong and friendly language in form of confident assertions that were rela-
tively lengthy, poses with the limbs spread wide from its body, and postures that made the
character seem to have moved closer to the participant. In contrast, the introverted char-
acter used weaker language in form of questions and suggestions that were relatively short,
poses with the limbs closer to its body, and did not appear to approach the participant.
Again, the fundamental information conveyed by the system was not changed, only the
style of communicating the information. After conducting a user study, the results showed
that the participants were able to identify both the verbal and the non-verbal personality
cues. However, contrary to the previous studies, the participants preferred a character
that had a personality that is complementary to their own personality, instead of a simi-
lar one. Tapus and Mataric (2008) also focused on the level of extroversion/introversion.
The introverted version of a socially assistive therapist robot used vocal content that was
nurturing and contained gentle and supportive language, as well as low pitch and volume.
For the extroverted personality, a challenging language and high pitch and volume were
used. The experimental results showed preference for a robot personality that matched
the personality of the respective user. André et al. (2000) introduced animated presenta-
tion teams with different character settings for the personality dimensions agreeableness,
extroversion and openness. Personality was conveyed by the choice of dialogue acts, the
linguistic style (verbosity, specificity, force, formality, floridity, and bias), the choice of
semantic content, syntactic form, and acoustical realisation. Feedback from users showed
that they were able to identify the different personalities. Smestad and Volden (2019) de-
signed a chatbot with an agreeable personality and one with a conscientious personality.
Both chatbots interacted through written input and output and were equal in all regards
expect their personalities. The differences in personality were displayed through the choice
of language and tone of voice. The experimental results showed that the personality af-
fected the user experience of the chatbots. Irfan et al. (2020) modelled the emotional state
of users and an agent to dynamically adapt the dialogue utterance selection of a system
in multiparty interactions. A proof of concept user study demonstrated that the system
can deliver and maintain distinct agent personalities.

Mairesse and Walker (2010) presented a parameterizable language generator that pro-
vides a large number of parameters to support different linguistic styles in order to pro-
duce utterances matching particular personality profiles. These personality profiles were
assigned fixed parameter values. An evaluation with human judges showed that the gener-
ated personality cues were reliably interpreted by humans. In (Mairesse andWalker, 2011),
the same language generator has been used with parameter estimation models trained us-
ing personality-annotated data. Thus, generation parameters were estimated given target
stylistic scores, which were then used by the generator to produce the output utterance.
The results of a human evaluation showed that the trained models produced recognisable
system personalities. Oraby et al. (2018) used the generator to synthesise a new corpus
of over 88,000 restaurant domain utterances whose linguistic style varies according to the
personality models. This corpus has then been used to train three neural models. An
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evaluation of these trained models showed that they both preserve semantic fidelity and
exhibit distinguishable personality styles. Aly and Tapus (2016) used the generator in a
humanoid robot and additionally explored the usage of gestures. The introverted robot
used gestures that were narrow, slow and executed at a low rate, while the extroverted
gestures were broad, quick and executed at a high rate. Moreover, the generated speech
content was adapted so that the robot gave more details in the extroverted condition than
in the introverted condition. Experimental results showed that the participants found the
robot that adapted both the speech and the gestures more engaging than the robot that
adapted only the speech. Moreover, the majority of extroverted users preferred the ex-
troverted robot, while the majority of introverted users preferred the introverted version.
However, there were also some contrary preferences, even if they were not dominant. This
variance in the perception of the robot behaviour reveals the difficulty in setting up clear
borders and rules for the decision when which personality is preferred.

3.1.2 Style Variation

Obviously, there exist other applications than computer personalities. In the following,
more general approaches to style variation are described. Whittaker et al. (2003) investi-
gated how conciseness can be realised in spoken dialogue systems. Conciseness was thereby
implemented by the number of attributes included in one option: concise descriptions men-
tioned only the highest weighted attribute, sufficient descriptions mentioned the top three
weighted attributes, and verbose descriptions mentioned five attributes. Kruijff-Korbayová
et al. (2008) described a multimodal in-car dialogue system with a template-based genera-
tor that generates and controls personal and impersonal style variation in the output. The
dichotomy of the personal/impersonal style was defined in such a way that it primarily
reflected a distinction in terms of agent activity: the personal style involved the explicit
realisation of an agent (e.g. “I’ve found three songs.”), while the impersonal style avoided
it (e.g. “Three songs have been found.”).
Porayska-Pomsta and Mellish (2004) defined a natural language model for a tutoring

system with strategies for a positive or negative face. A positive face was thereby defined as
a person’s need to be approved of by others, while a negative face was defined as a person’s
need for autonomy from others. The strategies differed in the amount of content specificity
(i.e. how specific and how structured the feedback is) and illocutionary specificity (i.e. how
explicitly accepting or rejecting the tutor’s feedback is). They were characterised in terms
of the degree to which each of them accommodates for the user’s need for autonomy
and approval and selected based on these dimensions. Another tutoring system that
models politeness was presented by Johnson et al. (2004). Natural language templates
were defined and assigned positive and negative politeness values. During an interaction,
the template matching the target politeness values most closely was selected. A Wizard-
of-Oz experiment to evaluate the interaction tactics where the participants were randomly
assigned to either a polite or a direct treatment was conducted in (Wang et al., 2005).
The results showed that the polite agent had a positive impact on the students’ learning
gains. Wilkie et al. (2005) integrated politeness strategies for system-initiated digressions
in a mass-market telephone banking dialogue. Templates for a positive face redress were
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optimistic, informal, intensifying interest with the addressee, exaggerating approval with
the addressee, presupposing common ground, showing concern for the addressee’s wants,
offering and promising, giving or asking for reasons. Templates for a negative face redress
were pessimistic, indirect, apologising, stating the face-threatening act as a general rule,
impersonalising the speaker and the addressee, giving deference, going on record as not
indebting the addressee. In contrast to these templates used to mitigate positive and
negative face threats, the bald templates were direct and concise. Experimental results
showed no general preference for one of the strategies. Gupta et al. (2007) presented a
system combining a spoken language generator with an artificial intelligence planner to
model politeness in collaborative task-oriented dialogue. A direct strategy (e.g. “Do X.”),
an approval strategy (e.g. “Could you please do X mate?”), an autonomy strategy (e.g.
“Could you possibly do X for me?”) and an indirect strategy (e.g. “X is not done yet.”) were
used to model different levels of politeness, and different linguistic forms were defined to
model each strategy. These politeness strategies have also been used in the conversational
agent described in (De Jong et al., 2008) and (Hofs et al., 2010) that can help users to find
their way in a virtual environment, while adapting its politeness to that of the user. In
each turn, a pre-generated sentence template with politeness tags was selected depending
on the politeness value of the system that is calculated based on the system’s previous
politeness level and the user’s politeness level.

3.1.3 Style Adaptation

Besides the realisation of style variation, approaches to adaptation were examined. Walker
et al. (2007) presented a two-stage sentence planner for providing restaurant information in
different styles. It randomly generates multiple alternative realisations of an information
presentation which differ in how the content is allocated into sentences, how the sentences
are ordered, and which discourse cues are used to express the relationships between con-
tent elements. These alternative realisations are ranked using a statistical model trained
on human feedback. Brockmann et al. (2005) used an approach for ranking alternative
utterance candidates to simulate the effect of syntactic alignment in natural language gen-
eration. Ball and Breese (2000) presented an architecture that uses models of emotions
and personality encoded as Bayesian networks. One is used to diagnose the emotions and
personality of the user, and a second one to generate an appropriate behaviour for the
agent by selecting scripted paraphrases that are related to its emotional state and person-
ality. However, the agent’s mood and personality might only match that of the user or be
the exact opposite of the user. Buschmeier et al. (2009) presented an alignment-capable
microplanner that models the interactive alignment behaviour of human speakers for dif-
ferent microplanning tasks (lexical choice, syntactic choice, referring expression generation
and aggregation). The alignment behaviour is calculated based on the recency of use by
the system itself, the recency of use by the interlocutor, the frequency of use by the sys-
tem itself and the frequency of use by the interlocutor. Hoegen et al. (2019) developed an
end-to-end voice-based conversational agent that is able to align with the interlocutor’s
conversational style. The conversational style is categorised on an axis ranging from high
consideration to high involvement. The agent uses content variables (pronoun use, repe-
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tition, and utterance length) and acoustic variables (speech rate, pitch, and loudness) to
calculate the user’s conversational style and to match the participant on these conversa-
tional style variables. Hu et al. (2018) proposed an adaptation measure which can model
adaptation on any subset of linguistic features and can be applied on a turn by turn basis
during the dialogue to control adaptation in natural language generation. The method
was applied to multiple corpora to investigate how the dialog situation and speaker roles
influenced the level and type of adaptation to the interlocutor. It was shown that the
adaptation varied depending on the feature sets, the conversational situations, the dia-
logue initiative and the course of the dialogue. However, the application of the measure
to natural language generation was left to future work.

3.2 Recognition of Elaborateness and Indirectness

Previous work has already explored approaches for the recognition of elaborateness and
indirectness in the context of related applications. Di Buccio et al. (2014) proposed a
methodology to automatically detect and process verbose queries submitted to search
engines. It was shown that the information retrieval effectiveness can be significantly
improved by considering the query verbosity. Moreover, Gharouit and Nfaoui (2017)
suggested to use BabelNet as knowledge base in the detection of verbose queries and then
presented a comparative study between different algorithms to classify queries into two
classes, verbose or succinct. However, both papers deal with the classification of queries
submitted to search engines. To the best of our knowledge, there exists no previous work
in the field of elaborateness classification for spoken language.
Goel et al. (2018) explored different supervised machine learning approaches to auto-

matically detect indirectness in tutoring conversations. The authors collected a corpus
of tutoring dialogues from 12 American-English speaking pairs of teenagers whereby the
conversations included social interaction as well as tutoring periods. They annotated four
types of indirectness for the tutoring periods, namely apologising (e.g. “Sorry, its negative
2.”), hedging language (e.g. “You just add 5 to both sides.”), the use of vague category
extenders (e.g. “You have to multiply and stuff.”) and subjectivising (e.g. “I think you
divide by 3 here.”). Each utterance was then classified as direct or indirect based on its in-
clusion in any of these categories. Afterwards, they used different classification approaches
to detect indirectness based on textual and visual features, reaching an F1 sore of 62%.
However, the literature presented in Section 2.2 suggests that there are more aspects than
the four types of indirectness annotated in this corpus and that indirectness cannot be
broken down to rather simple key word spotting (e.g. “sorry”, “just”, “and stuff”, “I think”).
In this work, the definition of Neuliep (2018) is used which describes the indirect style as
a “manner of speaking in which the intentions of the speaker are hidden or only hinted
at during interaction” (see Section 2.2) and the directness/indirectness is annotated and
classified in a global way and not based on fixed structures or key words.
Other work in this field only focused on specific phenomena of indirect speech, like hedge

detection (Prokofieva and Hirschberg, 2014; Ulinski et al., 2018), politeness detection
(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013; Aubakirova and Bansal, 2016) and uncertainty
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detection (Liscombe et al., 2005; Dral et al., 2008; Forbes-Riley and Litman, 2011; Adel
and Schütze, 2017).

3.3 Summary

In this chapter, related work on communication styles in human-computer interaction has
been presented. This includes both work on communication style adaptation as well as
elaborateness and indirectness recognition.
Regarding the adaptation of communication styles in human-computer interaction, so

far, work has focused on alignment and on the realisation of communication style variation
in the natural language generation, both for general variation and for the development of
computer personalities. However, it has also been shown that alignment is not always the
appropriate system reaction. Depending on numerous parameters that influence an inter-
action between two participants, like the speakers’ roles, their cultures, their personalities
or the aim of the interaction, the appropriate or preferred speaking style or system per-
sonality differ. In this work, it is further investigated what influences the communication
style preferences and how varying communication styles of a spoken dialogue system are
perceived by the user. The state of the art is advanced by new insights and a formal model
capturing elements that are relevant for the selection of the system’s communication style
as well as aspects that are influenced by the system communication style. This model
demonstrates that communication styles play an important role in human-computer in-
teraction. Based on these insights it is argued that the decision which communication
style is to be used by a spoken dialogue system at which time needs to be covered by
the dialogue management to ensure that the relevant parameters can be included in the
decision process. In order to do so, a novel module for the communication style selection
in spoken dialogue systems is implemented and evaluated.
Regarding the recognition of elaborateness and indirectness in spoken dialogue systems,

only little previous work has been done. For the elaborateness, only queries submitted to
search engines have been examined, and for the indirectness, merely different categories
have been explored. In contrast, in this work, the indirectness is classified in a more
global way and not based on fixed structures or key words, and the elaborateness is, for
the first time, classified in spoken language. In this way, this thesis contributes to the
state of the art of communication style classification. As a result, a novel module for the
automatic user communication style recognition in spoken dialogue systems is presented.
Both the user communication style classification module and the system communication
style selection module extend the standard architecture of spoken dialogue systems, as
can be seen in Figure 3.1. Both modules are discussed in depth in Chapter 6.
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Figure 3.1: The standard architecture of spoken dialogue systems is extended by two com-
ponents: 1) a communication style classifier that automatically identifies the
user communication style and 2) a communication style selection module that
selects an appropriate system communication style. Taken from (Miehle et al.,
2022, Figure 1), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/3.0).
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4 Realisation of Use Case Scenarios and
Prototypes

A first step in the development of dialogue systems that adapt their communication style
is a thorough requirement analysis in the context of different use case scenarios and pro-
totypes. The discussion of related work in Chapter 3 has shown that variation and adap-
tation of communication styles are used to model various system properties. For example,
a spoken dialogue system can be endowed with a personality or mood, it can be shown
that the system is involved in the conversation, or the system can be provided with dif-
ferent politeness strategies. This chapter examines how communication style adaptation
can be incorporated into complex real-world systems. For this purpose, different proto-
types are implemented and examined: a social companion and conversational partner for
the elderly, a culturally adaptive information agent for immigrants, a spoken dialogue
system for indoor navigation, and an intelligent digital assistant for clinical operating
rooms. These application scenarios represent a broad cross section of the current research
on spoken dialogue systems, including different user groups and domains. Hence, they
are a reasonable selection for the study of requirements with respect to the integration
of communication styles into dialogue systems. The results demonstrate that there exist
applications in which the communication style should not be varied during an interaction,
but it is essential that the appropriate communication style is selected. This seems to
apply for systems like the intelligent digital assistant for clinical operating rooms, which
have to comply with strict requirements and presuppose high robustness. For companion
systems and information agents, varying the system communication style is a valuable
possibility for adaptation.

4.1 A Social Companion and Conversational Partner for the
Elderly

An important use case scenario for adaptive communication styles is a social companion
and conversational partner for the specific user group of elderly persons who tells the el-
derly about news and current topics and allows them to talk about their past. Depending
on the individual preferences, the companion could report on news and provide entertain-
ment in an elaborate way, or keep in the background and be more concise, allowing the user
to talk and take over the conversation. In (Miehle et al., 2019a), this scenario has been set
up in a prototypical implementation and the evaluation shows that such individualisation
is relevant. In the following, the development and evaluation are presented.
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4.1.1 Requirement Analysis

With the intention of getting an insight in the specific needs and requests of ageing adults,
discussions with the residents of a nursing home in the south of Germany as well as with the
social managers and caregivers have been carried out. The major topic was the loneliness
of the elderly living in a nursing home. The fact that those people feel lonesome can be
easily explained. Nearly all of the nursing home residents are widowed and therefore do
not have a partner any more. Moreover, their children reached adulthood. They have a
job where they pursue a career, their friends, their hobbies and usually they have raised
their own family. Even if they do not aim to leave their parents alone, they often do
not have the time for many visits. Commonly, children come to visit their parents in the
nursing home only on weekends. Friends of the nursing home residents are usually of the
same age. Some of them have already died, others suffer from physical disabilities and
therefore meetings with friends are also nearly impossible. The feeling of loneliness often
leads to a perception of neglect. Therefore, most of the nursing home residents wished to
have a contact person who talks to them, and even more importantly, who listens to them.
The interviews with the elderly revealed that the ideal companion would not talk about
topics like the person’s fear of isolation, psychological or physical complaints, diseases or
experiences of loss. In contrast, the companion should talk about news and current topics
while at the same time allowing the elderly to tell about their past.
However, when designing a prototype of a social companion for elderly persons, not only

the needs and wishes of the user group have to be taken into account, but also specific
difficulties which might occur due to the person’s physical and mental condition. The
interviews with the social managers and caregivers in the nursing home indicated that
dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, depressions and apoplectic strokes lead to a reduction of
the person’s cognitive abilities to produce speech. Furthermore, senior adults may have
difficulty in breathing due to various diseases which leads to pronunciation problems. On
the other hand, elderly persons tend to be hard of hearing.
In summary, the requirement analysis revealed that the companion should talk to the

elderly about news and current topics in an appropriate volume and pace so that the
elderly can easily listen and keep up with the conversation. Moreover, it should be a good
listener allowing the elderly to tell about their past.

4.1.2 Implementation and Evaluation

Based on the results and impressions obtained during the interviews at the nursing home,
a prototype of a social companion for the elderly has been designed and a user study with
a small group of retired seniors living at home or in a nursing home has been conducted.
Due to the fact that the elderly expressed the wish to have a companion that talks and
listens to them, the priorities have been set on the verbal interaction between the elderly
and the social agent and it has been decided to use the well-known NAO robot as an
off-the-shelf solution for the platform. During the design of the dialogue, the aim was to
respond to the desires defined during the interviews. As, in general, elderly persons are
not used to talking to any technical device and as all of the interviewed persons stated that
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I like the overall concept.

The NAO robot is pleasant.

The NAO robot  is trustworthy.

I like the dialogue. 

The news topics are interesting.

I like the topics of the personal questions.

The NAO robot is a pleasant dialogue partner.

The NAO robot understood what I said.

I understood what the NAO robot said.

I knew what I could say at every point of the dialogue.

I would like to talk to the NAO robot again.
1 2 3 4 5

Mean of participants
living at home

Mean of participants
living in a nursing home

Mean of all participants

Most positive

Most negative

Figure 4.1: The questionnaire contained 11 statements which had to be rated on a five-
point Likert scale (1 = fully agree, 5 = fully disagree). Overall, the ratings show
that the NAO robot and the dialogue were perceived very positively. Taken
from (Miehle et al., 2019a, Figure 1). Reprinted by permission from Springer
Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer, Advanced Social Interaction
with Agents, Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering, Vol. 510 by Maxine
Eskenazi, Laurence Devillers, Joseph Mariani (eds) c©Springer International
Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature (2019).

they have never seen a robot before, the NAO robot started with singing a well-known
German folk song to break the ice. While singing, the robot started to make eye contact
and waved his hand. After greeting the user and asking for his or her well-being, the
robot asked whether he should read out aloud some news. The user was able to chose
between the fields of sport, politics and economy. After each newspaper article, the robot
asked some personal questions where the user could tell about his or her past. The NAO
robot thereby sat down and listened to the elderly as long as they were talking. As a good
listener, he just nodded from time to time and kept eye contact. In the end, the robot
said goodbye and after some good wishes he ended by singing another part of the folk
song. Due to the fact that elderly persons tend to be hard of hearing, the speaking rate
was slowed down, the volume was increased and the utterances were repeated if needed.

After implementing the dialogue, a user study has been conducted with a small group
of retired seniors living at home or in a nursing home. In total, 16 persons participated in
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the survey, six of them lived in a nursing home. The participants living at home together
with their spouse were aged between 50 and 75, whereas the participants living in the
nursing home were widowed and aged between 75 and 98. It has been quite hard to find
elderly persons who wanted to talk to a robot. Moreover, three participants terminated
the study right after the beginning, one of them due to hearing problems, the other two
changed their mind when they saw the robot and did not want to talk to him. The course
of the survey was as follows: at first, the participants had a conversation with the NAO
robot. Afterwards, they filled in the questionnaire containing statements which had to
be rated on a five-point Likert scale (1 = fully agree, 5 = fully disagree) as well as open
questions on what might be improved and which kind of robot the elderly would like to
use. The evaluation results are depicted in Figure 4.1. Overall, the ratings show that
the NAO robot and the dialogue were perceived very positively. The users stated that
they liked the overall concept (M = 1.38) and that they found the NAO robot pleasant
(M = 1.31). Especially the gestures, the eye contact and the broad knowledge of the
robot were emphasised. Moreover, the elderly liked the dialogue (M = 1.69) and its topics
(M = 1.69). The participants felt that the robot understood what they said (M = 1.46)
and that they understood what the robot said (M = 1.38). Most of the elderly perceived
the NAO robot as a pleasant dialogue partner (M = 1.69) and would like to talk to him
again (M = 1.38).

This leads to the conclusion that a social companion as conversational partner and good
listener for the elderly is indeed in demand by lonely seniors of advanced age. However,
an extension of the dialogue towards individualisation would be expedient and desirable,
as mentioned in response to the open questions on what might be improved and which
kind of robot the elderly would like to use. One option for individualising the dialogue
is the usage of different communication styles. Depending on whether the elderly user
wishes their companion to provide them with news and entertain them or to be a good
listener, the communication style of the conversational partner could be adapted to a
more elaborate or concise one. In this way, the system can be tailored to the user’s needs
and his or her desired goal of interaction. To determine which communication style is
appropriate, the system needs to identify relevant aspects like the system’s current role
or the user’s background and take them into account in the decision-making process.
Chapter 5 investigates what influences the decision about which communication style to
choose in the current turn.

4.2 A Culturally Adaptive Information Agent for Immigrants

Another meaningful use case scenario for adaptive communication styles is a socially com-
petent and culturally adaptive information agent that can assist immigrants in getting
information about health care related questions. As described in Section 2.2, one ap-
proach to achieve cultural adaptivity is the use of varying communication styles.
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4.2.1 Challenges for Dialogue Management

In (Pragst et al., 2017a), the challenges for adaptive dialogue management have been de-
scribed. At the core of the agent, the dialogue manager is responsible for choosing the
most suitable system action, taking into account the dialogue history as well as the user’s
culture and emotional state. The chosen system actions impact the user’s perception of
the agent to a significant degree and need to convey the impression of a trustworthy, so-
cially competent and culturally adapted dialogue partner. There are several challenges
that the dialogue manager needs to address to achieve this goal: various use cases re-
quire a large dialogue domain to be handled and considerably different target cultures
result in culturally adaptive dialogue strategies being utilised. In order to address these
challenges, a knowledge integration component is utilised as integral part of the dialogue
manager. This allows handling a large dialogue domain while creating culturally adapted
system actions from existing system actions and knowledge base content automatically
without predefining culturally adapted variants of system actions. The knowledge inte-
gration component is relied upon to provide information regarding a multitude of user
questions, gathering them from a knowledge base containing relevant personal informa-
tion as well as trusted online sources. The dialogue strategy takes into account general
features, such as very broad dialogue acts (e.g. statement or request) and its topics (e.g.
weather, today), instead of predefined actions. Such features can be extracted for every
system action regardless of whether it has been anticipated by the developers or not. Un-
foreseen topics can be correlated with known inputs to determine the most suitable system
action. This approach offers further benefits: the knowledge integration can include new
information dynamically, always providing the latest insights to the user, without the need
to update the dialogue manager itself. Furthermore, if the user asks unforeseen questions,
the knowledge integration is able to search trusted websites for relevant information and
provide a suitable answer.
The knowledge integration as main source of system actions is mainly concerned with

providing factually correct answers to user requests. Moreover, it allows the dialogue
manager to select culturally appropriate variants of those answers. On the one hand,
if the knowledge integration provides several possible system dialogue acts, the dialogue
manager can select the action that is most suitable for the prevailing culture. On the
other hand, the communication style of the information agent’s actions can be varied by
creating culturally adapted system actions from existing system actions and knowledge
base content.

4.2.2 Implementation of a Culture-Aware Dialogue Manager

The challenge of culturally adaptive dialogue strategies has been investigated in (Miehle
et al., 2021c). With the aim of designing a culture-aware dialogue manager which allows
communication in accordance with the user’s cultural idiosyncrasies, it has been exam-
ined whether culture-specific parameters may be trained by use of a supervised learning
approach. For the implementation, the open-source software toolkit OpenDial (Lison and
Kennington, 2016) has been used. It combines the benefits of logical and statistical meth-
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Figure 4.2: Probability distribution of each parameter before training (blue) and example
probability distributions of two parameters after training, representing a fre-
quently occurring system action (green) and a rarely occurring system action
(red). Taken from (Miehle et al., 2021c, Figure 4).

ods to dialogue modelling by adopting a hybrid approach. Probabilistic rules represent the
domain model in a structured format and allow system designers to integrate their domain
knowledge. These rules contain unknown parameters that can be estimated from dialogue
data using supervised learning. Thus, this hybrid concept allows the system designers
to integrate domain-dependent constraints into a probabilistic context. The probabilistic
rules formalism is described in (Lison, 2015). Practically, they are defined as if...then...else
constructs that map logical conditions to a distribution over possible effects. For the action
selection, OpenDial provides utility rules that associate utility values to system decisions.
They can be used to find the action with the highest expected utility in the current state.
The utility rules have been derived from the database described in Section 6.1, containing
spoken dialogues from four European cultures (German, Polish, Spanish and Turkish).
All possible system actions in response to a user action have been extracted, regardless of
culture, and a rule has been implemented for each of the seven user actions. Afterwards,
the supervised learning approach based on the so-called Wizard-of-Oz learning provided
within the OpenDial toolkit has been used in order to estimate the parameters. This
learning approach allows not only to learn from Wizard-of-Oz experiments, but also from
dialogue transcripts. As the corpus contains dialogue interactions between two partici-
pants where one is taking the role of the system while the other one is taking the role
of the user of that system, thus resembling the situation of Wizard-of-Oz experiments,
transcripts of these dialogues have been created as input for the parameter estimation.
Using these transcript files, four different culture-specific domains have been trained. Pro-
ceeding from the initial probability distribution (Gaussian distribution, µ = 5, σ2 = 1),
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each parameter has been trained based on the appearance of the corresponding system
action in the data set. Since the parameters are updated after each user action–system
action tuple, a more frequent occurrence of a system action in the database causes the
shifting of the mean value to a higher value. In contrast, a rare occurrence correlates with
a lower mean value, reducing the probability that such a system action is selected. This
effect is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Afterwards, it has been evaluated whether the trained
parameters vary among the different cultures and therefore represent cultural patterns.
The evaluation results have shown that the different characteristics of the cultures result
in different parameters with highest mean values. Hence, the system response to a user
action varies depending on the culture.
This shows that cultural adaptivity in the dialogue management can be achieved by se-

lecting the appropriate system action. However, an approach to achieve even more cultural
adaptivity is the use of varying communication styles. The discussion of communication
styles in Section 2.2 has shown that people use different communication styles depending
on their cultural background. Hence, varying the communication style of the information
agent’s actions seems to be generally applicable and culturally relevant. Chapter 5 inves-
tigates whether cultural communication idiosyncrasies found in human-human interaction
may also be observed during human-computer interaction in a spoken dialogue system
context.

4.3 A Spoken Dialogue System for Indoor Navigation

In (Miehle et al., 2021a), an indoor navigation system that is based on natural spoken
interaction has been presented. This is another interesting use case for adaptive communi-
cation styles. Depending on whether the user knows the building in which he is navigating
or not, the communication style of the navigation system could be a more concise or elabo-
rate one. Moreover, the directness could be increased in case of communication problems,
leading to more precise and accurate route descriptions.

4.3.1 Functionalities

The system navigates the user through the Ulm University based on scripts, supporting
three different routes. Moreover, it can cope with incomplete scripts and inconclusive
situations by passing the dialogue initiative to the user. The user can perform the following
actions:

• Request Navigation: The user can ask the system for navigation (e.g. “Where do I
have to go?”, “What’s next?”).

• Offer Navigation: The user can give route descriptions in case the system has an
incomplete script (e.g. “I turn left at the stairs.”).

• End Navigation: During the dialogue, the user can end the navigation at any point
if he is not satisfied with the interaction (e.g. “I want to end the navigation.”).
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Besides these navigation actions, the user can accept or acknowledge the system output
or ask the system to repeat the previous description, e.g. in case he did not understand
the last output. The system supports four different communication styles for the route
descriptions:

• Elaborate, direct (e.g. “Go straight and turn left near the stand containing magazines
in order to reach the stairs.”)

• Concise, direct (e.g. “Go straight to the stairs.”)

• Elaborate, indirect (e.g. “Find the stairs to the left of the stand containing maga-
zines.”)

• Concise, indirect (e.g. “Find the stairs.”)

Depending on whether the user knows the building in which he is navigating or not, the
communication style of the navigation system could be a more concise or elaborate one.
Moreover, the directness could be increased in case of communication problems, leading
to more precise and accurate route descriptions.

4.3.2 Implementation and Evaluation

In order to create the scripts for the indoor navigation dialogue system, route descriptions
have been collected from native speakers based on videos. The routes contain different
points of interest and path elements like the cafeteria, an elevator or stairs. Overall, 74
complete scripts have been collected for each route. These descriptions were then used
to create the XML scripts for the dialogue system. An excerpt of a script is shown in
Figure 4.3, including examples for the different communication styles.
The system consists of two main components: the dialogue handler and the dialogue

manager. The dialogue handler initiates the dialogue with the request for the first system
action to the dialogue manager. The dialogue manager has a stack of system actions
which was set within the initialisation. The stack is filled with the actions extracted from
the XML script. The dialogue manager returns the next system action to the dialogue
handler and the dialogue handler activates the text-to-speech synthesis. In parallel, a
background job is running that listens to the next user input and enables barge-ins. As
soon as a speech signal is detected, the voice is recorded and the audio file is sent to the
Google Cloud Speech-to-Text API1. It returns the text which is passed to the machine-
learning based RASA Natural Language Understanding component2. The user’s intention
is classified and assigned to a user dialogue act. If the classification fails, the dialogue
handler immediately triggers the dialogue manager to return a dialogue act asking the
user to repeat the previous input. Otherwise, the user action is passed to the dialogue
manager with the request for the next system action. The dialogue manager then decides
whether the next description is taken from the system actions stack, a request is created

1https://cloud.google.com/speech-to-text
2https://rasa.com/docs/nlu
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<path>
<pathelement id=’1’ nextElement=’2’>

<concise_direct>
Go straight to the stairs.

</concise_direct>
<elaborate_direct>

Go straight and turn left near the stand containing magazines
in order to reach the stairs.

</elaborate_direct>
<concise_indirect>

Find the stairs.
</concise_indirect>
<elaborate_indirect>

Find the stairs to the left of the stand containing magazines.
</elaborate_indirect>

</pathelement>
<pathelement id=’2’ nextElement=’3’>

<concise_direct>
Go down the stairs.

</concise_direct>
<elaborate_direct>

Go down the stairs and pass the sign saying "Hochschulsport".
</elaborate_direct>
<concise_indirect>

The path continues down the stairs.
</concise_indirect>
<elaborate_indirect>

The path continues down the stairs, passing a sign saying
"Hochschulsport".

</elaborate_indirect>
</pathelement>
...

</path>

1

Figure 4.3: Excerpt of a script, showing the first and the second path element. Taken from
(Miehle et al., 2021a, Figure 2).
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(e.g. ask the user to go on with the navigation as the script is incomplete) or the dialogue
is terminated.
In order to evaluate the indoor navigation dialogue system, a user study has been

conducted where 30 participants used the system to navigate around the Ulm University.
Using the SASSI questionnaire (Hone and Graham, 2000), which has been developed in
order to measure the subjective assessment of speech system interfaces, an overall user
satisfaction of 3.74 from a maximum of 5 has been obtained. This user satisfaction might
be increased by adapting the system’s communication style to the user. Depending on
whether the user knows the building in which he is navigating (e.g. students or faculty
members of the university) or not (e.g. guests or visitors), the communication style of the
navigation system could be adapted to a more concise or elaborate one. Moreover, the
directness could be increased in case of communication problems, leading to more precise
and accurate route descriptions.

4.4 An Intelligent Digital Assistant for Clinical Operating
Rooms

There are also applications where the spoken dialogue system has to comply with strict
requirements and presupposes a high level of robustness. In such systems, the commu-
nication style should not be varied, but it seems to be essential that the appropriate
communication style is selected. To demonstrate this, an intelligent digital assistant for
clinical operating rooms has been implemented and evaluated (Miehle et al., 2017a; Miehle
et al., 2018a). The concept of the assistant has been described in (Miehle et al., 2017b).

4.4.1 Functionalities and Challenges

The system provides the surgeon assistance in many different situations before and during
an ongoing surgery. It allows speech-based interaction as speech is the modality used by
the surgeon to communicate with the staff and therefore does not pose an additional mental
burden if it is used to control surgical devices. In order to increase productivity and reduce
the workload for the operating staff, the system acts active-cooperatively and supports
the surgeon autonomously during the surgery. It escorts the surgery team throughout the
entire procedure and provides assistance where necessary. The main functionalities of the
presented speech-based assistant for a clinical operation room include:

• Providing data about surgery type, operating team, general patient data, laboratory
data, pre-diseases and medical treatment

• Saving preferred device settings for each surgeon, reading and changing the pre-
settings as well as transmitting the parameters to the operation room devices (e.g.
table, room light, insufflator, suction and irrigation unit)

• Automatically controlling surgical devices (e.g. starting the insufflator, increasing
the gas insufflation, turning off and on the light, tilting the table)
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• Tracking the usage of surgical material (e.g. trocars, different types of clips, suturing
material) and warning if the usage differs from the predicted surgical workflow

• Emergency mode for unforeseen incidents during a surgery, which includes a silent
option to prevent further distractions by the system

Enabling an intelligent operating assistance system to follow a surgery and control
surgical devices automatically bears several challenges. For keeping track of the procedure
and automatically controlling surgical devices, the system needs to know when to perform
which action on which device and when to stay in the background. Therefore, it has to
be aware of the whole context of the surgery, i.e. the current point of the procedure and
all past and future actions. This means that a reliable method for tracking the course of
the surgery needs to be developed, thus allowing to detect unscheduled events. Moreover,
it has to be clearly defined how the system is supposed to react in tenuous situations. For
this purpose, standardised surgeries need to be described in detail, allowing the system to
compare the actual course of the procedure to the schedule (Feußner and Wilhelm, 2016).
Using this medical domain knowledge, exact models of the complex surgery structure
need to be created which are then applied to the voice interaction system. Additionally, an
interface needs to be designed and implemented which allows intercommunication between
the voice interaction system and the surgical devices as well as the clinical information
system. With respect to patient safety, appropriate strategies need to be defined in order
to maintain full control of the medical devices even if the system is allowed to perform
some predefined actions during the surgery and control devices automatically.

4.4.2 Implementation and Expert Evaluation

For the implementation of the intelligent digital assistant, the ontology-based dialogue
management system OwlSpeak developed by Heinroth et al. (2010) and further extended
by Ultes and Minker (2014) has been used. It has been connected to the hospital informa-
tion database which acts as the interface between the dialogue manager and the intelligent
operating room, thus allowing OwlSpeak to access necessary data and to control surgi-
cal devices. Keeping track of the surgery is done by tracking the tool usage. Therefore,
variables for all kinds of instruments and assistance actions have been introduced. The
system listens to each of the surgeon’s instructions and increments the variables after each
user utterance corresponding to its specific purpose. The workflow and hence the current
part of the operation are then derived from the history of used tools at any point of the
surgical intervention. The observed course of the procedure is compared to the surgery
schedule which has been modelled in OwlSpeak. In case of a deviation from the schedule,
the system reacts proactively and utters a warning. The surgeon can then correct the
amount of used material or tell the system that the expected usage has to be adapted
for the rest of the procedure. For the emergency mode, an Agenda3 without any system

3Concept used by OwlSpeak to bundle several actions that belong to a specific dialogue turn (Ultes
and Minker, 2014).
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action and only one possible user action, which is the user giving the command to deac-
tivate this mode, has been introduced. For the entire dialogue, the system utterances are
concise and direct, meaning that the requested information is output very concretely and
without any additional information that might be inappropriate.
The system has been implemented in an experimental set-up in order to get an expert

evaluation from medical specialists, as described in (Miehle et al., 2018a). As a first
prototype, a laparoscopic cholecystectomy has been modelled. According to Cuschieri
(1999), this is the gold standard for the treatment of gallstones and a highly standardised
surgical procedure which can be segmented into ten procedural tasks. Each procedural
part comprises several steps which are directly linked with the usage of certain material
and instruments. As these instruments and materials, which are necessary to perform
each procedural task, are clearly defined, it is possible to predict the surgeon’s utterances
during each step. The knowledge about these utterances has been used in order to define
a dialogue corresponding to the surgical workflow. For example, the first procedural task
of the laparoscopic cholecystectomy, the insertion of a Veress needle, comprises four steps:

1. Incision with a scalpel

2. Application of the first Backhaus clip

3. Application of the second Backhaus clip

4. Insertion of the Veress needle

Hence, the system needs to track “scalpel”, “Backhaus clip”, “Backhaus clip” and “Veress
needle” in order to complete the first part of the surgery and to move on to the second
procedural task which is the creation of the pneumoperitoneum. In order to begin with
this part, the gas insufflation needs to be started. Therefore, the system asks the surgeon
whether this action should be performed. The surgeon can then confirm the execution or
tell the system to wait until he explicitly utters to do so. The resulting dialogue excerpt
looks as follows:

surgeon: Scalpel, please.
surgeon: Backhaus clip.
surgeon: Please give me another Backhaus clip.
surgeon: Now the Veress needle.
system: Shall I start the gas insufflation?
surgeon: Yes, please.
system: The gas insufflation has been started.

The implemented prototype was evaluated by specialists in the field of minimally in-
vasive surgery where it received good feedback. The speech interface and the dialogue
were perceived very positively. The system is designed not to annoy the surgeon and the
operating staff with inappropriate behaviour and unnecessary system prompts during the
surgery. Therefore, the system utterances are concise and direct. This communication
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style has been assessed well-suited for the underlying dialogue scenario in an operating
room. The experts have emphasised that it is crucial that a digital assistant for clinical
operating rooms provides the requested information in a very concrete way and without
additional, possibly inappropriate information.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter, different use case scenarios and prototypes were examined with regard to
incorporating communication style variation and adaptation. The presented systems fulfil
complex tasks within diverse domains, each of which has its own requirements. Together
they represent a broad cross-section of current research on dialog systems. Hence, they
provide valuable insights for the integration of communication styles into dialogue systems.
The results of the extensive requirement analysis demonstrate that there exist applications
in which the communication style should not be varied during an interaction, but it is
essential that the appropriate communication style is selected. This applies for systems
with strict requirements and a demand for high robustness. For example, the intelligent
digital assistant for clinical operating rooms provides the surgeon assistance during an
ongoing surgery. Therefore, the system must be designed in a way such that it does
not to disturb the surgeon and the operating staff with inappropriate behaviour and
unnecessary system prompts during the surgery. In contrast, for companion systems
and information agents, varying the system communication style seems to be a valuable
possibility for adaptation. In this way, the system can be tailored to the users’ needs,
their cultural background, their knowledge about the current situation, or their desired
goal of interaction, to name only some of the presented dimensions. Building upon these
results, in Chapter 5 it will be investigated which aspects are relevant for the selection of
the system communication style.
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5 The Communication Style Perception
Model

This chapter addresses the research question of how varying communication styles are
perceived by the user. The discussion of related work on communication style adaptation
in Chapter 3 and the requirement analysis based on the implemented use case scenarios and
prototypes in Chapter 4 have shown that there are numerous parameters that influence an
interaction between two participants as well as the appropriate or preferred communication
style. Examples in this regard are the speakers’ roles, their cultures, their personalities or
the aim of the interaction. In order to enable adaptation through communication styles,
these different aspects need to be set into relation. Therefore, a formal model which covers
elements that are relevant for the selection of the system’s communication style and aspects
that are influenced by the system communication style is developed within the scope of
this chapter. In order to do so, six user evaluations are presented, investigating various
user groups in different scenarios. The examined aspects are then combined in an overall
model. The resulting Communication Style Perception Model can be seen in Figure 5.1.
It shows dependencies that are experimentally proven with human users. Sections 5.1, 5.2
and 5.3 provide evidence that both user traits and system properties influence the user’s
communication style preferences in human-computer interaction. Sections 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6
address the question of how varying communication styles affect the user’s satisfaction
and behaviour. To examine this, different communication styles are included in various
systems and applications.

5.1 Cultural Communication Idiosyncrasies in
Human-Computer Interaction

One specific user trait is the cultural background. The discussion of communication styles
in Section 2.2 has shown that people use different communication styles depending on
their cultural background. Therefore, the first experiment (Miehle et al., 2016) has inves-
tigated whether cultural communication idiosyncrasies found in human-human interaction
may be transferred to human-computer interaction. Since Japanese and Germans have
particularly contrasting cultural traits, this experiment has been conducted in cooperation
with the Augmented Human Communication laboratory at the Nara Institute of Science
and Technology (NAIST) in Japan. To examine whether the cultural background of the
user influences his or her preference in the system communication style, a user study has
been designed and conducted, creating a dialogue in the healthcare domain that has the
potential capacity to reveal cultural differences. The dialogue contained different options
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Figure 5.1: The Communication Style Perception Model showing 1) elements that are rel-
evant for the selection of the system’s communication style and 2) aspects that
are influenced by the system communication style.

for the system output according to cultural differences. In every dialogue turn, the study
participants from Germany and Japan had to indicate their preference concerning the
system output. With the findings of the study, it is demonstrated that there are different
communication style preferences in human-computer interaction depending on the cultural
background of the user.

5.1.1 Integrating Cultural Communication Idiosyncrasies

In a culturally aware intelligent conversation agent, the dialogue management, sitting
at the core of a dialogue system, has to be aware of cultural interaction idiosyncrasies
to generate culturally appropriate output. Hence, the dialogue management is not only
responsible for what is said next, but also for how it is said. This is what makes the
difference to generic dialogue management where the two main tasks are to track the
dialogue state and to select the next system action, i.e. what is uttered by the system.
According to various cultural models (Hofstede, 2009; Elliott et al., 2016; Kaplan, 1966;
R. D. Lewis, 2010; Qingxue, 2003), different cultures prefer different communication styles
and various cultural differences are expected to exist between Germany and Japan. There
are four dimensions which are considered relevant for dialogue management:
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Animation/Emotion

The display of emotions and the apparent involvement in a topic can be perceived very
differently across cultures. While in some cultures the people are likely to express their
emotions, in other cultures this is quite unusual. However, both Germans and Japanese
are not expected to be emotionally expressive. According to Elliott et al. (2016), both
cultures avoid intensely emotional interactions as they may lead to a loss of self-control.
R. D. Lewis (2010) affirms the fact that both Germans and Japanese don’t like losing
their face. Hence, emotionally expressive communication is not a preferred mode and the
people try to preserve a friendly appearance.

Directness/Indirectness

Information provided for the user has to be presented suitable so that the user is more
likely to accept it. It has to be decided whether the intent is directly expressed (e.g.
“Drink more water.”) or if an indirect communication style is chosen (e.g. “Drinking more
water may help with headaches.”) whereby the listener has to deduce the intent from the
context. Elliott et al. (2016) and R. D. Lewis (2010) suppose differences between Germany
and Japan in their cultural model. While Germans tend to speak very direct about certain
things, Japanese prefer an implicit and indirect communication.

Identity Orientation

Internalised self-perception and certain values influence the decisions of humans which
depend on their culture. Hence, arguments addressing these values may be constructed
based on the user’s culture. In some cultures, the people are individualistically oriented
which means that the peoples’ personal goals take priority over their allegiance to groups
or group goals and decisions are made individualistically. In other cultures, the people
are collectivistically oriented which means that there is a greater emphasis on the views,
needs, and goals for the group rather than oneself and decisions are often made in relation
to obligations to the group (e.g. family). According to (Hofstede, 2009; Elliott et al., 2016;
R. D. Lewis, 2010; Qingxue, 2003), the identity orientation is expected to be different for
Germans and Japanese. Germans are supposed to be rather individualistically oriented
and the personal goals take priority over the allegiance to groups or group goals. In
contrast, Japanese are more collectivistically oriented and often make their decisions in
relation to obligations to their family or other groups. They tend to be people-oriented
and the self is often subordinated in the interests of harmony.

Thought Patterns and Rhetorical Style

Different cultures use different argumentation styles (e.g. linear, parallel, circular or di-
gressive). In a discussion, the way arguments are presented helps to provide necessary
information to the user in an appropriate way. Additionally, some cultures have low-
context communication whereas other cultures have high-context communication. In low-
context communication, there is a low use of non-verbal communication. Therefore, the
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Option Formulation

1 Offer him tea instead of water. It tastes good
and is not as bad as soft drinks.

2 Offer him tea instead of water.
3 Offering tea instead of water can help. It tastes

good and is not as bad as soft drinks.
4 Offering tea instead of water can help.

Table 5.1: There are four different options for each proposal how it is presented to the
user: (1) direct, background information, (2) direct, no background informa-
tion, (3) indirect, background information, (4) indirect, no background infor-
mation. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2016, Table 1), licensed under CC BY 4.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

people need background information and expect messages to be detailed. In contrast, in
high-context communication, there is a high use of non-verbal communication and the
people do not require, nor do they expect much in-depth background information. Taking
these facts into account means that the dialogue management has to make a very detailed
decision about how to present the information to the user. The cultural models suppose
various differences between Germans and Japanese. First of all, Qingxue (2003) states that
Germans have a low-context communication while Japanese have a high-context commu-
nication. Therefore, Germans need background information and expect messages to be
detailed. In contrast, Japanese provide a lot of information through gestures, the use of
space, and even silence. Most of the information is not explicitly transmitted in the verbal
part of the message. Furthermore, according to Elliott et al. (2016), the two cultures are
expected to use different argumentation styles. For Germans, directness in stating the
point, purpose, or conclusion of a communication is the preferred style while for Japanese
this is not considered appropriate.

5.1.2 Experimental Setting

Based on the cultural differences in the dimensions Directness/Indirectness, Identity Ori-
entation and Thought Patterns and Rhetorical Style, a study has been designed in order
to investigate if these differences may be transferred to human-computer interaction. Four
hypotheses have been formulated:

1. Germans choose options with direct communication more often than Japanese do.

2. Japanese choose options with motivation using group oriented arguments more often
than Germans do.

3. Germans choose options with background information more often than Japanese do.

4. There are differences in the selection of argumentation styles.
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Figure 5.2: In each dialogue turn, the participants had to watch different videos and decide
which one they prefer. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2016, Figure 1), licensed
under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

For the study, a scripted dialogue in the healthcare domain has been created. This
domain has the potential capacity to reveal such differences as very sensitive topics are
covered. For every system output, different variations have been formulated. Each of
them has been adapted according to the supposed cultural differences. The participants
assumed the role of a caregiver who is caring for their father.
In the beginning of the dialogue, the system greets the user. The user also greets it

and tells that their father doesn’t drink enough. The system asks how much he usually
drinks and the answer is that he drinks only one cup of tea after breakfast. Afterwards,
different possibilities for the system’s output are presented. The first one doesn’t contain
any background information: “You’re right, that’s not enough. Do you know why your
father doesn’t drink enough?” In contrast, the other four options include some background
information why it is important for an adult to drink at least 1.5 litres of water per day.
However, they differ in the argumentation style (parallel, linear, circular, digressive). The
user answers that he/she doesn’t know why their father doesn’t drink enough. Then,
the system has different proposals how the water-intake may be increased and there are
four different options for each proposal how it is presented to the user. The first option
contains background information and expresses the content directly. The second option is
also direct but doesn’t give any background information. For the third and the fourth op-
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German Japanese

male 23 38
female 42 8

Table 5.2: The participants’ gender distribution. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2016, Table
2), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0).

tions an indirect communication style is chosen, whereby one option contains background
information and the other doesn’t. An example for the different options can be found in
Table 5.1.
In the end of the dialogue, the system tries to motivate the user. Two different kinds

of motivation are formulated and presented by the system. The first one uses individu-
alistically oriented arguments (“You’re really doing a great job! It’s impressive that you
are able to handle all of this.”) whereas the second one uses group oriented arguments
(“You’re really a big help for your family!”). Afterwards, the system and the user say
goodbye and the dialogue ends.
The survey has been conducted on-line. A video for each possible system output has

been created using a spoken dialogue system with an animated agent. For all recordings,
the same system and the same agent have been used. In each dialogue turn, the partic-
ipants had to watch videos representing the different variants of the system output and
decide which one they prefer. An example of this web page is shown in Figure 5.2. During
the survey, all descriptions have been provided in English, German and Japanese. The
videos have been recorded in English and subtitled in German and Japanese. The transla-
tions have been made by German and Japanese native speakers who were instructed to be
aware of the linguistic features and details of the cultural differences to assure equivalence
in the translations.
Altogether, 65 Germans and 46 Japanese participated in the study. They have been

recruited using mailing lists and social networks. The participants were aged between 15
and 62 years. The average age of the Germans was 25.7 years while the average age of
the Japanese participants was 27.9 years. The gender distribution of the participants is
shown in Table 5.2. It can be seen that 65% of the German and only 17% of the Japanese
participants were female.

5.1.3 Evaluation Results

The evaluation of the survey confirms the main hypothesis that Germans and Japanese
have different preferences in communication style in human-computer interaction. The
first hypotheses says that Germans choose options with direct communication more often
than Japanese do. The study contains four questions where the participants have to choose
between direct and indirect options. Figure 5.3a shows the mean of how often Germans
(dark grey) and Japanese (light grey) selected the direct option. The German mean is
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(a) On average, Germans (dark) choose op-
tions with direct communication signifi-
cantly more often than Japanese (light) do
(MGer = 1.89, MJap = 1.17, p < 0.001).
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(b) On average, Germans (dark) choose op-
tions with motivation using group oriented
arguments significantly more often than
Japanese (light) do (MGer = 0.66, MJap =
0.43, p < 0.05).
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(c) On average, both Germans (dark) and
Japanese (light) prefer options with back-
ground information (MGer = 3.77, MJap =
3.67). There is no significant difference.

Figure 5.3: Results of the user study, showing differences between German and Japanese
participants. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2016, Figure 2), licensed under CC
BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).
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with 1.89 significantly higher than the Japanese mean (p < 0.001 using the T-Test), thus
confirming our hypothesis.
The second hypotheses says that Japanese choose options with motivation using group

oriented arguments more often than Germans do. The survey includes one system action
where the agent motivates the user. Figure 5.3b shows the mean of how often Germans
(dark grey) and Japanese (light grey) selected the motivation with group oriented argu-
ments. It can be seen that the opposite of the hypothesised effect occurred. On average,
the Germans chose the option with group oriented arguments more often than the Japanese
(p < 0.05 using the T-Test). An explanation for this result might be that motivation may
be dependent on the topic of the dialogue. In our case, the dialogue is in the healthcare
domain and caring for a family member is inherently group oriented. Therefore, it is
most likely that motivating using group oriented arguments is more preferred for indi-
vidualistically oriented people. However, if for someone it is natural to care for a family
member because he is group oriented, then motivation using group oriented arguments is
not needed and individualistically oriented arguments seem to be favoured.
The third hypotheses says that Germans choose options with background information

more often than Japanese do. The survey comprises five questions where the partici-
pants could select between system outputs with and without background information.
Figure 5.3c shows the mean of how often Germans (dark grey) and Japanese (light grey)
selected the option with background information. On average, both Germans and Japanese
preferred the options with background information. This suggests that there is no non-
verbal communication in this kind of human-computer interaction which is only based on
speech and does not include other modalities (the agent in the videos does not produce
any output but the speech). In this case, Japanese tend to miss the non-verbal commu-
nication which they use to have in human-human interaction and therefore need verbal
background information.
Our last hypotheses says that there are differences in the selection of argumentation

styles. The survey contains one system output where the participants have to choose
between different argumentation styles. However, no significant difference could be found.
Due to the difference in the gender distribution, it is important to investigate whether

this has an effect on the overall results. As can be seen in Figure 5.4, only for Thought
Patterns and Rhetorical Style, a significant difference has been found: on average, women
chose options with background information more often than men. However, as the majority
of both genders and both cultures chose the options with background information (Mm >
2.5, Mw > 2.5, MGer > 2.5, MJap > 2.5), the difference between the genders is not
supposed to effect the result based on the culture.

5.1.4 Conclusion

The presented user study has examined whether the cultural background of the user,
which is one specific user trait, influences his or her communication style preference in
human-computer interaction. In order to so so, it has investigated whether cultural com-
munication idiosyncrasies found in human-human interaction may also be observed during
human-computer interaction in a spoken dialogue system context. In an on-line survey,
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(a) On average, both men (dark) and women
(light) prefer options with indirect commu-
nication (Mm = 1.52, Mw = 1.68). There
is no significant difference.
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(b) On average, both men (dark) and women
(light) prefer options with motivation us-
ing group oriented arguments (Mm = 0.52,
Mw = 0.62). There is no significant differ-
ence.
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(c) On average, women (light) choose options
with background information significantly
more often than men (dark) do (Mm =
3.52, Mw = 3.98, p < 0.05).

Figure 5.4: Results of the user study, showing differences between male and female par-
ticipants. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2016, Figure 3), licensed under CC BY
4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).
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German and Japanese participants have indicated their preference concerning different
options for the system output. This multicultural study has shown that not all results
are consistent with the existing cultural models for human-human interaction and not
all cultural idiosyncrasies that occur in human-human interaction may be applied for
human-computer interaction. This suggests that the communication patterns are not
only influenced by the culture, but also by system properties and other user traits. How-
ever, there are differences between Germans and Japanese concerning their preferences in
the communication patterns of the system output. Hence, it is concluded that the cul-
tural background of the user has a direct influence on his or her preference in the system
communication style.

5.2 Influences on the User’s Communication Style
Preferences

The last section has already shown that the cultural background has an influence on the
user’s communication style preference in human-computer interaction. The results further
indicated that the communication patterns are also influenced by system properties and
other user traits. Thus, further influencing variables were investigated in the second
experiment (Miehle et al., 2018c). It has explored not only the influence of the user’s
culture, but also the influence of the gender, the frequency of use of speech based assistants
as well as the system’s role. Moreover, the cultural aspect was investigated in more detail.
Hence, five European cultures were examined whose communication styles are much more
alike than the German and Japanese communication idiosyncrasies. In order to investigate
what causes the differences in communication style preferences, a web-based user study
with 339 participants from Germany, Russia, Poland, Spain and the United Kingdom
has been designed and conducted where the participants had to imagine that they are
talking to a digital agent. For three different dialogues, the study participants had to
indicate their preference concerning the system output in every dialogue turn. For the
system output, the elaborateness and indirectness have been varied as Pragst et al. (2017b)
have shown that these dimensions influence the user’s perception of a dialogue and are
therefore valuable possibilities for adaptive dialogue management. With the findings of
this study, it is demonstrated which of the examined dimensions influence the differences
in the user’s communication style preferences in human-computer interaction in terms of
the elaborateness and the indirectness of the system output.

5.2.1 Experimental Setting

A multicultural user study has been designed to investigate what causes the differences
in the user’s communication style preferences in terms of the system’s elaborateness and
indirectness. To do this, three dialogues have been created where the digital agent assumed
three different roles. For every dialogue step, four options of how the agent talks to the
user have been formulated:
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• Direct, elaborate (D, E)

• Direct, concise (D, C)

• Indirect, elaborate (I, E)

• Indirect, concise (I, C)

As described in Section 2.2, the elaborateness refers to the amount of additional infor-
mation provided to the user and the indirectness describes how concretely the information
that is to be conveyed is addressed by the speaker. If the user, for example, asks the digi-
tal agent whether it can tell him about today’s weather, the four variations of the system
output look as follows:

• It will be cloudy mostly and it might rain during the afternoon. (D, E)

• It will rain. (D, C)

• I would propose to take an umbrella. A scarf and gloves would be good as well.
(I, E)

• You should take an umbrella. (I, C)

This example shows that in the concise version of a system utterance only the requested
information is given to the user, while the elaborate version of the same utterance results
in giving a more detailed weather forecast. Moreover, the direct option gives an accurate
description of the weather, whereas the indirect approach to answering that question is
the advise to take an umbrella. In this case, the weather is not stated directly but can be
inferred from the given information.
The study has been conducted on-line. The participants had to imagine that they

are talking to a digital assistant called Kristina. They were shown the three dialogues,
including the user input and different options for the system output. An exemplary
dialogue turn (as it has been presented to the study participant) can be seen in the
following:

you: Kristina, can you tell me about the weather today?
kristina: I would propose to take an umbrella. A scarf and gloves would be

good as well.
kristina: It will be cloudy mostly and it might rain during the afternoon.
kristina: You should take an umbrella.
kristina: It will rain.

For each dialogue turn, the participants had to read the four different variants of the
system output carefully and decide afterwards which one they prefer. All descriptions and
all dialogues have been provided in the participants’ mother tongues (German, English,
Polish, Russian and Spanish). The translations have been made by native speakers who
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Culture Gender #Participants Average age

German
male 32 30.75
female 34 30.62

English
male 35 29.26
female 35 30.09

Polish
male 34 27.09
female 34 29.24

Russian
male 33 28.42
female 35 28.83

Spanish
male 32 25.44
female 35 28.94

Table 5.3: The gender and age distribution of the 339 participants. Taken from (Miehle
et al., 2018c, Table 1), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0).

were instructed to be aware of the linguistic features and details of the differences to assure
equivalence in the translations. Moreover, the quality of the translations has been assured
by the use of backward translations.
The application of our digital agent Kristina is to help people in European countries get

health-related information. For the user study, three dialogues have been created where
Kristina assumed three different roles. In the first dialogue, the agent took the role of a
social companion. The dialogue is chat-oriented and Kristina and the user make small talk
about the weather and the user’s mood. The study participants had to imagine that they
are talking to Kristina about the weather as they want to go swimming later on. For the
second dialogue, the participants had to put themselves in the shoes of a parent who asks
Kristina for help to bathe their baby. Kristina assumed the role of an expert providing the
user with facts and descriptions regarding baby care. In contrast to the first dialogue, this
one is task-oriented with the purpose of information retrieval. During the third dialogue,
Kristina acted as a personal assistant. The users had to imagine that they are looking
after Eugene who is in need of care and ask Kristina about his sleeping habits. Kristina
retrieved useful information about the sleeping routine of the care recipient Eugene from
personal profile data and provided it to the user.
Altogether, 339 persons from Germany, Russia, Poland, Spain and the United Kingdom

participated in the user study. They have been recruited and paid using the Clickworker
Survey Service1 where the target group can be defined according to demographic data.
The participants were aged between 18 and 55 years, 166 of them have been male (48.97%),
173 have been female (51.03%). The participants’ detailed gender and age distribution is
shown in Table 5.3. It can be seen that the number of participants is evenly distributed
among the five different cultures. Moreover, the average age of the ten different groups
ranges between 25.44 and 30.75 years. The participants were asked how often they use a

1www.clickworker.com
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Usage #Participants %

every day 40 11.80
several times a week 84 24.78
a couple of times a month 121 35.69
never 94 27.73

Table 5.4: The frequency of use of speech based assistants of the 339 participants. Taken
from (Miehle et al., 2018c, Table 2), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).
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Communication Style #Participants %

direct, elaborate 2060 50.64
direct, concise 661 16.25
indirect, elaborate 921 22.64
indirect, concise 426 10.47

Figure 5.5: The overall evaluation results, averaging across all twelve utterances and all ten
user groups. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018c, Figure 1, Table 3), licensed
under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

speech based assistant like Apple Siri, Google Assistant or Microsoft Cortana. The results
are shown in Table 5.4. It can be seen that 35.69% stated that they use speech based
assistants a couple of times a month, 27.73% indicated that they never use such systems,
24.78% use them several times a week and only 11.80% use them every day.

5.2.2 Evaluation Results

In this section, the results of the user study are described. For the evaluation of the
results, the first and the last dialogue turn of every dialogue are not taken into account
as these system outputs have been used for greeting and leave-taking in order to have
complete dialogues for the survey. This results in three dialogues, the first one containing
four system utterances, the second one containing three utterances and the third one
containing five utterances.
The overall evaluation results, i.e. the average across all twelve utterances and all ten

user groups shown, can be seen in Figure 5.5. It is shown that 50.64% selected the direct
and elaborate (D, E) version of the system utterances, while 16.25% selected the direct
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Communication Style #Participants %

Dialogue 1

direct, elaborate 797 58.78
direct, concise 212 15.63
indirect, elaborate 191 14.09
indirect, concise 156 11.50

Dialogue 2

direct, elaborate 438 43.07
direct, concise 84 8.26
indirect, elaborate 438 43.07
indirect, concise 57 5.60

Dialogue 3

direct, elaborate 825 48.67
direct, concise 365 21.53
indirect, elaborate 292 17.23
indirect, concise 213 12.57

Table 5.5: The evaluation results comparing the different system roles. Adapted from
(Miehle et al., 2018c, Table 3), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

and concise (D, C) version, 22.64% selected the indirect and elaborate (I, E) version and
only 10.47% selected the indirect and concise (I, C) version. Isolating the two dimen-
sions indirectness and elaborateness, it can be seen that 66.89% selected the direct (D)
version of the system utterances, while only 33.11% chose the indirect (I) version. More-
over, 73.28% selected the elaborate (E) and 26.72% the concise (C) version of the system
utterances. This indicates that the participants tend to prefer the direct and elaborate
variations. Furthermore, the elaborateness of the system has a greater influence on the
user’s preference than the indirectness.
Following the same approach, the influence of the system’s role as well as the user’s

culture, gender and frequency of use of speech based assistants have been investigated. In
the following, the detailed discussion of the results is presented.

Influence of the system’s role

First of all, the influence of the system’s role is examined. In the first dialogue, the agent
took the role of a social companion. For the second dialogue, it assumed the role of an
expert providing the user with facts and descriptions regarding baby care. During the third
dialogue, the system acted as a personal assistant. The results concerning the elaborateness
are shown in Figure 5.6a, those concerning the indirectness are depicted in Figure 5.6b.
The exact values can be seen in Table 5.5. In Dialogue 1, where the agent’s role was
the social companion, 72.86% chose the elaborate and 74.41% chose the direct versions
of the system utterance. This leads to significantly more direct choices than the average
over all three dialogues (66.89%). In Dialogue 2, where the agent acted as an expert,
86.14% chose the elaborate and 51.33% chose the direct versions of the system utterance.
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(a) In Dialogue 2, the elaborate options (dark)
have been chosen significantly (p < 0.001)
more often than the average over all three
dialogues (black line). In Dialogue 3, the
concise options (light) have been chosen sig-
nificantly (p < 0.001) more often than the
average over all three dialogues. In Dia-
logue 1, there is no significant difference to
the average over all three dialogues.
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(b) In Dialogue 1, the direct options (dark)
have been chosen significantly (p < 0.001)
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dialogues (black line). In Dialogue 2, the
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chosen significantly (p < 0.05) more often
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Figure 5.6: Influence of the system’s role. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018c, Figure
2, Figure 3), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).

This means that the elaborate options have been chosen significantly more often than the
average over all three dialogues (73.28%). Moreover, the direct options have been chosen
significantly less often than the average over all three dialogues (66.89%). In Dialogue 3,
where the agent assumed the role of a personal assistant, 65.90% chose the elaborate and
70.21% chose the direct versions of the system utterance. This means that the elaborate
options have been preferred significantly less often than the average over all three dialogues
(73.28%). Moreover, the direct options have been chosen significantly more often than the
average over all three dialogues (66.89%). This leads to the conclusion that the system’s
role significantly influences the user’s preference in the system’s communication style. The
largest differences to the average over all three dialogues occur when the system acts as
an expert (Dialogue 2). In this case, the elaborate and indirect options have been selected
most often.
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Communication Style #Participants %

German

direct, elaborate 370 46.72
direct, concise 148 18.69
indirect, elaborate 165 20.83
indirect, concise 109 13.76

English

direct, elaborate 421 50.12
direct, concise 143 17.02
indirect, elaborate 193 22.98
indirect, concise 83 9.88

Polish

direct, elaborate 399 48.90
direct, concise 158 19.36
indirect, elaborate 179 21.94
indirect, concise 80 9.80

Russian

direct, elaborate 420 51.47
direct, concise 124 15.20
indirect, elaborate 172 21.08
indirect, concise 100 12.25

Spanish

direct, elaborate 450 55.97
direct, concise 88 10.95
indirect, elaborate 212 26.37
indirect, concise 54 6.72

Table 5.6: The evaluation results comparing the different cultures. Adapted from (Miehle
et al., 2018c, Table 3), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0).

Influence of the user’s culture

In this section, the influence of the user’s culture is discussed based on the evaluation
results presented in Table 5.6. Figure 5.7a shows that the participants of all cultures
selected the elaborate versions (dark) of the system utterances significantly more often
than the concise versions (light). Hence, all five cultures seem to prefer an elaborate
communication style. However, there are small differences among the investigated cultures.
While the German participants selected the elaborate options significantly less often than
the average (73.28%), the Spanish participants selected the elaborate options significantly
more often than the average. The results concerning the indirectness, which are depicted
in Figure 5.7b, show that the participants of all cultures selected the direct versions (dark)
of the system utterances significantly more often than the indirect versions (light). This
indicates that all five cultures prefer a direct communication style. Moreover, there are
no significant differences to the average (66.89%). This leads to the conclusion that there
is no difference between the investigated European cultures concerning the indirectness
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(a) Among all cultures, the elaborate versions
(dark) of the system utterances have been
chosen significantly (p < 0.001) more often
than the concise versions (light). Moreover,
there are significant differences to the aver-
age (black line) for German (p < 0.05) and
Spanish (p < 0.001). There are no signifi-
cant differences to the average for English,
Polish and Russian.
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(b) Among all cultures, the direct versions
(dark) of the system utterances have been
chosen significantly (p < 0.001) more often
than the indirect versions (light). There
are no significant differences to the average
(black line).

Figure 5.7: Influence of the user’s culture. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018c, Figure
4, Figure 5), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).

of the system’s output. In contrast, there are indeed significant differences on the user’s
preference of the system’s elaborateness.

Influence of the user’s gender

In the following, the influence of the user’s gender is investigated. The results are pre-
sented in Table 5.7 and Figure 5.8. It can be seen that both the male and the female
participants selected the elaborate and direct versions (dark) of the system utterances sig-
nificantly more often than the concise and indirect versions (light) and that there are no
significant differences to the averages. Moreover, no significant difference between the two
groups could be found concerning the system’s indirectness whereas the women selected
the elaborate options significantly more often than the men. This leads to the conclusion
that the gender does not influence the user’s preference concerning the indirectness of a
system utterance. In contrast, the gender seems to influence the preference concerning the
elaborateness. Even if both genders prefer the elaborate options over the concise options,
the female participants selected the elaborate options significantly more often than the
male participants did.
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Communication Style #Participants %

male

direct, elaborate 978 49.10
direct, concise 342 17.17
indirect, elaborate 450 22.59
indirect, concise 222 11.14

female

direct, elaborate 1082 52.12
direct, concise 319 15.37
indirect, elaborate 471 22.69
indirect, concise 204 9.83

Table 5.7: The evaluation results comparing the different genders. Adapted from (Miehle
et al., 2018c, Table 3), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0).
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(a) Both the male and the female participants
selected the elaborate versions (dark) of the
system utterances significantly (p < 0.001)
more often than the concise versions (light).
Moreover, there is a significant (p < 0.05)
difference between the two groups. There
are no significant differences to the average
(black line).
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(b) Both the male and the female partici-
pants selected the direct versions (dark)
of the system utterances significantly (p <
0.001) more often than the indirect versions
(light). There is no significant difference
between the two groups and there are no
significant differences to the average (black
line).

Figure 5.8: Influence of the user’s gender. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018c, Figure
6, Figure 7), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).
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(a) Among all cultures and genders, the elab-
orate versions (dark) of the system utter-
ances have been chosen significantly (p <
0.001) more often than the concise versions
(light). Moreover, there are significant dif-
ferences between men and women for Ger-
man and Polish (p < 0.005). There are
no significant differences between men and
women for English, Russian and Spanish.
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(b) Among all cultures and genders, the di-
rect versions (dark) of the system utter-
ances have been chosen significantly (p <
0.001) more often than the indirect versions
(light). Moreover, there is a significant dif-
ference between men and women for Span-
ish (p < 0.05). There are no significant dif-
ferences between men and women for Ger-
man, English, Polish and Russian.

Figure 5.9: Influence of the user’s culture and gender. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018c,
Figure 8, Figure 9), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0).

Influence of the user’s culture and gender

In the previous sections, the participants’ culture and gender have been considered sep-
arately. In the following, it is examined whether there are gender differences within the
cultures. The results concerning the elaborateness are shown in Figure 5.9a. The Ger-
man female participants selected the elaborate options significantly more often than the
German male participants did and the Polish female participants selected the elaborate
options significantly more often than the Polish male participants did. These results sup-
port the conclusion drawn from the results depicted in Figure 5.8a that the gender may
influence the user’s preference concerning the elaborateness of the system utterances. In
contrast, there are no significant differences between men and women for English, Russian
and Spanish, what leads to the conclusion that it depends on the culture whether there
are gender differences concerning the elaborateness. The results concerning the indirect-
ness, which are depicted in Figure 5.9b, show that there is a significant difference between
men and women for Spanish: the Spanish female participants selected the direct options
significantly more often than the Spanish male participants did. There are no significant
differences between men and women for German, English, Polish and Russian. This shows
that in some cultures the gender may indeed influence the user’s preference concerning
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Communication Style #Participants %

every day

direct, elaborate 237 49.38
direct, concise 83 17.29
indirect, elaborate 111 23.13
indirect, concise 49 10.21

several times
a week

direct, elaborate 500 49.60
direct, concise 168 16.67
indirect, elaborate 231 22.92
indirect, concise 109 10.81

a couple of times
a month

direct, elaborate 715 49.24
direct, concise 232 15.98
indirect, elaborate 346 23.83
indirect, concise 159 10.95

never

direct, elaborate 608 53.90
direct, concise 178 15.78
indirect, elaborate 233 20.66
indirect, concise 109 9.66

Table 5.8: The evaluation results comparing the different user groups based on the fre-
quency of use of speech based assistants. Adapted from (Miehle et al.,
2018c, Table 3), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).

the indirectness of the system utterances and that the conclusion drawn from the results
depicted in Figure 5.8b are not valid for all cultures.

Influence of the user’s frequency of use of speech based assistants

In this section, the influence of the user’s frequency of use of speech based assistants like
Apple Siri, Google Assistant or Microsoft Cortana is discussed. The results concerning the
elaborateness are shown in Figure 5.10a, those concerning the indirectness are depicted in
Figure 5.10b. The exact values can be seen in Table 5.8. It can be seen that among all four
groups, the elaborate and the direct versions (dark) of the system utterances have been
chosen significantly more often than the concise and the indirect versions (light). Moreover,
for both the elaborateness and the indirectness, there are no significant differences to the
averages. Therefore, it can be concluded that the user’s frequency of use of speech based
assistants does not influence their preference in the system’s communication style.

Summary of the findings

Summing up the results of the user study which have been described in the previous
sections, it is concluded:
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(a) Among all four groups, the elaborate ver-
sions (dark) of the system utterances have
been chosen significantly (p < 0.001) more
often than the concise versions (light).
There are no significant differences to the
average (black line).
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(b) Among all four groups, the direct versions
(dark) of the system utterances have been
chosen significantly (p < 0.001) more often
than the indirect versions (light). There
are no significant differences to the average
(black line).

Figure 5.10: Influence of the user’s frequency of use of speech based assistants. Adapted
from (Miehle et al., 2018c, Figure 10, Figure 11), licensed under CC BY 4.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

• The system’s role significantly influences the user’s preference in the system’s com-
munication style.

• There is no difference between the investigated European cultures concerning the
indirectness of the system’s output.

• In contrast, there are cultural differences on the user’s preference of the system’s
elaborateness.

• It depends on the culture whether there are gender differences concerning the elab-
orateness and indirectness of the system utterances.

• The user’s frequency of use of speech based assistants does not influence their pref-
erence in the system’s communication style.

5.2.3 Conclusion

The presented multicultural user study has investigated whether different user traits and
system properties influence the user’s preference in the system communication style. In
order to do so, the impact of the user’s culture and gender, the frequency of use of speech
based assistants as well as the system’s role on the communication styles indirectness
and elaborateness has been explored. The results have shown that the user’s culture
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significantly influences the user’s preference in the system’s communication style even
though five European cultures were examined whose communication styles are very alike.
Depending on the culture, there are also gender differences. The user’s frequency of use
of speech based assistants seems to have no influence, but the system’s role significantly
influences the user’s preference in the indirectness and elaborateness of the system. Thus,
it is concluded that both user traits and system properties influence the user’s preference
in the system communication style. Consequently, these dependencies are included in the
Communication Style Perception Model.

5.3 The Impact of the System’s Role on Different
Presentation Styles for Inconclusive Situations

The user evaluations described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 have shown that user traits and
system properties influence the user’s preference in the system communication style. The
third experiment (Miehle et al., 2021d) has investigated whether the system’s role has an
impact on user preferences that goes beyond the communication styles indirectness and
elaborateness. It addresses the question of how a script knowledge based conversational
assistant should act in situations of inconclusive information.

Typical everyday activities are standardised event sequences that may be represented
in scripts. For example, the script for baking cake contains the events “get a bowl”,
“add flour, butter, sugar, eggs”, “mix”, etc. as can be seen in Figure 5.11. These events
occur in a certain order, some might be optional (e.g. you can add chocolate chunks or
leave them out), others might have an alternative (e.g. you can add cocoa or vanilla).
Knowledge about these sequences of events or actions, describing a particular task or
situation, is called script knowledge (Schank and Abelson, 1977). A script knowledge
based conversational assistant is able to help an inexperienced user to fulfil the task at
hand (e.g. baking a cake) by use of natural spoken language. The assistant guides the user
through the script explaining step by step what to do. However, if a script is incomplete or
contains multiple correct paths through the script (e.g. if there are alternative or optional
events), the system may find itself in a situation with inconclusive information. This is
why the question of how the conversational assistant should act in such a situation is
addressed. In order to do so, a user study has been conducted, comparing and evaluating
four different presentation styles to handle conflicting script information.

In previous work, scripts have already been used for various applications, e.g. text
understanding (Cullingford, 1978), information extraction (Rau et al., 1989) or story
telling (Swanson and Gordon, 2008). Script knowledge is often represented in graphs
since this allows for a flexible structure. Common question answering systems such as
the dialog system presented by Hixon et al. (2015) likewise use knowledge graphs. This
is why it is suggested that script knowledge may also be used as basis for conversational
assistants.
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get a bowl

add flour, butter, sugar, eggs

add cocoa add vanilla

mix

add chocolate chunks

mix

bake cake

Figure 5.11: Example script for baking cake, containing alternative events (blue) and an
optional event (red). Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2021d, Figure 1), c© 2021
Copyright held by the owner/author(s).

5.3.1 Experimental Setting

A user study has been designed in order to evaluate different situations and variables when
presenting conflicting information to the user. Four possible presentation styles for such
a situation have been developed:

• Exiting the dialog (X): When arriving at the inconclusive point in the script, the
assistant states that he is not able to further help the user and exits the dialog (e.g.
“I am very sorry but I cannot help you further.”).

• Presenting both options (Y): The assistant presents both options to the user, thus
delegating the decision (e.g. “Some users take the right path, while others take the
left.”).

• Presenting both options and the predicted outcome (YO): In certain situations, the
assistant might be able to predict different consequences and to present them along
with the event options (e.g. “Some users take the right path, while others take the
left. The right path takes about 30 minutes longer to walk.”).

• Guessing the next step (G): The assistant does not mention the options, decides by
guessing which is the best next step and thus provides a direct instruction (e.g. “At
the fork, take the left path.”). In this study, the guessing has been implemented by
choosing randomly between the options.

Moreover, the influence of the following variables has been investigated:
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Figure 5.12: During the study, the participants had to listen to the conversational assistant
and sort the images in the correct order. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2021d,
Figure 2).

• Alternative/optional event: Inconclusive situations can refer to events which are
either optional (e.g. putting salt onto your hard boiled egg or not) or alternative
(e.g. walking down the right or left path).

• Small/large impact: Choosing an event can have a small (e.g. adding salt makes the
egg more tasty but it still tastes good without salt) or large (e.g. taking the right
path adds 30 minutes to the walking route) impact on the outcome.

• Good/bad outcome: A situation can have a good or a bad outcome (e.g. baking a
cake can either be successful or not).

The study has been conducted on-line. As shown in Figure 5.12, the study participants
had to imagine that they are listening to a conversational assistant. They have been
presented different images and their task has been to choose the correct images and sort
them in the correct order, so that the images represented the correct path through the
script. The participants had to listen to the conversational assistant and consider his
instructions while solving a task. They have been able to repeat the instructions as often
as they wanted and could only proceed if the image order was correct. Each participant
had to solve four tasks:

• Making Coffee (optional event: add a pinch of salt or not; small impact: the
coffee does not taste that great without salt but you can still drink it)
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Figure 5.13: The outcome has been presented in form of a small image. Taken from (Miehle
et al., 2021d, Figure 3).

• Baking Cake (optional event: add baking powder or not; large impact: the cake
does not rise without baking powder and you have to throw it away)

• Finding the route to main station (alternative event: go right or left at the
crossroads; small impact: if you choose the wrong way, you will arrive three minutes
later)

• Finding the route to camping ground (alternative event: go right or left at
the crossroads; large impact: if you choose the wrong way, it will take you so long
that you get in the rain and are completely wet)

These tasks have been constructed so that each contained one inconclusive situation,
where one of the presentation styles (X, Y, YO, G) was used to support the participant,
and a good or a bad outcome. Presentation style and outcome were counterbalanced using
Latin Square (Grant, 1948).
If the participants have been tested on the bad outcome, they certainly would not choose

the event leading to the bad outcome voluntarily, especially if both event options and the
possible outcome were presented (YO). Therefore, the study website has only accepted
the script path with the bad outcome as correct solution in these cases. Even though the
participants have been forced to choose the “bad” event, these situations can occur in real
life situations, e.g. if the fast street is blocked because of construction work.
After each task, the outcome has been presented in form of a small image as can be

seen in Figure 5.13 and a short explanation. Afterwards, the participants have been asked
to answer the After Scenario Questionnaire (ASQ) (J. R. Lewis, 1995) measuring user
satisfaction and the six questions of perceived usefulness of the questionnaire Perceived
Usefulness and Ease of Use (PUEU) (Davis, 1989):

ASQ1 Overall, I am satisfied with the ease of completing the tasks in this scenario.

ASQ2 Overall, I am satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete the tasks in
this scenario.

ASQ3 Overall, I am satisfied with the support information (messages, documentation)
when completing the tasks.

PUEU1 Using the system in my daily life would enable me to accomplish tasks more
quickly.

PUEU2 Using the system would improve my daily life performance.
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PUEU3 Using the system in my daily life would increase my productivity.

PUEU4 Using the system would enhance my effectiveness in my daily life.

PUEU5 Using the system would make my daily life easier.

PUEU6 I would find the system useful in my daily life.

In the PUEU questionnaire, the wording “in my job” has been changed to “in my daily
life” to better fit the scenarios. Both questionnaires have been rated on a seven-point
Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree). Additionally, the time needed to
complete each task has been recorded. At the end, the participants have been asked for
their age, gender and frequency of use of speech based assistants.
Altogether, 182 persons from Canada, the USA and the UK participated in the user

study. They have been recruited and paid using the Clickworker Survey Service2. The
participants’ age ranged from 18 to 72 with a mean of 36 years. The gender distribution was
very equal with 90 participants each identified as “female” or “male” and one each stated
“non-binary” or “other”. 119 participants stated to never use speech based assistants, 25
participants use them at least once a month, 22 at least once a week and 16 at least once
a day.

5.3.2 Evaluation Results

The Likert score distribution for the user satisfaction and perceived usefulness ratings can
be seen in Figure 5.14, the results in terms of user satisfaction, perceived usefulness and
time needed to complete a task are presented in Table 5.9. For all following significance
tests, the Mann-Whitney-U-Test with a significance level of 0.05 has been used. It can
be seen that guessing the next step (G) results in the highest user satisfaction (US) with
a mean Likert score of M(G) = 5.89. All other presentation styles perform significantly
worse with M(Y ) = 5.25 and M(Y O) = 5.23. Far behind is the exit presentation style
with M(X) = 3.82. There is no significant difference between Y and YO. The results
for the perceived usefulness (PU) show a similar ranking. Again, guessing the next step
(G) performs best with M(G) = 4.85. The three remaining presentation styles perform
significantly worse with M(Y ) = 4.42, M(Y O) = 4.3 and M(X) = 3.21. Again, there
is no significant difference between Y and YO. The results in terms of the mean time
needed to complete a task show that the tasks solved with G were completed the fastest
with M(G) = 47.71s. The other presentation styles perform significantly slower with
M(Y ) = 60.3s, M(Y O) = 67.81s and M(X) = 82.39s. Again, YO shows no significant
difference to Y.
If the assistant is guessing and thus providing a direct instruction, the user is not aware

of the inconclusive situation in the assistant’s script. With a good outcome, the user
thus experiences a perfect conversation, and with a bad outcome, he is not aware that a
better outcome exists. Thus, he is highly satisfied in both cases. Moreover, the assistant

2www.clickworker.com
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Figure 5.14: Likert score distribution for the user satisfaction and perceived usefulness
ratings, divided by presentation style (X: exiting the dialog, Y: presenting
both options, YO: presenting both options and the predicted outcome, G:
guessing the next step). The orange line marks the median. Taken from
(Miehle et al., 2021d, Figure 4).

is perceived useful as all of the assistant’s suggestions may directly be used to solve the
task. In case of Y and YO, both possible events are presented what delegates the decision
to the user. This lowers the satisfaction and the perceived usefulness. The reason might
be that the user seeks help from the conversational assistant and as he does not get as
much help as anticipated, the satisfaction decreases. Furthermore, the lower score for the
perceived usefulness might result from the fact that the system does not completely fulfil
its main task, which is helping the user through the script. The reason for the low scores
of X might be similar. The assistant stated that he is unsure about the next step and
quits the dialog. This leaves the user confused and he now needs to choose not only from
two suggested events but from all other available events. This additional workload results
in a lower satisfaction score. Moreover, the user receives no further help as the dialogue
is terminated. This is why it appears least useful.
The increased time derives from the time the user needs to decide which event to choose.

In case of Y and YO, the user needs to decide between two events. With X, users take
the longest time to complete a task, as the assistant quits the dialog during the ongoing
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Style US PU Time

Guessing the next step (G) 5.89 4.85 47.71s
Presenting both options (Y) 5.25 4.42 60.3s
Presenting both options and the predicted outcome (YO) 5.23 4.43 67.81s
Exiting the dialog (X) 3.82 3.21 82.39s

Table 5.9: Mean Likert score for user satisfaction (US), perceived usefulness (PU) and
mean time. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2021d, Table 1), c© 2021 Copyright
held by the owner/author(s).

task. From there on, the user needs to try out by himself which events to choose and in
what order. This consumes a lot of time.
Figure 5.15 shows the results for the presentation styles split by outcome (0: bad out-

come, 1: good outcome). In case of a bad outcome, YO has a huge variance compared
to the good outcome. This can be explained by the fact that the assistant mentions the
possible outcomes to the two events to choose from. Obviously, the user wants to choose
the event with a better outcome but he can not. Hence, he tries desperately to prevent
the bad ending until he gives up and chooses the event leading to the bad outcome. This
effect can not be observed for Y as in this case two events are presented without possible
outcomes. Thus, both options appear neutral to the user.
Afterwards, the questionnaire answers from tasks with good and bad outcome have

been compared. Both user satisfaction and perceived usefulness have a significantly worse
result if the outcome is bad. On average, users experiencing a bad outcome assigned
0.45 Likert points less for user satisfaction and 0.4 points less for perceived usefulness.
Both differences are statistically significant. This result confirms the assumption that
users are less satisfied if their actions lead to a worse result. In addition, it has been
investigated whether users feel differently when the negative outcome is particularly bad
(i.e. if it has a large impact). The evaluation shows that, in case of a bad outcome, users
rate significantly lower if the outcome has a large impact. On average, user satisfaction
is rated 0.4 Likert points lower and perceived usefulness is rated 0.3 Likert points lower
than a negative outcome with small impact. Both differences are statistically significant.
Therefore, a user is less satisfied if his effort turns into a worse result. In addition, users
find the assistant less useful in such a situation.
The evaluation regarding the different event types (alternative/optional), age and gender

shows no significant difference. They do not seem to influence the user perception of the
assistant in terms of user satisfaction and perceived usefulness. However, a significant
difference between participants who regularly use speech based assistants (“at least once
a day”, “at least once a week” or “at least once a month”) and participants who stated
that they never use such systems has been found. Non-users give lower scores for both
the user satisfaction (0.2 Likert points) and the perceived usefulness (0.55 Likert points).
One reason for this might be that regular users can compare the assistant against other
systems and therefore realise that the assistant is behaving differently from state-of-the-
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Figure 5.15: Time users needed to complete a task, divided by presentation style (X:
exiting the dialog, Y: presenting both options, YO: presenting both options
and the predicted outcome, G: guessing the next step) and outcome (0: bad
outcome, 1: good outcome). The orange line marks the mean. Taken from
(Miehle et al., 2021d, Figure 5).

art conversational assistants, whereas non-users cannot value the different approaches
compared to a state-of-the-art conversational assistant. Another explanation might be
that non-users do not enjoy interacting with a conversational assistant (after all, they are
non-users) and therefore give worse ratings.
Overall, the results show that the users prefer if the assistant guesses the next step

and provides a direct instruction (even if this might not be the best option), instead
of delegating the decision to the user. Guessing the next step, and thus maintaining
competence, leads to better results in terms of user satisfaction, perceived usefulness and
time needed to complete the task.

5.3.3 Conclusion

The presented study has investigated how a script knowledge based conversational as-
sistant should act in situations of inconclusive information, i.e. where two events can be
chosen as the next step. In order to do so, different presentation styles have been eval-
uated. The results have shown that there is a clear user preference for this particular
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application: the assistant should guess the next step and provide a direct instruction in-
stead of delegating the decision to the user. Since the system’s role is to provide assistance
with the task at hand, it has to act accordingly. This shows that the system’s role has an
impact on user preferences that goes beyond the communication styles indirectness and
elaborateness.

5.4 The Impact of Varying Communication Styles on User
Satisfaction

In Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, it has been investigated what influences the user’s commu-
nication style preference in human-computer interaction and shown that both user traits
and system properties play an important role. The second step is to know how varying
system communication styles affect the user’s satisfaction and behaviour if they are se-
lected according to the user’s personal preference. In order to investigate the impact of
varying communication styles on user satisfaction, the fourth experiment (Miehle et al.,
2018b) has addressed the question of how varying communication styles of a spoken user
interface are perceived by users. In addition, it has been examined whether there exist
global preferences in the communication styles elaborateness and indirectness. A total
of 60 participants had two conversations each with Amazon’s Alexa where Alexa used
varying wordings for its output. In a post-survey, the participants had to rate statements
to subjectively assess each dialogue. Moreover, they had to indicate which dialogue they
preferred. The results show that the system’s communication style has a direct influence
on the user’s satisfaction level as well as the user’s perception of the dialogue and imply
that the preference in the system’s communication style is individual for every person.
This emphasises the need for adaptive user interfaces.

5.4.1 Experimental Setting

In order to investigate the impact of the communication styles elaborateness and indirect-
ness, a user study has been designed where the participants had two conversations each
with Amazon’s Alexa which has been used as front-end for the self-implemented dialogue.
The setting can be seen in Figure 5.16. The dialogue has been created using the Alexa
Skills Kit3, a set of APIs and tools that enables the development of new Alexa Skills.
Hence, specific dialogues have been created that contained pre-scripted answers to the
questions the study participants posed during their interaction with Alexa. During both
dialogues, each participant had to complete the same task. In order to ensure that every
participant asked the same questions, the following task description was provided:

You want to plan your day and ask Alexa for help. First of all, you want to
know what the weather is like today. You are hoping for sunshine, as you are
already looking forward to go to an outdoor pool. If the weather forecast is
not promising, you will be disappointed because you wanted to go swimming.

3https://developer.amazon.com/alexa-skills-kit
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Figure 5.16: The setting of the user study, showing a study participant talking to Alexa
and afterwards filling out the on-line questionnaires on the laptop. Taken
from (Miehle et al., 2018b, Figure 1), with kind permission from Association
for Computing Machinery.

In this case, Alexa will of course try to suggest alternatives. Indoor swimming
pool is not your thing, so you wouldn’t want to go there if Alexa encourages it.
However, if she suggests a visit to a museum, you will be thrilled because you
like going to museums. In this case, you would like to know what exhibition
there is in Ulm today. You also want to go to a restaurant nearby. Finally,
you thank for the information and say goodbye to Alexa.

However, within this scenario, the users could formulate their utterances freely. Both
the elaborateness and the indirectness have been used as binary dimensions. For every
dialogue, the system selected one out of four different communication styles which has been
used during the entire dialogue. According to the communication styles, four different
wordings have been formulated for every system output:

• Direct, elaborate

• Direct, concise

• Indirect, elaborate

• Indirect, concise

The resulting dialogue types are as follows, where the user input is exemplary (as the
users could formulate their utterances freely), but the system utterances are pre-scripted:
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Direct, elaborate:

system: Hello, what can I do for you?
user: Hello, can you tell me what the weather’s gonna be like today?
system: Most of the time it is cloudy and in the afternoon it will rain.
user: Oh, that’s too bad. I wanted to go swimming this afternoon.
system: Why don’t you go to the indoor pool? The “Donaubad” in Neu-Ulm is

the largest adventure pool in the region and offers a lot of fun and action, but
also peace and relaxation with its sauna and thermal bath.

user: I don’t like indoor swimming pools.
system: Then how about a visit to a museum? In Ulm, there are numerous offers

of different museums and galleries.
user: I like museums. What’s in Ulm today?
system: Today, an exhibition on the subject of “Curiosity Cabinet and Chamber

of Wonders” is on display in the Ulm Museum. Here, works by contemporary
artists resurrect the atmosphere of the early chambers of curiosities and reveal
the secrets of our world to visitors.

user: That sounds interesting. Is there a good restaurant nearby?
system: In the museum there is a small café and opposite is the restaurant

Enchilada. The café in the museum offers a selection of small dishes and is
open all day long, while the restaurant Enchilada serves Mexican dishes from
6 pm.

user: Great, thanks for the info! Bye.
system: You’re welcome. Just let me know if there’s anything else I can do for

you. See you soon!

Indirect, elaborate:

system: Hello, what can I do for you?
user: Hello, can you tell me what the weather’s gonna be like today?
system: Today is a good day for cosy activities at home. In the afternoon you

could get wet outside.
user: Oh, that’s too bad. I wanted to go swimming this afternoon.
system: The “Donaubad” in Neu-Ulm is the largest indoor swimming pool in the

region and offers a lot of fun and action, but also peace and relaxation with
its sauna and thermal bath.

user: I don’t like indoor swimming pools.
system: Visits to museums are very popular when the weather is bad. In Ulm,

there are numerous offers of different museums and galleries.
user: I like museums. What’s in Ulm today?
system: The exhibition on the subject of “Curiosity Cabinet and Chamber of

Wonders” in the Ulm Museum shows works by contemporary artists. These
resurrect the atmosphere of the early chambers of curiosities and reveal the
secrets of our world to visitors.
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user: That sounds interesting. Is there a good restaurant nearby?
system: The café in the museum offers a selection of small dishes and is open all

day long, while the restaurant Enchilada serves Mexican dishes from 6 pm.
user: Great, thanks for the info! Bye.
system: You’re welcome. I’m always happy if I can help you. See you soon!

Direct, concise:

system: Hello.
user: Hello, can you tell me what the weather’s gonna be like today?
system: It will rain.
user: Oh, that’s too bad. I wanted to go swimming this afternoon.
system: Why don’t you go to the indoor pool?
user: I don’t like indoor swimming pools.
system: Then how about a visit to a museum?
user: I like museums. What’s in Ulm today?
system: Today, an exhibition on the subject of “Curiosity Cabinet and Chamber

of Wonders” is on display in the Ulm Museum.
user: That sounds interesting. Is there a good restaurant nearby?
system: In the museum there is a small café and opposite is the restaurant

Enchilada.
user: Great, thanks for the info! Bye.
system: You’re welcome. See you soon!

Indirect, concise:

system: Hello.
user: Hello, can you tell me what the weather’s gonna be like today?
system: Today is a good day for cosy activities at home.
user: Oh, that’s too bad. I wanted to go swimming this afternoon.
system: The “Donaubad” in Neu-Ulm is the largest indoor swimming pool in the

region.
user: I don’t like indoor swimming pools.
system: Visits to museums are very popular when the weather is bad.
user: I like museums. What’s in Ulm today?
system: The exhibition on the subject of “Curiosity Cabinet and Chamber of

Wonders” in the Ulm Museum shows works by contemporary artists.
user: That sounds interesting. Is there a good restaurant nearby?
system: The café in the museum offers a selection of small dishes, while the

restaurant Enchilada serves Mexican dishes.
user: Great, thanks for the info! Bye.
system: You’re welcome. See you soon!
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Dialogue 1 Dialogue 2 #Participants

direct, elaborate direct, concise 5
direct, elaborate indirect, elaborate 5
direct, elaborate indirect, concise 5
direct, concise direct, elaborate 5
direct, concise indirect, elaborate 5
direct, concise indirect, concise 5
indirect, elaborate direct, elaborate 5
indirect, elaborate direct, concise 5
indirect, elaborate indirect, concise 5
indirect, concise direct, elaborate 5
indirect, concise direct, concise 5
indirect, concise indirect, elaborate 5

Table 5.10: The distribution of participants among the combinations of dialogue types.
Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018b, Table 1), with kind permission from
Association for Computing Machinery.

To avoid differences related to the ordering and the combination of the dialogue types,
the participants where evenly distributed among the different wording options, as can
be seen in Table 5.10. After each dialogue, the participants had to rate 38 statements
about the two dialogue types on a five-point Likert scale in an on-line questionnaire on
the laptop. Most of the statements were taken from the SASSI questionnaire (Hone and
Graham, 2000) which has been developed in order to measure the subjective assessment
of speech system interfaces. More precisely, the categories System Response Accuracy,
Likeability, Cognitive Demand, Annoyance and Habitability have been used. Moreover,
some statements about the special perception of the system behaviour and the system
communication style have been added, as can be seen in Tables 5.12 and 5.13. In the
end, the participants were asked to complete a third questionnaire about their age, their
gender as well as how often they use a speech based assistant like Apple Siri, Amazon
Alexa, Google Assistant or Microsoft Cortana. Furthermore, they had to state which
dialogue they would prefer and answer the following open questions:

• Have you noticed any differences between the dialogues? If so, which ones?

• Do you have any additional general remarks about the dialogues?

The participants were recruited via flyers and mailing lists at the university and received
an expense allowance of 5 EUR. This amount is based on an hourly wage of 10 EUR and
an expected duration of 30 minutes. Overall, 60 people participated in the study. All
of them were German native speakers and the dialogues as well as the questionnaires
were kept in German to avoid any kind of misunderstandings based on the participants’
language skills. As can be seen in Table 5.11, 34 of them were male and 26 were female,
most of the participants have never used speech-based assistants and the average age was
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#Participants

overall 60

male 34
female 26

every day 5
several times a week 6
several times a month 14
never 35

< 20 years 8
20− 29 years 45
30− 39 years 4
≥ 40 years 3

Table 5.11: The distribution of study participants regarding their gender, their frequency
of use of speech based assistants as well as their age. Adapted from (Miehle
et al., 2018b, Table 2), with kind permission from Association for Computing
Machinery.

25.6 years. Before the study, every participant signed a consent form declaring voluntary
participation and consent to the use of their data.

5.4.2 Evaluation Results

In the following, the results of the user study are described. First, the impact of the varying
communication styles elaborateness and indirectness on the satisfaction of the users will
be examined and the question “How are varying communication styles of a spoken dialogue
system perceived by the user?” will be answered. Afterwards, the preferences regarding
the two communication styles among the group of study participants will be investigated
and the question “Are there general preferences regarding the communication style of
choice?” will be answered.

Impact of Elaborateness and Indirectness on User Satisfaction

The study participants had to rate 38 statements about the dialogues on a five-point Likert
scale (1 = fully disagree, 5 = fully agree) for each dialogue. The statements were divided
into 7 categories:

• System Response Accuracy (SRA)

• Likeability (L)

• Cognitive Demand (CD)
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• Annoyance (A)

• Habitability (H)

• System Behaviour (SB)

• System Communication Style (SCS)

Moreover, the participants were asked which of the two dialogues they would prefer.
The results of the ratings can be seen in Tables 5.12 and 5.13, wherebyM is the mean and
σ is the standard deviation of all ratings, M(p) is the mean of the ratings of all dialogues
which were declared as preferred and M(np) is the mean of the ratings of all dialogues
which were declared as not preferred, D = |M(p)−M(np)| is the difference betweenM(p)
and M(np), and α is the statistical significance level using the Mann-Whitney-U-Test.
The differences that are statistically significant (α < 0.05) are marked (*). It should be
noted that some of the statements were formulated positively while others were formulated
negatively. Thus, the optimal rating is five for positive formulations (e.g. The system is
accurate.) and one for negative formulations (e.g. The system is unreliable.). It can be
seen that for all 38 statements, the ratings are better for the preferred dialogues. For 28
statements, the differences are statistically significant. In the following, the results of the
different categories will be discussed.

SRA During the preferred dialogue, the system was perceived as more accurate, reliable
and dependable. Moreover, the interaction was rated as more consistent and more efficient.
During the dialogue that was not preferred, the participants had the feeling that the system
didn’t always do what they expected, even if the system was doing exactly the same as
during the dialogue that was preferred, but used different wordings for its output.

L In this category, all differences are statistically significant, showing that the likeability
was significantly higher during the preferred dialogue. The system was perceived as more
useful, pleasant and friendly. Moreover, the participants had more enjoyment using the
system and stated that it is clearer how to speak to the system and easier to learn to use
the system. They had the feeling of having more control of the interaction and stated that
it is more likely that they would use this system.

CD The study participants stated that the system was easier to use and that they them-
selves were calmer during the preferred dialogue. However, there is no significant difference
in the level of concentration required when using the system, the participants’ confidence
and tensity when using the system.

A During the dialogue that was not preferred, the interaction was rated as more irritat-
ing and frustrating and the system was perceived as less flexible. However, there is no
significant difference in the repetitiveness and the boringness of the interaction.
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Cat. Statement M σ M(p) M(np) D α

SRA

The system is accurate. 3.85 1.07 4.10 3.60 0.50 0.016*
The system is unreliable. 1.98 1.11 1.70 2.27 0.57 0.008*
The interaction with the system
is unpredictable. 2.18 1.00 2.05 2.32 0.27 0.273

The system didn’t always do
what I wanted. 2.63 1.36 2.40 2.87 0.47 0.056

The system didn’t always do
what I expected. 2.90 1.39 2.60 3.20 0.60 0.018*

The system is dependable. 3.66 1.08 3.98 3.33 0.65 0.002*
The system makes few errors. 3.53 1.27 3.75 3.32 0.43 0.061
The interaction with the system
is consistent. 3.72 0.95 3.87 3.57 0.30 0.034*

The interaction with the system
is efficient. 3.51 1.03 3.87 3.15 0.72 0.000*

L

The system is useful. 4.12 0.89 4.32 3.92 0.40 0.025*
The system is pleasant. 3.98 0.93 4.37 3.60 0.77 0.000*
The system is friendly. 4.27 1.01 4.43 4.10 0.33 0.040*
I enjoyed using the system. 4.22 0.90 4.47 3.97 0.50 0.001*
It is clear how to speak to the
system. 4.22 0.87 4.42 4.02 0.40 0.031*

It is easy to learn to use the
system. 4.58 0.73 4.73 4.42 0.32 0.023*

I would use this system. 3.64 1.19 3.98 3.30 0.68 0.001*
I felt in control of the
interaction with the system. 3.52 1.07 3.83 3.20 0.63 0.002*

CD

I felt confident using the system. 3.93 0.87 4.05 3.80 0.25 0.129
I felt tense using the system. 2.03 1.00 1.87 2.18 0.32 0.097
I felt calm using the system. 4.02 0.90 4.22 3.82 0.40 0.015*
A high level of concentration is
required when using the system. 2.31 1.04 2.22 2.40 0.18 0.366

The system is easy to use. 4.43 0.75 4.57 4.30 0.27 0.027*

Table 5.12: The results of the participants’ ratings for the categories System Response
Accuracy (SRA), Likeability (L) and Cognitive Demand (CD), whereby M is
the mean and σ is the standard deviation of all ratings, M(p) is the mean
of the ratings of all dialogues which were declared as preferred and M(np) is
the mean of the ratings of all dialogues which were declared as not preferred,
D = |M(p)−M(np)| is the difference between M(p) and M(np), and α is the
statistical significance level using the Mann-Whitney-U-Test. The differences
that are statistically significant (α < 0.05) are marked (*). Adapted from
(Miehle et al., 2018b, Table 3), with kind permission from Association for
Computing Machinery.
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Cat. Statement M σ M(p) M(np) D α

A

The interaction with the system
is repetitive. 2.35 1.30 2.15 2.55 0.40 0.131

The interaction with the system
is boring. 1.95 1.03 1.87 2.03 0.17 0.762

The interaction with the system
is irritating. 2.13 1.16 1.68 2.58 0.90 0.000*

The interaction with the system
is frustrating. 1.82 0.94 1.43 2.20 0.77 0.000*

The system is too inflexible. 2.54 1.22 2.12 2.97 0.85 0.000*

H

I sometimes wondered if I was
using the right word. 2.85 1.36 2.65 3.05 0.40 0.114

I always knew what to say to
the system. 3.70 1.14 3.95 3.45 0.50 0.021*

I was not always sure what the
system was doing. 2.47 1.24 2.17 2.77 0.60 0.010*

It is easy to lose track of where
you are in an interaction with
the system.

2.17 1.09 1.97 2.37 0.40 0.054

SB

The system seemed polite. 4.26 0.99 4.45 4.07 0.38 0.035*
The system seemed courteous. 3.75 1.11 3.98 3.52 0.47 0.019*
The system seemed friendly. 4.23 1.07 4.47 3.98 0.48 0.011*
The system seemed professional
in its speaking style. 4.17 0.92 4.37 3.97 0.40 0.031*

SCS

The system provided the right
amount of information. 3.34 1.16 3.83 2.85 0.98 0.000*

I got the information I wanted. 4.08 1.04 4.40 3.77 0.63 0.000*
I always knew what the system
wanted to tell me. 4.08 1.08 4.33 3.82 0.52 0.019*

Table 5.13: The results of the participants’ ratings for the categories Annoyance (A), Hab-
itability (H), System Behaviour (SB) and System Communication Style (SCS),
whereby M is the mean and σ is the standard deviation of all ratings, M(p)
is the mean of the ratings of all dialogues which were declared as preferred
and M(np) is the mean of the ratings of all dialogues which were declared
as not preferred, D = |M(p) −M(np)| is the difference between M(p) and
M(np), and α is the statistical significance level using the Mann-Whitney-U-
Test. The differences that are statistically significant (α < 0.05) are marked
(*). Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018b, Table 3), with kind permission from
Association for Computing Machinery.
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SRA L CD A H SASSI SB SCS

M(p) 3.87 4.32 4.15 4.15 3.79 4.07 4.32 4.19

M(np) 3.37 3.81 3.87 3.53 3.32 3.58 3.88 3.48

D 0.50 0.51 0.28 0.62 0.47 0.49 0.44 0.71
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Figure 5.17: The results of the participants’ ratings grouped by the different categories
of the questionnaire, whereby the rating scale has been inverted for the neg-
atively formulated statements so that the optimal rating is five for every
statement. M(p) is the mean of the ratings of all dialogues which were de-
clared as preferred, M(np) is the mean of the ratings of all dialogues which
were declared as not preferred and D = |M(p) −M(np)| is the difference
between M(p) and M(np). Taken from (Miehle et al., 2018b, Figure 3), with
kind permission from Association for Computing Machinery.

H For the preferred dialogue, the ratings are significantly higher that the participants
knew what to say to the system and that they knew what the system was doing.

SB Regarding the system behaviour, the participants rated that the system seemed
more polite, courteous, friendly and professional in its speaking style during the preferred
dialogue.

SCS The ratings in the last category show that during the preferred dialogue, the system
provided the right amount of information, the participants got the information they wanted
and they knew what the system wanted to tell them significantly more often than during
the dialogue that was not preferred.

If the rating scale for the negatively formulated statements is inverted so that the optimal
rating is five for every statement, an overall score for every category of the questionnaire
can be calculated by taking the average of all ratings of the corresponding category. The
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elaborate concise total

direct 15 17 32
indirect 14 14 28

total 29 31 60

Table 5.14: The distribution of the communication styles of the preferred dialogues show-
ing how many study participants preferred each option. Adapted from (Miehle
et al., 2018b, Table 4), with kind permission from Association for Computing
Machinery.

resulting scores are shown in Figure 5.17. Moreover, a score for the overall user satisfac-
tion US is obtained by calculating the average of all ratings of the SASSI questionnaire
which includes the categories System Response Accuracy (SRA), Likeability (L), Cog-
nitive Demand (CD), Annoyance (A) and Habitability (H). It can be seen that the user
satisfaction for the dialogues which were declared as preferred is US(p) = 4.07 whereas the
user satisfaction for the dialogues which were declared as not preferred is US(np) = 3.58.
Moreover, the results of the ratings are in line with the participant’s statements to the

open questions they had to answer. Here, the participants commented that during the
preferred dialogue, they had a more pleasant conversation and that Alexa appeared more
friendly and polite. The interaction appeared more natural and more human-like. In con-
trast, during the disliked dialogue, Alexa was described as rude, presumptuous, irritating
and rigid. Furthermore, the study participants stated that they noticed differences be-
tween the dialogues in how Alexa talked to them. The elaborate dialogues were described
as more detailed, verbose and extensive, whereas the concise dialogues were characterised
as succinct. The direct dialogues were described as more precise, accurate and exact,
whereas indirectness was perceived as more improper.
These results show that the system’s communication style indeed influences the user’s

satisfaction and the user’s perception of the dialogue. As nothing but the system’s commu-
nication style changed between the preferred and the disliked dialogue, it can be concluded
that the change of the user satisfaction depends on the system’s communication style. Re-
garding the initial question of how varying communication styles of a spoken dialogue
system are perceived by the user, it can be seen that the users are more satisfied with the
system if it is using the preferred communication style.

General Preferences Regarding Elaborateness and Indirectness

In order to determine any general preferences regarding the elaborateness and indirectness
among the study participants, the communication styles of the dialogues that were marked
as preferred have been analysed. The overall distribution of these 60 dialogues is shown
in Table 5.14. It can be seen that 32 participants (53.33%) selected the direct versions,
whereas 28 participants (46.66%) preferred the indirect ones. Moreover, 29 participants
(48.33%) opted for the elaborate and 31 participants (51.66%) for the concise dialogues.
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Dialogue A Dialogue B #A #B

direct, elaborate direct, concise 4 6
direct, elaborate indirect, concise 5 5
direct, elaborate indirect, elaborate 6 4
direct, concise indirect, concise 6 4
direct, concise indirect, elaborate 5 5
indirect, concise indirect, elaborate 5 5

Table 5.15: The distribution of preferences of all dialogue combinations showing how many
study participants preferred each option. Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2018b,
Table 5), with kind permission from Association for Computing Machinery.

Table 5.15 shows the exact dialogue combinations. It can be seen that there are only
slight tendencies regarding the direct and concise options. Overall, there are no significant
differences and no general preference is visible among the study participants. As all study
participants were Germans, it can be inferred that there is no general preference related
to German culture in this particular set-up. In order to determine any preference related
to the user’s gender, their frequency of use of speech based assistants or their age, the
different sub-groups shown in Table 5.11 have been analysed. The same result is obtained:
there is no general preference for any of the groups investigated within this set-up. This
leads to the conclusion that it is not possible to detect any general preferences which can
be integrated into a spoken dialogue system by means of predefined rules on fixed user
characteristics such as the user’s age, culture, gender or frequency of use of speech based
assistants. In contrast, the preference appears to be individual for every person. It seems
that a spoken dialogue system has to take into account more subtle characteristics such
as the user’s emotional state or the current situation which are not fixed in advance but
have to be determined during the ongoing dialogue.

5.4.3 Conclusion

The presented study has investigated how varying communication styles of a spoken user
interface are perceived by users and whether there exist global preferences in the commu-
nication styles elaborateness and indirectness. In order to do so, the participants had two
conversations each with Amazon’s Alexa where Alexa used varying communication styles
for its output. In a post-survey, the participants had to rate statements to subjectively
assess each dialogue. Moreover, they had to indicate which dialogue they preferred. The
results have shown that there is no general preference in the system’s communication style
and therefore the preference appears to be individual for every person. Furthermore, it
has been shown that the system’s communication style has a direct influence on the user’s
satisfaction. Hence, the conclusion is drawn that a higher level of user satisfaction can be
achieved if the system selects its communication style according to the user’s preference.
This dependency is included in the Communication Style Perception Model.
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5.5 The Impact of Varying Communication Styles in
Gamified Participatory Sensing

Since the last section has already shown that the system communication style has an in-
fluence on the user’s satisfaction, the impact on the user’s behaviour is investigated in the
following. The fifth experiment (Kawanaka et al., 2021), which has been done in coopera-
tion with the Ubiquitous Computing Systems laboratory at the Nara Institute of Science
and Technology (NAIST) in Japan, has explored the impact of different communication
styles in gamified participatory sensing for tourism.
With the spread of information technology, people can easily post their tourism expe-

riences. This kind of information generated by consumers is accepted as an effective and
reliable source of information (Sigala et al., 2012). One approach to collecting such in-
formation is participatory sensing, which uses mobile devices such as smartphones owned
by the public as sensing devices. While it has the property of collecting data with high
spatio-temporal resolution at low cost, the amount and quality of the data collected is
dependent on the contribution of the participating users. In a pre-study (Kawanaka et
al., 2020), which has also been conducted in cooperation with the Ubiquitous Computing
Systems laboratory at the Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST) in Japan,
the effects of different task allocation interfaces on the efficiency of tourism information
collection, tourism behaviour and user satisfaction have been investigated. Two types of
task allocation interfaces (map-based and chat-based) were designed and implemented,
and a sightseeing experiment with ten participants was conducted in Nara, Japan. The
results have shown that there is no difference in the users’ sightseeing satisfaction between
the interfaces. However, there were differences in the data that has been collected. While
there was more data collected with the map-based interface, the data collection with the
chat-based interface was more efficient in collecting data for spots with higher information
demand. In the subsequent experiment, different levels of elaborateness and indirectness
have been introduced into the chat-based interface.

5.5.1 Design of the Task Allocation Interfaces

Both task allocation interfaces have been implemented into the participatory sensing plat-
form application called Parmosense (Matsuda et al., 2016). The map-based interface is
shown in Figure 5.18. All sightseeing spots are displayed on the map by pins which are
coloured according to the information demand level (gold = high information demand,
silver = medium information demand, copper = low information demand). The user can
tap on the pins in order to get detailed information about the sightseeing spot and about
the points that can be obtained when posting information about this spot. When arriving
at the sightseeing spot, the user is able to check-in, take a photo and post it together with
a comment. After completing the post, the user gets the points.
The chat-based interface is shown in Figure 5.19. The main screen (middle) shows

a chat interaction with the agent who asks the user to do a mission. For the agent’s
recommendation, the ten closest sightseeing spots from the user’s current location are
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Figure 5.18: The map-based task allocation interface. Adapted from (Kawanaka et al.,
2021, Figure 1), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).

selected and sorted by the points the user can get, whereby the spot with the highest
information demand gives the most points and thus is in the first place. The user then has
three choices (blue buttons at the bottom of the screen): accepting to do the recommended
mission, asking for alternatives and asking for details about the sightseeing spot. In
addition, the user can see the location of the spot on the map by clicking the “Check
Map” button. After selecting a mission, the user walks to the sightseeing spot, takes
a photo and posts it together with a comment in order to get the points. In order to
investigate the influence of different communication styles, different templates for the
agent’s recommendations have been implemented:

• Direct, elaborate (DE): Go for mission <spot name>. You can get <100> points
and it is just about <5> minutes from here. It is the <closest> spot from your
current location and the one where you can get the <most> points.

• Direct, concise (DC): Go for mission <spot name>. You can get <100> points and
it is just about <5> minutes from here.

• Indirect, elaborate (IE): You can get <100> points for mission <spot name> which
is just about <5> minutes from here. It is the <closest> spot from your current
location and the one where you can get the <most> points.

• Indirect, concise (IC): You can get <100> points for mission <spot name> which
is just about <5> minutes from here.
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Enjoy your trip :)
Okay, I will do this mission 

Temple
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Figure 5.19: The chat-based task allocation interface. Taken from (Kawanaka et al.,
2021, Figure 2), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).

The colour of the agent’s clothing changes with the communication style (DE: green,
DC: yellow, IE: red, IC: blue).
In addition, both interfaces provide the possibility to make free posts about any infor-

mation the participants find useful or interesting during their sightseeing tour. In order
to do so, the participants have to tap the camera button at the bottom of the screen.

5.5.2 Experimental Setting

To evaluate the influence of the different levels of elaborateness and indirectness, a user
study has been conducted in Nara, Japan. Overall, 108 people participated in the study.
They have been hired by a recruitment company. All participants were Japanese and living
outside Nara Prefecture. Before the experiment started, they have been asked for their
age, gender, previous tourism experience in the experimental area, and user types based
on the Gamification User Types Hexad scale (Tondello et al., 2019). The participants were
aged between 19 and 71 with an average age of 41.0 years. The distribution of participants
is shown in Table 5.16. 50 participants were male, 58 were female. With regard to their
tourism experience in Nara, six people stated that they have never visited the area before,
28 people have visited it once, 26 people have visited it twice and 49 people have visited it
three or more times. Using the the Gamification User Types Hexad scale, 49 participants
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#Participants

overall 108

male 50
female 58

never visited Nara 6
visited it once 28
visited it twice 26
visited it three or more times 49

free spirit 49
philanthropist 46
player 21
socialiser 17
achiever 14
disrupter 0

Table 5.16: The distribution of study participants regarding their gender, their tourism
experience in the experimental area and the Gamification User Types Hexad
scale.

are classified as free spirit, 46 people as philanthropist, 21 as player, 17 as socialiser and
14 as achiever (as some participants have multiple user types, the total amount of user
types exceeds 108).

The participants have been divided into two experimental groups: the 53 participants
in group A used the map-based interface, while the 55 participants in group B used the
chat-based interface. The study participants’ distribution of both groups can be seen in
Figure 5.20.

The participants were paid 8,000 Yen (around $80) as reward for joining the study.
This amount included the transportation fee to the venue and entrance fees during their
sightseeing tour. Before the participants started their sightseeing tour, they have been
introduced to the experiment. The experimental application was installed on the partici-
pants’ smartphone and explained with the help of documents and videos. The duration of
the experiment was four hours. During that time, the participants did sightseeing around
the experimental area in Nara. They were on foot and alone while accomplishing missions
and earning points. After finishing their sightseeing tour, the participants were asked
to complete a questionnaire about their satisfaction, their communication style prefer-
ence (only group B), the usability of the application and their overall impressions of the
experiment.
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(a) Group A: map-based interface

(b) Group B: chat-based interface

Figure 5.20: The distribution of study participants for each experimental group. Taken
from (Kawanaka et al., 2021, Figure 4), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

#Posts with #Posts with
map-based interface chat-based interface

overall 1,802 1,346

missions 1,512 956
free posts 290 390

high demand missions 480 532
medium demand missions 470 258
low demand missions 562 166

Table 5.17: Comparison of the posts with the map-based and the chat-based interface.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of the information demand level of the completed missions with
the map-based and the chat-based interface (copper = low information de-
mand, silver = medium information demand, gold = high information de-
mand). Adapted from (Kawanaka et al., 2021, Figure 5), licensed under CC
BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

5.5.3 Evaluation Results

Overall, 3,148 posts containing photos and comments have been collected during the ex-
periment. In a first step, it has been evaluated how many post have been created with each
interface. The results are shown in Table 5.17. It can be seen that, overall, 1,802 posts
were obtained with the map-based interface, and 1,346 posts were obtained with the chat-
based interface. While there were more missions completed with the map-based interface,
the participants made more free posts with the chat-based interface. When comparing
how many missions have been completed by each participant using the Mann-Whitney-
U-Test, there is a statistically significant difference. The comparison of the information
demand level of the sightseeing spots that have been visited, which is shown in Figure
5.21, shows that most of the missions that have been completed with the map-based inter-
face (37%) have a low information-demand level, while the majority of the missions that
have been completed with the chat-based interface (56%) have a high information demand
level. These findings are in line with the result of the pre-study (Kawanaka et al., 2020).
When comparing the different communication styles of the chat-based interface, there is
no significant difference between the missions that have been completed.
In the next step, the results of the questionnaire have been evaluated. The general part

that had to be answered by all participants contained the following items (translated from
Japanese as the original questionnaire has been provided in the native language of the
participants):
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Q1 Did you prioritise sightseeing or completing the mission?
(1 = sightseeing, 5 = mission)

Q2 Did the application make you have fun doing the sightseeing tour?
(1 = not at all, 5 = a lot of fun)

Q3 Did you like the interface?
(1 = don’t like it at all, 5 = like it very much)

Furthermore, the participants of group B were asked about their communication style
preferences:

Q4 Did you notice any differences in the agent’s interaction?
(yes/no)

Q5 Which communication style did you like most?
(selection based on screenshots)

The evaluation of the questionnaires yielded the following results:

Q1 The mean M and the median Md for the map-based interface are M(m) = 3.44 and
Md(m) = 4.00, the results for the chat-based interface areM(c) = 4.04 andMd(c) = 4.00.
These results show that both groups prioritised the mission over sightseeing. However,
the difference between M(m) and M(c) is still statistically significant (p = 0.04 using the
Mann-Whitney-U-Test), showing that the participants tended to prioritise the mission
significantly more often with the chat-based interface. As main reason for prioritising
the mission, the participants stated that they wanted to earn as much points as possible
and saw their sightseeing tour as a game. Moreover, for the chat-based interface, the
participants stated that they followed the recommendations of the agent which were based
on the missions.

Q2 The results for the map-based interface are M(m) = 3.87 and Md(m) = 4.00, the
results for the chat-based interface are M(c) = 3.58 and Md(c) = 4.00, showing that
the participants liked both interfaces. There is no significant difference between the map-
based and the chat-based interface (p = 0.10 using the Mann-Whitney-U-Test). The main
reason given by the participants was that they visited places they did not know or they
have not been aware of before using the application.

Q3 The results for the map-based interface are M(m) = 3.69 and Md(m) = 4.00, the
results for the chat-based interface are M(c) = 3.29 and Md(c) = 3.00. There is a
statistically significant difference between M(m) and M(c) (p = 0.03 using the Mann-
Whitney-U-Test), showing that the participants prefer the map-based interface over the
chat-based interface.
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Figure 5.22: The result of Q4, showing how many male/female participants noticed a dif-
ference in the agent’s interaction. Taken from (Kawanaka et al., 2021, Figure
10), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/4.0).

Q4 26 participants (47%) noticed a difference in the agent’s interaction, while 29 par-
ticipants (53%) did not notice any difference. The gender distribution is shown in Figure
5.22. This result indicates that the female participants were more sensitive to the changes
in the agent’s communication style. However, there is no significant difference.

Q5 Figure 5.23 shows the communication style preferences of all participants (N = 55)
and Figure 5.24 shows the communication style preferences of all participants who noticed
a difference in the agent’s interaction (N = 26). It can be seen that there is a clear
preference in the elaborateness dimension, both when looking at all participants and when
looking at only those participants who noticed a difference in the agent’s interaction. A
Chi-Squared Test shows that the difference between elaborate and concise is statistically
significant for both groups (p < 0, 05). Hence, the participants significantly preferred the
elaborate communication style over the concise one. This shows that, in general, more
detailed information is preferred for the task at hand. However, it has to be noted that
this does not apply to all participants. Some of them clearly stated that they find a short
and simple text easier to read on the smartphone while walking. Moreover, there is no
preference for the indirectness dimension. This is in line with the results presented in
Section 5.4, that there is no general preference in the system’s communication style and
therefore the preference appears to be individual for every person.
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Figure 5.23: The result of Q5, showing the communication style preferences of all partic-
ipants (N = 55). Taken from (Kawanaka et al., 2021, Figure 11), licensed
under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).
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Figure 5.24: The result of Q5, showing the communication style preferences of all par-
ticipants who noticed a difference in the agent’s interaction (N = 26).
Taken from (Kawanaka et al., 2021, Figure 12), licensed under CC BY 4.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).
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5.5.4 Conclusion

The presented user study has explored the impact of different communication styles in
gamified participatory sensing for tourism. In order to do so, different levels of elabo-
rateness and indirectness have been implemented in a chat-based interface. 47% of the
participants noticed a difference in the agent’s communication style, showing that a large
number of participants were aware of these subtle changes. However, even if the results
have shown that there are clear preferences in the communication styles, both when look-
ing at all participants and when looking at only those participants who noticed a difference
in the agent’s interaction, no impact on the amount or type (in terms of the information
demand level) of collected data could be detected.

5.6 The Impact of Varying Communication Styles in a
Behaviour Change Support System

The sixth experiment (Zhang et al., 2021), which has also been done in cooperation
with the Ubiquitous Computing Systems laboratory at the Nara Institute of Science and
Technology (NAIST) in Japan, has explored the impact of different communication styles
for interpretations of quantitative data in a behaviour change support system. Numerous
technologies exist for promoting a healthier lifestyle. However, while the majority of the
existing apps use a quantitative data representation, it has been shown that this approach
might harm the users’ motivation and lead to a failure of promoting behaviour change since
it is hard to understand the meaning behind the data (Daskalova et al., 2017; Lupton,
2013; Crum and Langer, 2007). Therefore, it is necessary to provide the interpretation
of the quantitative data as supplement. However, different descriptions of the same data
may lead to different outcomes. This is why the web-based application called Walkeeper,
which provides interpretation of the users’ daily amount of steps using different levels
of elaborateness and indirectness to promote the users to walk, has been developed and
evaluated.

5.6.1 Walkeeper Prototype Design

In cooperation with the Ubiquitous Computing Systems laboratory at the Nara Institute
of Science and Technology (NAIST), the web-based application called Walkeeper has been
developed. It provides interpretations of the users’ daily amount of steps based on different
levels of elaborateness and indirectness to examine how the communication style of the
interpretation affects the walking performance of the users. As can be seen in Figure 5.25,
Walkeeper consists of three parts. The activity tracker tracks the users’ activity and sets
the daily step goal for each user. Based on the data collected by the activity tracker,
the contents manager decides about the contents to be provided to the users including
the content of the interpretation, the face expression of the emoji, the graph of history
records, and the group ranking table. The progress reminder sends messages to the users
before lunch time and off hours every week day, trying to promote the users to walk more
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Figure 5.25: The web-based application called Walkeeper consists of three parts: the
activity tracker, the contents manager and the progress reminder. Taken
from (Zhang et al., 2021, Figure 1), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

by reminding them of their walking progress. In the following, the main features are
described.

Activity Tracking and Goal Setting

To track the number of steps of each user, the mobile application called Walkus4 has been
used, which is able to track the users’ activity and upload the data to its cloud server. The
activity tracker accesses the API of Walkus every five minutes to get the data at that time
via the users’ Walkus IDs, and stores the data in the Walkeeper database. Afterwards,
the activity tracker calculates the average amount of steps of the whole group and stores
it into the database as the group performance at that time. At the end of each day, the
activity tracker checks whether the amount of steps of each user has reached the daily
goal. If the user has reached the daily goal, the activity tracker increases the goal for the
next day by 500. Otherwise, the activity tracker keeps the current goal for the next day.

Progress Reporting

Walkeeper provides a unique URL for each user so that the users can check their walking
progress whenever they want by accessing the URL. After accessing the URL, each user
can see the interface of Walkeeper, containing an interpretation of their current amount
of steps, an emoji face expression, a graph of history records, and a ranking table, as can

4App Store: https://apps.apple.com/us/app/walkus/id1273735006
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Figure 5.26: The interface of Walkeeper. Adapted from (Zhang et al., 2021, Figure 2),
licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/
4.0).

be seen in Figure 5.26. The contents manager decides which contents are provided to the
user when opening Walkeeper. Every time when a user accesses the URL, the contents
manager performs the following steps: (1) identifying the user by the URL, (2) calculating
the walking progress of the user, (3) checking the communication style setting for the user,
(4) formulating the interpretation based on the communication style and the walking
progress, (5) selecting the face expression of the emoji, the graph of history records, and
the ranking table based on the walking progress of the user and the group performance.
Walkeeper provides four different communications styles for both the situation that the
user has reached the goal and the situation that the user has not reached the goal:

• The user has reached the goal:

– Direct, elaborate (DE): You have reached your daily goal. You already did
<X> steps today. Well done! You improve your health with physical activity.

– Direct, concise (DC): You have reached your daily goal. Well done!

– Indirect, elaborate (IE): You did it. <X> steps are fantastic! Your health is
benefiting from physical activity.

– Indirect, concise (IC): You did it. Fantastic!

• The user has not reached the goal:

– Direct, elaborate (DE): You haven’t reached your daily goal yet. You only did
<X> steps. Come on! You need <Y> steps to reach your goal.
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– Direct, concise (DC): You haven’t reached your daily goal yet. Come on!

– Indirect, elaborate (IE): You still need to do some steps today. <X> steps are
a good start. Get going! <Y> are all that is needed.

– Indirect, concise (IC): You still need to do some steps today. Get going!

The interpretation is displayed as a speech bubble of an emoji, as shown in Figure
5.26a. Eleven different emoji face expressions are used in order to represent the user’s
walking progress, as can be seen in Figure 5.26b. To maintain the users’ motivation,
Walkeeper also provides a graph showing the daily step records, the daily step goal, the
average amount of daily steps of the whole group of the past seven days (see Figure 5.26c),
and an overall ranking table containing the user’s rank, nickname, and current amount of
steps (see Figure 5.26d). For Japanese speaking participants, all contents are provided in
Japanese.

Progress Reminding

The progress reminder sends messages to users two times per day to remind the users of
their walking progress. In order to do so, a chat bot has been developed in Workplace
Chat5. The message sent by the progress reminder contains a text message (“Please access
the URL and check your performance.”) and the unique URL for each user. For Japanese
speaking participants, the reminder is provided in Japanese. The first message is sent at
11:30 am, the second one is sent at 16:30 pm. Hence, the users get their walking progress
before lunch time and before leaving the office. In this way, they can decide to have an
active lunch break (e.g. use the stairs instead of the elevator when going to the canteen
or take a walk after having lunch) or plan to walk more in the evening (e.g. walk to the
train station instead of taking the bus or do some sport after arriving at home).

5.6.2 Experimental Setting

Walkeeper has been evaluated during a six-week user study in order to explore the fol-
lowing research questions: (1) How do people react to Walkeeper? (2) How do different
communication styles affect the people’s attitude and behaviour?
24 members of the Ubiquitous Computing Systems laboratory at the Nara Institute

of Science and Technology (NAIST) participated in the evaluation (21 male, 3 female).
They were aged between 22 and 52 with an average age of 29 years. 18 participants
were Japanese speakers, the remaining 6 participants were English speakers. After the
participants provided consent, they were introduced to the experiment without mentioning
the experimental details (communication styles, contents). Moreover, they got help with
the installation and set up of Walkus, Workplace and Walkeeper.
During the first two weeks, it was ensured that the participants’ steps were tracked

continuously. Moreover, the overall activity level of the participants was investigated in
order to set an appropriate daily goal for each participant and to obtain a comparative

5https://www.workplace.com
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Team #Participants Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4

1 7 DE IC IE DC
2 6 DC IE IC DE
3 4 IE DC DE IC
4 7 IC DE DC IE

Table 5.18: The participants have been assigned randomly into one team. Adapted
from (Zhang et al., 2021, Table 3), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).

value for the evaluation. During this experimental stage, Walkeeper did not send any
messages or provide URLs to the participants to check their progress, but only collected
the step data. Using this data, the average amount of steps was calculated and set as the
initial daily step goal for each participant.
Afterwards, a four-week study has been conducted. The participants have been assigned

randomly into one of four teams, whereby each team head a different communication
style in each week, as can be seen in Table 5.18. To ensure the same conditions for the
data collection during the course of the study, Walkeeper interacted with the participants
only on the working days (Monday to Friday). Moreover, the daily step goal of each
participant was reset to the initial daily step goal at the beginning of each week so that
the starting point was identical for each week. At the end of each week, the participants
completed a short survey about their opinions on this week’s interface and interpretations.
Additionally, analytic data about the timing of accessing Walkeeper and the duration of
browsing the web page of Walkeeper has been captured. At the end of the study, the
participants were asked to complete a final questionnaire about their overall experience
with the system. Afterwards, the participants received a 2,000 Yen (around $19) gift card
as reward for joining the study.

5.6.3 Evaluation Results

The participants’ overall impressions about the system were obtained by use of the weekly
questionnaires which contained statements that had to be rated on a five-point Likert
scale (1 = fully disagree, 5 = fully agree). Table 5.19 shows the results grouped by com-
munication styles. It can be seen that the different communication styles did not have a
significant influence on the ratings. For each communication style, the participants rated
that the system was polite and friendly. The system provided the right amount of infor-
mation and the information was precise. The participants had the feeling that they got
the information they wanted and that they always knew what the system wanted to tell
them. Moreover, the participants were asked whether they have noticed any changes in
the interpretations. Out of the 24 participants, 18 stated that they have noticed differ-
ences. They reported that they noticed a change in whether the exact numbers have been
mentioned or not and a change in the tone of the message.
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Statement Metric DE DC IE IC

The system seemed polite.
Median 4 4 4 4
Average 3.81 3.73 3.65 3.69
SD 0.85 0.86 1.06 0.74

The system seemed unfriendly.
Median 2 2 2 2
Average 2.23 2.15 2.04 2.00
SD 0.99 1.05 1.08 0.75

The system seemed professional.
Median 3 3 3 3
Average 3.00 3.15 3.00 3.00
SD 0.80 0.83 1.10 0.94

The system provided more
information than I needed.

Median 3 3 2 3
Average 2.85 2.62 2.42 2.69
SD 0.83 1.02 0.99 1.09

The system provided the right
amount of information.

Median 4 4 4 4
Average 3.54 3.50 3.50 3.46
SD 0.99 0.96 1.10 1.03

I would have preferred to get more
details.

Median 3.5 3 3.5 3.5
Average 3.58 3.27 3.46 3.38
SD 0.95 1.12 1.24 1.17

I got the information I wanted.
Median 3 4 4 3
Average 3.38 3.54 3.38 3.19
SD 0.94 0.99 0.85 1.06

I always knew what the system
wanted to tell me.

Median 4 4 4 4
Average 4.19 4.23 4.12 4.04
SD 0.75 0.82 0.99 0.82

The system provided imprecise
information.

Median 2 1 2 2
Average 2.12 1.96 2.42 2.00
SD 0.86 1.09 1.30 1.02

Table 5.19: The results of the weekly questionnaires containing statements that had to
be rated on a five-point Likert scale (1 = fully disagree, 5 = fully agree).
Adapted from (Zhang et al., 2021, Table 7), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0).
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Sample Average p-value
Size SIR (ANOVA)

DE 96 4.82%

0.017*DC 99 5.07%
IE 103 32.79%
IC 102 13.38%

Table 5.20: The results of the one-way ANOVA showing that there are significant dif-
ferences between the communication styles. Adapted from (Zhang et al.,
2021, Table 4), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0).

In order to find out whether there exists a correlation between the amount of steps
and the communication style, a statistical analysis has been conducted. To ensure the
reliability of the data, incorrect data due to technical issues has been filtered out according
to the following conditions:

1. The daily amount of steps has to be at least 500.

2. For each participant, at least three data records have to be available for the first
experimental phase (i.e. the average amount of steps for this phase is reliable).

Any data that did not meet these conditions was excluded in the subsequent analysis.
After data filtering, a total of 89 data records have been obtained for the first experimental
phase and 400 for the second experimental phase (DE: 96, DC: 99, IE: 103, IC: 102). In
order to compare the participants’ amount of steps, each participant’s average amount
of steps during the first experimental phase M and each participant’s step increase rate
(SIR) for each day of the second experimental phase has been calculated:

SIR =
#DailySteps−M

M
(5.1)

It represents the change of the participants’ amount of daily steps compared to their
average amount of steps before getting reminders by the Walkeeper system. On days with
a positive step increase rate, the user walked more than the average amount of steps during
the first experimental phase; when the increase rate is negative, the participant walked
less than the average amount of steps during the first experimental phase.
The average step increase rate for each communication style can be seen in Table 5.20.

A positive step increase rate has been obtained for each communication style, showing
that the participants overall reacted positively to the Walkeeper system and walked more
during the second experimental phase than during the first experimental phase when only
the steps have been tracked but Walkeeper did not send any messages or provide URLs to
the participants to check their progress. The highest average step increase rate of 32.79%
has been obtained for IE, whereas the lowest average step increase rates of 4.82% and
5.07% have been obtained for DE and DC.
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DE DC IE IC

DE - 1.000 0.030* 0.833
DC 1.000 - 0.030* 0.842
IE 0.030* 0.030* - 0.209
IC 0.833 0.842 0.209 -

Table 5.21: The results of the Tukey post-hoc analysis showing that there are significant
differences between DC and IE and between DE and IE. Adapted from (Zhang
et al., 2021, Table 5), licensed under CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0).

A one-way ANOVA has been conducted to assess the effects of the different commu-
nication styles. The results of the statistical analysis show that there are statistically
significant differences between the communication styles (p = 0.017). The Tukey post-hoc
analysis revealed a significant difference between DC and IE (p = 0.030) and between DE
and IE (p = 0.030), as can be seen in Table 5.21.
To further explore the impact of the different communication styles on the participants’

behaviour, in the following the two dimensions elaborateness and indirectness are consid-
ered independently. Using a T-Test, it is shown that the participants had a significantly
higher step increase rate with an indirect communication style than with a direct commu-
nication style (p = 0.011), but there was no significant difference between the elaborate
and concise communication style (p = 0.164).
These results lead to the conclusion that the communication style of the interpretations

of the Walkus system influences the behaviour of the user. Among the four communication
styles, the indirect and elaborate one had the highest step increase rate. This reflects two
issues that have also been emphasised by the users in the questionnaire: (1) In comparison
to the concise style, the elaborate one includes some more details (e.g. the exact amount
of steps that has already been achieved at the current time and some information about
the benefits of being more active and doing more sports). This helps the users to better
understand their progress and to have a clearer motivation to achieve their goal. (2) The
indirect style is usually described as being more polite than the direct style as it uses a
softer tone and does not concretely address (negative) information. If the Walkus system
has to address the issue that the user does not move enough, it is easier for the user to
accept it if the system does not mention it directly. If these aspects are considered when
designing interpretations of quantitative data for a behaviour change support system, the
user’s behaviour change can be influenced and it can be achieve that the user moves more.

5.6.4 Conclusion

The presented behaviour change support system called Walkeeper provides interpretations
of the users’ daily amount of steps using different levels of elaborateness and indirectness.
It has been evaluated in a six-week user study with 24 participants. The results have shown
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that Walkeeper has a positive effect on increasing the users’ amount of steps. Moreover,
the communication style of the interpretations of the quantitative data has an impact on
the users’ performance. The indirect and elaborate communication style has led to the
highest step increase rate (32.79%), while the direct and elaborate communication style
and the direct and concise communication style were related to the lowest step increase
rates. Therefore, it is concluded that the communication style of the system has a direct
influence on the user’s behaviour. This dependency is included in the Communication
Style Perception Model.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, the Communication Style Perception Model (see Figure 5.1) has been
presented. It covers elements that influence the user’s preference in the system commu-
nication style, thus being relevant for the selection of the system communication style, as
well as aspects that are influenced by the system communication style. In order to sub-
stantiate the relations in the model, different user evaluations were conducted, examining
various user groups in different scenarios.
The first experiment has examined whether the cultural background of the user, which

is one specific user trait, influences his or her communication style preference in human-
computer interaction. In order to do so, it has investigated whether cultural commu-
nication idiosyncrasies found in human-human interaction may also be observed during
human-computer interaction in a spoken dialogue system context. The results of the study
have shown that there are differences between Germans and Japanese concerning their
preferences in the communication patterns of the system output. Hence, it is concluded
that the cultural background of the user has a direct influence on his or her preference
in the system communication style. Further influencing variables were investigated in the
second experiment. In a multicultural study, the influence of the user’s culture and gender,
the frequency of use of speech based assistants as well as the system’s role on differences
in the user’s communication style preferences in human-computer interaction have been
explored. The results have shown that the user’s culture significantly influences the user’s
preference in the system’s communication style even though five European cultures were
examined whose communication styles are very alike. Depending on the culture, there
are also gender differences. The user’s frequency of use of speech based assistants seems
to have no influence, but the system’s role significantly influences the user’s preference in
the indirectness and elaborateness of the system. The third experiment has shown that
the system’s role has an impact on user preferences that goes beyond the communication
styles indirectness and elaborateness. Summarising the results of these experiments, it
is concluded that both user traits and system properties influence the user’s communi-
cation style preferences in human-computer interaction. This forms the first part of the
Communication Style Perception Model.
The remaining experiments investigated how varying system communication styles af-

fect the users, if they are selected according to the users’ personal preferences. To examine
this, different communication styles have been included in various systems and applica-
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tions. The results have shown that the system communication style influences the user’s
satisfaction and the user’s perception of the dialogue. For specific applications like be-
haviour change support systems, the communication style even has an impact on the
user’s behaviour. Thus, it is concluded that the system communication style has a direct
influence on the user’s satisfaction and behaviour, which forms the second part of the
Communication Style Perception Model.
Although the model makes no claim to be complete in its current state, it already

represents a variety of important relationships investigated in this thesis and can be sup-
plemented based on new results and dependencies. The presented Communication Style
Perception Model serves as the basis for the technical realisation and evaluation of the
communication style adaptation in the following chapter, which also demonstrates the
practical applicability of the model.
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6 Statistical Classification Approaches to
Communication Style Adaptation

The previous chapter has demonstrated that communication styles play an important role
in human-computer interaction and influence the user’s satisfaction as well as the user’s
perception of the dialogue. As the results have shown that there is no general preference
in the system communication style, but the preference appears to be individual for every
person, a solution has to be found to adapt the system communication style to each
user individually during every dialogue. This chapter explores the research question of
how communication styles can be integrated into spoken dialogue systems, addressing the
implementation and evaluation of the targeted communication style adaptation. Based
on the Communication Style Perception Model, which has been developed in Chapter 5,
statistical classification approaches are pursued to enable communication style adaptation
in spoken dialogue systems. In order to realise these classification approaches, a corpus
with annotated communication styles is required. Since there are no publicly available
corpora with annotated communication styles, a suitable corpus is created in Section 6.1.
With the aid of this corpus, further investigations into the interrelationships between the
communication style of the user and the communication style of the system are carried
out in Section 6.2. This results in an extension of the Communication Style Perception
Model by the correlation between the user and the system communication style. Based on
this, two statistical classification approaches are presented. The first one is described in
Section 6.3 and targets the estimation of the user communication style, which can then be
used in the dialogue management to adapt the system behaviour to the user. The second
classification approach is presented in Section 6.4 and addresses the task of automatically
selecting the system communication style during an ongoing interaction with a spoken
dialogue system, which is part of the dialogue management so that it not only decides
what is said next, but also how.

6.1 Corpus Creation

In order to realise the classification-based communication style adaptation, a corpus with
annotated communication styles is required. Since there are no publicly available corpora
with annotated communication styles, a suitable corpus1 has been created with annota-
tions for the elaborateness and indirectness for each user and system dialogue act (Miehle
et al., 2020; Miehle et al., 2021c; Miehle et al., 2022). For the communication style

1The dialogues have been recorded within the KRISTINA project (http://kristina-project.eu).
Unfortunately, it is not possible to publish the corpus due to privacy reasons.
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annotations, the definitions presented in Section 2.2 have been used.
The data set is based on recordings on health care topics containing spontaneous inter-

actions in dialogue format between two participants: one is taking the role of the system
while the other one is taking the role of the user of that system. The audio and video files
of each participant have been recorded using the open-source Social Signal Interpretation
(SSI) framework (Wagner et al., 2013). The raw log files containing the text of the audio
files’ utterances have been transferred to structured spoken dialogues with sequential dia-
logue acts. Each dialogue has been allocated with a unique dialogue ID and each dialogue
act has been assigned the following attributes:

• A dialogue act number

• A participant

• A speaker

• A predefined dialogue act

• The utterance in the original language

The dialogue act number counts from 1 to n starting with the first dialogue act, n = the
number of dialogue acts of the respective dialogue. The participant specifies the two roles
system and user and the speaker indicates which of the predefined speakers was talking.
Each speaker is identified by an anonymous speaker ID and a separate table contains
profile information about each speaker, including the gender, the culture, the age, the
country of birth and the current country of residence. Each dialogue turn contains one
or more user dialogue acts followed by one or more system dialogue acts. These dialogue
acts are chosen out of a set of 47 distinct dialogue acts which have been predefined. A list
of all dialogue acts can be found in Table 6.1 and an example dialogue with the annotated
dialogue acts is shown in Table 6.2. Along with the dialogue acts, the respective utterances
(in the original language) and the topics being talked about (in English) are also added
to the data set. Moreover, for each dialogue, the system’s role is specified. The available
system roles are defined as social companion, nursing assistant and health expert. Overall,
the corpus covers 258 dialogues containing 2,880 turns and 7,930 annotated dialogue acts.
The dialogues are in four different languages: German, Polish, Spanish and Turkish. The
language distribution is shown in Table 6.3. It can be seen that the distribution of dialogue
acts per dialogue (DA/D) varies among the languages: while German and Turkish are very
similar, there is a difference compared to Polish and Spanish. This is the case even though
the task and the familiarity between the speakers have been identical for the different
languages. The pairs of speakers did not know each other and were swapped (i.e. speaker
A did not always talk to speaker B, but also to other speakers). Hence, we conclude that
the differences in the distribution are due to differences in the languages/cultures.
Each dialogue act has been annotated with the two communication styles indirectness

and elaborateness. Both are assigned scores between 1 and 5 which have been defined
as follows: 1 means that the utterance is extremely direct/concise, i.e. the speaker used
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Dialogue acts

Accept PersonalApologise
Acknowledge PersonalGreet
Advise PersonalSayGoodbye
AfternoonGreet PersonalThank
AfternoonSayGoodbye ReadNewspaper
AnswerThank Reject
AskMood RepeatPreviousUtterance
AskPlans RephrasePreviousUtterance
AskTask Request
AskWellBeing RequestAdditionalInformation
CheerUp RequestMissingInformation
Console RequestNewspaper
Declare RequestReasonForEmotion
EveningGreet RequestRepeat
EveningSayGoodbye RequestRephrase
ExplicitlyConfirmRecognisedInput RequestWeather
ImplicitlyConfirmRecognisedInput ShareJoy
IndividualisticallyOrientedMotivate ShowWeather
MeetAgainSayGoodbye SimpleApologise
MorningGreet SimpleGreet
MorningSayGoodbye SimpleMotivate
Obligate SimpleSayGoodbye
Order SimpleThank
PersonalAnswerThank

Table 6.1: List of dialogue acts. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 3), licensed under
CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).
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Participant Utterance Dialogue act

User Hello Kristina. PersonalGreet
System Hi, nice to meet you. SimpleGreet
User I have got a problem. Declare
System You can ask me everything. Declare
User Okay. Acknowledge

I have heard that old people should drink a lot
and I have the impression that my father does
not drink enough.

Declare

System How much does he drink on average every day? RequestMissingInformation
User In the morning he likes a cup of coffee, at

lunchtime I always give him a glass of water or
sometimes juice, but when I come back after he
has eaten, there’s usually still half of it in the
glass. Yes, and in the evening, sometimes a glass
of beer, but not much more.

Declare

System Do you have the impression that he has very dry
skin?

RequestMissingInformation

User Not really. Reject
Well, I always put cream on his hands and face
and also on his head, so I couldn’t say that now,
but I would have to see how his arms and legs
are.

Declare

Would that be a sign that he is not drinking
enough?

Request

System It is a sign that he is not drinking enough. Accept
User Okay. Acknowledge
System Is he very dry in the mouth? RequestMissingInformation
User I’ve never paid attention to that before. Declare
System It is said that old people should drink about 1.3

litres a day.
Declare

User I don’t think he drinks that much. Declare
System Try to give him something he enjoys drinking. Advise
User Okay, I will try that. Acknowledge
System It might also be nice if you drink together. For

example, you could have a cup of tea together in
the afternoon.

Advise

User That’s a great idea! Acknowledge
Thank you very much! SimpleThank

System You’re welcome. AnswerThank
User See you next time! MeetAgainSayGoodbye
System Bye. SimpleSayGoodbye

Table 6.2: Example dialogue with annotated dialogue acts. Adapted from (Miehle et al.,
2022, Table 4), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/3.0).
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D DA DA/D

German 135 4,887 36.20
Spanish 52 1,002 19.27
Polish 42 1,017 24.21
Turkish 29 1,024 35.31

Overall 258 7,930 30.74

Table 6.3: Language distribution of the dialogues in the annotated corpus, whereby D
is the number of dialogues and DA is the number of dialogue acts. Taken
from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 5), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

Elaborateness Indirectness

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

German 1,782 1,850 795 312 148 3,825 840 142 78 2
Spanish 295 242 139 118 208 681 296 8 17 0
Polish 273 383 198 95 68 744 249 4 20 0
Turkish 323 391 179 76 55 777 216 12 19 0

Overall 2,673 2,866 1,311 601 479 6,027 1,601 166 134 2

Table 6.4: Class distribution of the annotated elaborateness and indirectness scores (me-
dian of the three ratings). Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 6), licensed
under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

the most direct/concise option to give the requested information. For the indirectness
dimension, this means that the information is conveyed very concretely and the listener
can understand it literally and does not have to imply anything. For the elaborateness
dimension, this means that only the most important information is given by use of as few
words as possible. For example, a response to the question about tomorrow’s weather
forecast rated with 1 for the indirectness and elaborateness would be: “It will rain.” The
higher the rating for the indirectness, the more hidden are the intentions of the speaker
(2 = slightly indirect, 5 = extremely indirect). The higher the rating for the elaborateness,
the more additional information is given (2 = slightly elaborate, 5 = extremely elaborate).
For instance, an indirect response to the question about tomorrow’s weather forecast would
be an advice to take an umbrella, and an elaborate response would result in providing the
weather forecast for the next few days.
Each dialogue act has been annotated by three different raters. They have been in-

structed with annotated sample dialogues. Moreover, uncertainties have been discussed
in a weekly meeting. The class distribution of the annotated elaborateness and indirect-
ness scores (median of the three ratings) is shown in Table 6.4. It can be seen that the
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Elaborateness (5 classes)

R1/R2 R1/R3 R2/R3 Av.

κ 0.560 0.515 0.516 0.530
ρ 0.848 0.813 0.799 0.820
ICC 0.934

Elaborateness (3 classes)

R1/R2 R1/R3 R2/R3 Av.

κ 0.670 0.612 0.608 0.630
ρ 0.826 0.794 0.767 0.796
ICC 0.916

Indirectness (5 classes)

R1/R2 R1/R3 R2/R3 Av.

κ 0.315 0.423 0.368 0.369
ρ 0.387 0.504 0.442 0.444
ICC 0.686

Indirectness (3 classes)

R1/R2 R1/R3 R2/R3 Av.

κ 0.335 0.439 0.382 0.385
ρ 0.387 0.504 0.441 0.444
ICC 0.695

Indirectness (2 classes)

R1/R2 R1/R3 R2/R3 Av.

κ 0.376 0.499 0.440 0.438
ρ 0.377 0.500 0.440 0.439
ICC 0.701

Table 6.5: Agreement (κ), correlation (ρ) and reliability (ICC) in elaborateness and in-
directness of the three ratings (R1, R2, R3). All results are significant at the
0.001 level. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 7), licensed under CC BY
3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).
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Elaborateness Indirectness

Mean/Median Mean/Median

κ 0.960 0.849
ρ 0.993 0.912

Table 6.6: Agreement (κ) and correlation (ρ) between the mean and the median of the
three ratings for the elaborateness and the indirectness. All results are signifi-
cant at the 0.001 level.

classes 1 and 2 are the most common for both the elaborateness and the indirectness.
The classes 3, 4, and 5 contain utterances which are elaborate/indirect to a greater or
lesser extent and the weekly meetings with the annotators revealed that it is quite hard
to distinguish between different levels of elaborateness and indirectness. Hence, we have
combined the classes 3, 4, and 5 to one new class, reducing the corpus to three classes. For
the indirectness, the annotation has shown that it even makes sense to see it as a binary
decision between direct/indirect utterances. As the classes 2-5 contain different degrees of
indirectness (from slightly indirect to extremely indirect), we additionally combined these
classes to one indirect class for binary classification.

In order to analyse the quality of the annotated scores, the following measures have been
used: Cohen’s Kappa κ, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ and the Intraclass
Correlation Coefficient ICC. The results can be seen in Table 6.5. The original ratings
(five classes) achieve an overall inter-rater agreement of κ = 0.53 for elaborateness and
κ = 0.37 for indirectness, a correlation of ρ = 0.82 for elaborateness and ρ = 0.44 for
indirectness and a inter-rater reliability of ICC = 0.93 for elaborateness and ICC = 0.69
for indirectness. If the classes are reduced to three or two (in case of the indirectness),
a higher agreement is obtained while the correlation and the inter-rater reliability do not
change significantly. Overall, it is a good inter-rater reliability for both communication
styles given the difficulty of the annotation task.

To use the communication style annotations as target for the classification tasks, a final
score has to be calculated from the three ratings. Typical candidates are the mean and
the median. To decide which one to use, the mean and the median of the three ratings
have been calculated and it has been analysed which of the two metrics better reflects
the individual ratings. The comparison of the mean and the median in terms of Cohen’s
Kappa κ and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ is shown in Table 6.6. A
strong correlation ρ can be observed. The values of κ indicate a high level of agreement,
but still there seem to be some differences, especially for the indirectness. Therefore, the
agreement and correlation between the mean and the median of the three ratings have
been compared with the individual ratings (see Table 6.7). The values of κ indicate that
the median better reflects the individual ratings, which might be explained by the fact
that an ordinal scale has been applied. Therefore, the median of the ratings is used in the
following sections.
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Elaborateness

M/R1 M/R2 M/R3 Av.

κ 0.756 0.725 0.691 0.724
ρ 0.926 0.925 0.896 0.916

Md/R1 Md/R2 Md/R3 Av.

κ 0.787 0.751 0.713 0.750
ρ 0.930 0.922 0.889 0.914

Indirectness

M/R1 M/R2 M/R3 Av.

κ 0.570 0.542 0.626 0.579
ρ 0.701 0.706 0.749 0.719

Md/R1 Md/R2 Md/R3 Av.

κ 0.661 0.596 0.714 0.657
ρ 0.726 0.656 0.775 0.719

Table 6.7: Agreement (κ) and correlation (ρ) between the mean (M) and the median (Md)
of the three ratings for the elaborateness and the indirectness and the individual
ratings (R1, R2, R3). All results are significant at the 0.001 level.

6.2 Investigating the Correlation between User and System
Communication Style

With the aid of the corpus described in Section 6.1, further investigations into the inter-
relationships between the communication style of the user and the communication style
of the system are carried out in this section (Miehle et al., 2022). In order to do so, it is
analysed whether the communication style of the speaker who assumed the role of the sys-
tem (hereafter referred to as system) is correlated with the communication style of speaker
who assumed the role of the user (hereafter referred to as user). The purpose of this is
to find out whether the system should take into account the user’s communication style
when selecting its communication style. Section 2.3 provided evidence that humans adapt
their communication styles during an interaction. However, it is to be shown that this also
applies to the current setting. In order to do so, the 2,880 user-system exchanges (i.e. the
single turns where the system responds to a user inquiry) and the respective elaborateness
and indirectness annotations are extracted from the corpus. One turn contains up to five
consecutive user actions U and up to four consecutive system actions S. Therefore, the
correlation between the last user action U5 and the first system action S1 of each turn as
well as the median (Md) of all user and system actions of the respective turn UMd and
SMd are analysed. The results in terms of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho
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Elaborateness Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness Indirectness
(5 classes) (3 classes) (5 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

U5/S1 0.202* 0.184* 0.107* 0.107* 0.096*
U5/SMd 0.243* 0.219* 0.144* 0.143* 0.138*
UMd/S1 0.175* 0.154* 0.089* 0.087* 0.080*
UMd/SMd 0.219* 0.189* 0.132* 0.131* 0.128*

Table 6.8: The correlation between the last user action U5 and the first system action S1 of
each turn as well as the median of all user and system actions of the respective
turn UMd and SMd in terms of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ.
All results marked with (*) are significant at the 0.01 level. Taken from (Miehle
et al., 2022, Table 8), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/3.0).

Elaborateness Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness Indirectness
(5 classes) (3 classes) (5 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

German 0.138* 0.137* 0.128* 0.127* 0.124*
Spanish 0.378* 0.368* 0.140* 0.138* 0.115**
Polish 0.240* 0.235* 0.235* 0.233* 0.223*
Turkish 0.354* 0.320* 0.104** 0.103** 0.104**

Table 6.9: The correlation between the last user action U5 and the median of all system
actions of the respective turn SMd in terms of Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient Rho ρ for the different languages. All results marked with (*) are
significant at the 0.01 level, all results marked with (**) are significant at the
0.05 level. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 9), licensed under CC BY 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

ρ for both the elaborateness and the indirectness in five, three and two classes can be
seen in Table 6.8. All results are significant at the 0.01 level which shows that there is a
significant correlation between the communication style of the system and the preceding
communication style of the user. Moreover, the results show that the highest correlation
is between the last user action U5 and the median of the subsequent system actions SMd.
The correlation between the last user action U5 and the median of all system actions of the
respective turn SMd for the different languages is shown in Table 6.9. It can be seen that
there is a significant correlation for both the elaborateness and the indirectness for all four
languages. However, the effect size for the elaborateness varies between the languages.
While there is a small correlation for German and Polish, there is a medium correlation
for Spanish and Turkish (according to Cohen (1977)). As the task and the familiarity
between the speakers have been identical for the different languages, it is concluded that
the discrepancy is due to differences in the languages/cultures.
In summary, it can be concluded that the communication style of the speaker who
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USER SYSTEM

Traits

Preference in system
communication style

Satisfaction

Behaviour

Properties

Communication style

Communication style

Figure 6.1: The Communication Style Perception Model developed in Chapter 5 is ex-
tended by the correlation between the communication style of the system and
the preceding communication style of the user.
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Speech
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Dialogue
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Text
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Speech
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Application
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Dialogue Act
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Communication
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Figure 6.2: The estimated user communication style, which is classified based on features
from the speech recognition and the linguistic analysis, can be used in the
dialogue management to adapt the system behaviour to the user. Adapted
from (Miehle et al., 2022, Figure 1), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

assumed the role of the user has a direct influence on the subsequent communication style
of the speaker who assumed the role of the system. The communication style is thereby a
dynamic variable that changes during the interaction. Hence, a spoken dialogue system has
to dynamically adapt its communication style to the preceding communication style of the
user if it is supposed to imitate this human capacity. Therefore, the Communication Style
Perception Model (Figure 5.1) which has been developed in Chapter 5 is extended by this
dependency. The resulting model can be seen in Figure 6.1. It shows the interconnection
between the communication style of the user and the communication style of the system
(in red) in addition to the static dependencies that have been experimentally proven with
human users (see Chapter 5). Based on this model, the adaptation has to be split into two
steps. First, the communication style of the user needs to be estimated. Afterwards, the
communication style of the system can be selected accordingly. Statistical classification
approaches for both tasks are presented in the following sections.

6.3 User Communication Style Recognition

The last section has shown that the communication style of the user influences the selection
of the communication style of the system. It is therefore a useful feature for turn-wise
adaptation. However, the communication style of the user is dynamically changing during
the interaction and needs to be automatically recognised. In order to do so, a separate
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Figure 6.3: The custom recurrent neural network (RNN) classifier consisting of two long
short-term memory (LSTM) layers followed by three subsequent fully con-
nected perceptron layers, as well as sigmoid (sig) and softmax (soft) activation
functions.

module for spoken dialogue systems that copes with this task is implemented. The output
of this module is an estimation of the user’s communication style which can be used
in the dialogue management to adapt the system behaviour to the user, as depicted in
Figure 6.2. For the implementation of this communication style recognition module, a
statistical classification approach has been presented in (Miehle et al., 2020). In the scope
of this work, multiple classifiers were compared on the task including:

• A support vector machine (SVM) classifier

• A multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier with one hidden layer

• A custom recurrent neural network (RNN) classifier

The RNN architecture was proposed to cover possible temporal dependencies in the task.
Since temporal features tend to be important for other adaptation approaches, they are
likely to have an influence on the task at hand. In order to extract those temporal features
automatically, an architecture consisting of long short-term memory (LSTM) layers is
proposed as they have proven to be a powerful method for similar tasks (Rach et al., 2017).
In the following, the overall architecture which can be seen in Figure 6.3 is discussed in
detail. It contains two stacked LSTM layers to learn the temporal dependencies from the
data, and three subsequent fully connected perceptron layers which are responsible for
the classification. The output of the second LSTM layer is normalised to a probability
distribution by use of a softmax activation function. The following two hidden perceptron
layers each use a sigmoid activation function, while the activation function of the output
layer is selected during grid search. Furthermore, both LSTM layers are regularised by
randomly dropping out nodes during training to reduce overfitting. The dropout fraction
is also selected during grid search. Likewise, the amount of nodes of all layers, the amount
of training epochs and the training configuration (i.e. the optimiser and the loss function)
are altered in the grid search.
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Parameter Grid

SVM C 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000, 100000
γ 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100

MLP

#nodes 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 144, 192
#epochs 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 1000
optimiser adadelta, adam, nadam, adagrad, sgd, rmsprop
output function sigmoid, softmax
loss function categorical crossentropy, mean squared error

RNN

#nodes 5, 10, 25, 35, 50, 70, 100
#epochs 350, 500, 1000
dropout 0.1, 0.3, 0.5
optimiser adadelta, adam, nadam, adagrad, sgd, rmsprop
output function sigmoid, softmax
loss function categorical crossentropy, mean squared error

Table 6.10: The grid of parameter values for the user communication style recognition.

The classifiers are trained and evaluated with a 10-fold cross-validation setting on the
German part of the corpus described in Section 6.1. Grid search is used to find the best set
of hyper parameters (SVM: C and γ; MLP: the amount of nodes, the amount of epochs,
the optimiser, the output function and the loss function; RNN: the amount of nodes of
the LSTM layers, the dropout, the amount of nodes of the hidden perceptron layers, the
amount of epochs, the optimiser, the output function and the loss function). The grid of
parameter values can be found in Table 6.10. To take account for the imbalanced data
during the grid search optimisation, the unweighted average recall (UAR) is used, which
is the arithmetic average of all class-wise recalls.

6.3.1 The Dialogue Act Features

As a first approach, the classifiers are trained using only dialogue act features (DA) that
can directly be derived from the data. These features contain the dialogue act and the
amount of words in the corresponding utterance. Note that the dialogue act is the output
of the linguistic analysis while the text representation of the utterance is the output of
the speech recogniser (see Figure 6.2). Hence, both features in this feature set can be
automatically derived during an ongoing interaction in every spoken dialogue system and
no annotation is necessary. During the experiments, additional annotated features (the
amount of topics being talked about in the current utterance, the speaker’s culture, gender,
age, year of birth, country of birth, country of residence and whether he/she played the
role of the user or the system, as well as the system role and the number of the dialogue act
in the current dialogue) have also been tested, but this led to worse results. The results
are shown in Table 6.11.
For the classification of the 3-class elaborateness and the 3-class indirectness, the SVM
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

SVM

UAR 0.842 0.553 0.735
ACC 0.839 0.829 0.849
F1 0.839 0.588 0.753
κ 0.752 0.438 0.510
ρ 0.863 0.487 0.525

MLP

UAR 0.840 0.555 0.753
ACC 0.838 0.832 0.848
F1 0.838 0.582 0.761
κ 0.749 0.467 0.527
ρ 0.862 0.523 0.541

RNN

UAR 0.805 0.507 0.765
ACC 0.794 0.778 0.821
F1 0.797 0.466 0.747
κ 0.686 0.409 0.496
ρ 0.822 0.465 0.502

Table 6.11: The classification results using the dialogue act features (DA) in terms of
the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the F1-Score,
Cohen’s Kappa κ and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ.

and the MLP classifiers yield the best results. However, for the estimation of the binary
indirectness, the RNN classifier outperforms the other classifiers. This shows that tempo-
ral information, which is extracted and stored by the LSTM layers, is beneficial for the
estimation of the indirectness, but not for the estimation of the elaborateness.
Classification of the 3-class elaborateness reaches an UAR of 84% only using dialogue

act features, which is quite promising. Classification of the 3-class indirectness results in
an UAR of 56%, and the binary indirectness reaches an UAR of 77%. The results for
the indirectness clearly show the difficulty of the task, which has already been revealed
by the corpus creation. There, it has been quite hard for the annotators to distinguish
between different levels of indirectness so that the class distribution of the indirectness is
sub-optimal for the classification task. However, comparing the results to a majority-class
classifier clearly shows that there is still a lot of information encoded in the DA feature
set achieving higher UAR. The majority-class classifier always predicts the most frequent
class in the training set and achieves an UAR of 33% for three classes and an UAR of 50%
for two classes. Furthermore, comparing the achieved κ and ρ with the results obtained
for the human annotators (Table 6.5) shows that all, the results of the classifier for the
elaborateness (three classes) and the results of the classifiers for the indirectness (three
and two classes), outperform the agreement and correlation between the three human
annotators.
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

SVM

UAR 0.843 0.534 0.749
ACC 0.841 0.831 0.818
F1 0.840 0.569 0.739
κ 0.754 0.422 0.480
ρ 0.864 0.493 0.485

MLP

UAR 0.841 0.558 0.753
ACC 0.840 0.834 0.848
F1 0.839 0.588 0.761
κ 0.753 0.470 0.526
ρ 0.864 0.521 0.540

RNN

UAR 0.811 0.511 0.771
ACC 0.800 0.789 0.817
F1 0.799 0.472 0.746
κ 0.696 0.432 0.495
ρ 0.837 0.500 0.503

Table 6.12: The classification results using the dialogue act features as well as the gram-
matical features (DA+G) in terms of the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR),
the Accuracy (ACC), the F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ and Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient Rho ρ.

6.3.2 The Contribution of Grammatical and Linguistic Features

To address the question of whether grammatical features improve the estimation of the
communication style, a second feature set is used containing the dialogue act features as
well as grammatical features. For the grammatical features (G), Part-of-speech (POS) tags
are assigend to the utterances using the RDRPOSTagger (Nguyen et al., 2014) and the
number of each POS tag per utterance is counted. As the utterance is the output of the
speech recognition and this tagger can be used online during an ongoing interaction, there
is also no annotation necessary for this feature set. The results are shown in Table 6.12.
It can be seen that there is no improvement in comparison to using only the dialogue act
features.
In addition to grammatical features, linguistic features may majorly contribute to the

overall classification performance. In order to encode the linguistic features, a Bag-of-
Words (BoW) approach is used in combination with unigrams (U), unigrams and bigrams
(UB) and word embeddings (WE). Using BoW and the corpus presented in Section 6.1,
two distinct vocabularies are created:

• The BoW-U vocabulary contains every word occurring in the database of spoken
dialogues.
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

U

UAR 0.757 0.518 0.717
ACC 0.763 0.778 0.826
F1 0.754 0.519 0.726
κ 0.635 0.364 0.454
ρ 0.791 0.406 0.460

U+DA

UAR 0.816 0.529 0.742
ACC 0.815 0.801 0.819
F1 0.812 0.534 0.735
κ 0.716 0.417 0.471
ρ 0.835 0.470 0.476

U+DA+G

UAR 0.818 0.530 0.744
ACC 0.817 0.804 0.821
F1 0.813 0.536 0.736
κ 0.719 0.421 0.474
ρ 0.839 0.471 0.479

UB

UAR 0.762 0.503 0.734
ACC 0.759 0.811 0.827
F1 0.752 0.519 0.736
κ 0.633 0.396 0.474
ρ 0.806 0.440 0.479

UB+DA

UAR 0.813 0.528 0.760
ACC 0.809 0.815 0.840
F1 0.805 0.541 0.758
κ 0.708 0.434 0.518
ρ 0.843 0.483 0.523

UB+DA+G

UAR 0.814 0.529 0.759
ACC 0.809 0.816 0.840
F1 0.805 0.543 0.758
κ 0.708 0.438 0.518
ρ 0.843 0.486 0.523

Table 6.13: The classification results using the SVM classifier and the linguistic features
encoded as unigrams (U) or unigrams and bigrams (UB) (separately and in
combination with the dialogue act features and the grammatical features) in
terms of the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the
F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho
ρ.
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

U

UAR 0.747 0.485 0.729
ACC 0.752 0.822 0.842
F1 0.742 0.478 0.744
κ 0.618 0.430 0.492
ρ 0.779 0.490 0.503

U+DA

UAR 0.809 0.484 0.743
ACC 0.811 0.823 0.846
F1 0.807 0.477 0.755
κ 0.708 0.433 0.512
ρ 0.831 0.507 0.522

U+DA+G

UAR 0.817 0.484 0.746
ACC 0.818 0.822 0.846
F1 0.814 0.476 0.757
κ 0.719 0.431 0.516
ρ 0.841 0.505 0.524

UB

UAR 0.745 0.520 0.748
ACC 0.742 0.751 0.822
F1 0.734 0.497 0.740
κ 0.607 0.354 0.481
ρ 0.776 0.411 0.485

UB+DA

UAR 0.786 0.533 0.748
ACC 0.785 0.761 0.826
F1 0.781 0.511 0.742
κ 0.669 0.387 0.485
ρ 0.811 0.452 0.490

UB+DA+G

UAR 0.799 0.542 0.756
ACC 0.796 0.757 0.827
F1 0.793 0.513 0.747
κ 0.687 0.391 0.495
ρ 0.827 0.458 0.500

Table 6.14: The classification results using the MLP classifier and the linguistic features
encoded as unigrams (U) or unigrams and bigrams (UB) (separately and in
combination with the dialogue act features and the grammatical features) in
terms of the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the
F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho
ρ. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 14), licensed under CC BY 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

U

UAR 0.657 0.478 0.719
ACC 0.643 0.784 0.813
F1 0.631 0.456 0.717
κ 0.463 0.371 0.436
ρ 0.671 0.409 0.440

U+DA

UAR 0.688 0.486 0.721
ACC 0.670 0.796 0.816
F1 0.663 0.464 0.719
κ 0.504 0.340 0.441
ρ 0.697 0.454 0.448

U+DA+G

UAR 0.699 0.489 0.722
ACC 0.687 0.791 0.818
F1 0.677 0.464 0.723
κ 0.527 0.401 0.447
ρ 0.716 0.456 0.449

UB

UAR 0.691 0.489 0.726
ACC 0.685 0.774 0.806
F1 0.679 0.456 0.717
κ 0.521 0.381 0.436
ρ 0.723 0.437 0.438

UB+DA

UAR 0.696 0.497 0.728
ACC 0.694 0.780 0.812
F1 0.686 0.462 0.719
κ 0.534 0.401 0.441
ρ 0.721 0.462 0.449

UB+DA+G

UAR 0.723 0.498 0.724
ACC 0.719 0.775 0.816
F1 0.714 0.460 0.722
κ 0.573 0.395 0.445
ρ 0.746 0.454 0.450

Table 6.15: The classification results using the RNN classifier and the linguistic features
encoded as unigrams (U) or unigrams and bigrams (UB) (separately and in
combination with the dialogue act features and the grammatical features) in
terms of the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the
F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho
ρ.
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

WE

UAR 0.748 0.512 0.743
ACC 0.748 0.801 0.818
F1 0.741 0.511 0.735
κ 0.614 0.415 0.471
ρ 0.777 0.458 0.475

WE+DA

UAR 0.820 0.544 0.762
ACC 0.815 0.807 0.835
F1 0.813 0.554 0.757
κ 0.717 0.417 0.515
ρ 0.847 0.473 0.520

WE+DA+G

UAR 0.815 0.551 0.762
ACC 0.810 0.811 0.835
F1 0.808 0.562 0.757
κ 0.709 0.426 0.515
ρ 0.842 0.481 0.520

Table 6.16: The classification results using the SVM classifier and the linguistic features
encoded as word embeddings (WE) (separately and in combination with the
dialogue act features and the grammatical features) in terms of the Unweighted
Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ.

• The BoW-UB vocabulary contains the BoW-U vocabulary (single words) as well as
every two-word-sequence in the database.

These vocabularies and the combination with word embeddings lead to three different
linguistic feature sets:

• U: This feature set contains a BoW-U vector for each utterance, thus encoding the
number of times each word (of the overall vocabulary) appears in the corresponding
utterance.

• UB: This feature set contains a BoW-UB vector for each utterance, thus encoding the
number of times each word and each two-word-sequence (of the overall vocabulary)
appear in the corresponding utterance.

• WE: For this feature set, the BoW-U vocabulary has been combined with the Ger-
man pre-trained fastText word vectors by Grave et al. (2018). During the experi-
ments, self-trained word vectors have also been tested, but this led to worse results.
Matrix X of dimension u×w contains the BoW-U vectors (dimension 1×w with w
the amount of words in vocabulary BoW-U) for each utterance, where u is the total
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

WE

UAR 0.757 0.493 0.727
ACC 0.755 0.783 0.828
F1 0.749 0.495 0.729
κ 0.626 0.364 0.464
ρ 0.786 0.414 0.479

WE+DA

UAR 0.825 0.589 0.762
ACC 0.821 0.803 0.842
F1 0.819 0.589 0.759
κ 0.726 0.443 0.522
ρ 0.855 0.498 0.535

WE+DA+G

UAR 0.827 0.594 0.765
ACC 0.823 0.794 0.843
F1 0.821 0.588 0.762
κ 0.729 0.432 0.528
ρ 0.857 0.480 0.544

Table 6.17: The classification results using the MLP classifier and the linguistic features
encoded as word embeddings (WE) (separately and in combination with the
dialogue act features and the grammatical features) in terms of the Unweighted
Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ. Adapted from (Miehle et
al., 2022, Table 15), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/3.0).

number of utterances. Matrix W of dimension w × p contains the fastText word
vectors (dimension 1 × p with p the length of each word vector) for each word. By
multiplying these matrices a new matrix Z = X ·W of dimension u× p is obtained,
containing a vector representation for each utterance. These utterance vectors of
dimension 1× p can then be used as feature vectors for the classification task.

In addition to using these linguistic feature sets individually, they are used in combina-
tion with the dialogue act features and the grammatical features. When using the U and
UB feature sets, the results show no improvement (see Tables 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15). The
classification results using the SVM classifier and the linguistic features encoded as word
embeddings (WE) are shown in Table 6.16. It can be seen that there is no improvement
for either the elaborateness and the indirectness. The classification results using the MLP
classifier can be found in Table 6.17. There is again no improvement for the elaborateness
classification. However, the performance of the 3-class indirectness could be improved
by using linguistic information encoded as word embeddings. This in combination with
grammatical and dialogue act features (WE+DA+G) leads to an UAR of 59%. The classi-
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

WE

UAR 0.731 0.502 0.736
ACC 0.743 0.794 0.806
F1 0.734 0.473 0.723
κ 0.604 0.416 0.447
ρ 0.781 0.454 0.451

WE+DA

UAR 0.808 0.513 0.770
ACC 0.807 0.808 0.838
F1 0.806 0.483 0.762
κ 0.704 0.456 0.527
ρ 0.837 0.523 0.534

WE+DA+G

UAR 0.814 0.521 0.782
ACC 0.814 0.806 0.843
F1 0.814 0.485 0.772
κ 0.714 0.462 0.545
ρ 0.842 0.521 0.550

Table 6.18: The classification results using the RNN classifier and the linguistic features
encoded as word embeddings (WE) (separately and in combination with the
dialogue act features and the grammatical features) in terms of the Unweighted
Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC), the F1-Score, Cohen’s Kappa κ
and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient Rho ρ.

fication results using the RNN classifier are shown in Table 6.18. There is no improvement
for the elaborateness and the 3-class indirectness, but for the binary indirectness classifi-
cation. The combination of linguistic features encoded as word embeddings, dialogue act
features and grammatical features (WE+DA+G) leads to an UAR of 78%.
To sum up, for the elaborateness, the best results are achieved by only using the di-

alogue act feature set (i.e. the dialogue act and the amount of words in the utterance).
Grammatical and linguistic features do not seem to have any effect on the classification
performance. This leads to the conclusion that for the elaborateness, analysing the utter-
ance length dependent on the dialogue act seems to contain enough information to achieve
good classification performance. For the indirectness, the overall performance could be
improved by using linguistic information encoded as word embeddings. This in combina-
tion with grammatical and dialogue act features (WE+DA+G) leads to UARs of 59% and
78% for the estimation of indirectness using three classes and two classes, respectively.
Furthermore, for the estimation of the binary indirectness, the RNN classifier outperforms
the SVM and the MLP classifiers, showing that temporal information is beneficial in this
case. Overall, the task of recognising the user’s communication style is performed by use
of the presented classifiers. Hence, in the next section, the task of automatically selecting
the subsequent system communication style is addressed.
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Figure 6.4: The communication style selection is part of the dialogue management so
that it not only decides what is said next, but also how it is said. Adapted
from (Miehle et al., 2022, Figure 1), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

6.4 Automatic System Communication Style Selection

Section 6.2 has shown that the communication style adaptation has to be split into two
steps. The task of recognising the user’s communication style has been presented in Sec-
tion 6.3. Building upon these results, this section addresses the task of automatically
selecting the system communication style during an ongoing interaction with a spoken
dialogue system, which has been presented in (Miehle et al., 2022). As depicted in Fig-
ure 6.4, this is part of the dialogue management so that it not only decides what is said
next, but also how. The Communication Style Perception Model suggests that the system
communication style depends on two components: 1) the content of the system dialogue
act (what the system wants to say in the current turn) and 2) the reaction to the user
(what the user wants from and how the user talks to the system).
For the classification of the user communication styles, promising results have been

received by use of a supervised learning approach with a multi-layer perceptron (see Sec-
tion 6.3). This approach might also be suitable for the task at hand. Hence, a multi-layer
perceptron (MLP) classifier with one hidden layer is utilised. The neural net is trained and
evaluated with a 10-fold cross-validation setting on the 2,880 turns of the corpus described
in Section 6.2. The class distribution for both communication styles is shown in Table 6.19.
Grid search is used to find the best set of hyper parameters (i.e. the amount of nodes, the
amount of epochs, the optimiser, the output function and the loss function). The grid of
parameter values can be found in Table 6.20. To take account for the imbalanced data
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1 2 3

Elaborateness 736 1,310 834
Indirectness 1,973 817 90

Table 6.19: Class distribution of the annotated elaborateness and indirectness scores for
the 2,880 dialogue turns. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 16), licensed
under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

Parameter Grid

#Nodes 10, 25, 50
#Epochs 10, 50, 100, 200, 500
Optimiser adadelta, adam, nadam, adagrad
Output function sigmoid, softmax
Loss function categorical crossentropy, mean squared error

Table 6.20: The grid of parameter values for the system communication style selection.
Adapted from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table 17), licensed under CC BY 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0).

during the grid search optimisation, the UAR is used.
For each of the 2,880 dialogue turns, the following features have been extracted:

• The system dialogue acts (S)

• The user dialogue acts (U)

• The amount of words in the utterance of the corresponding user dialogue acts (W)

• The user communication styles (CS)

• The language (German, Polish, Spanish or Turkish) (L)

During the experiments, part-of-speech tags and sentence embeddings (based on the
respective utterances) have also been tested, though without improvement of the results.
Note that all features can be automatically derived during an ongoing interaction in any
spoken dialogue system and no annotation is necessary. The user dialogue acts are the
output of the linguistic analysis while the text representation of the utterance is the
output of the speech recogniser. The system dialogue acts are the output of the dialogue
act selection in the dialogue manager and the user communication styles may be classified
by use of the communication style classifier described in Section 6.3 (see Figure 6.4).
The results are shown in Table 6.21. It can be seen that both the system dialogue act

(S+L) and the information about the user (W+U+CS+L) contain relevant information
for the selection of the system communication style. Overall, classification of the 3-class
elaborateness reaches an UAR of 63%. Classification of the 3-class indirectness results in an
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

S+L
UAR 0.625 0.495 0.673
ACC 0.651 0.745 0.760
F1 0.636 0.523 0.686

W+U+CS+L
UAR 0.535 0.409 0.617
ACC 0.560 0.702 0.708
F1 0.542 0.406 0.622

S+CS+L
UAR 0.634 0.484 0.675
ACC 0.660 0.731 0.756
F1 0.644 0.499 0.686

S+W+U+CS+L
UAR 0.627 0.471 0.684
ACC 0.647 0.724 0.756
F1 0.635 0.486 0.694

Table 6.21: The classification results for the system communication style selection using
different feature sets in terms of the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), the
Accuracy (ACC) and the F1-Score. Taken from (Miehle et al., 2022, Table
19), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0).

UAR of 50%, and the binary indirectness reaches an UAR of 68%. The comparatively poor
results of the 3-class indirectness classification can be explained by the data distribution.
For the 2-class indirectness, the combination of the system dialogue act and all available
user information provides the best result. For the 3-class elaborateness, the best result is
obtained by use of the system dialogue act in combination with the user communication
style (S+CS+L) and there is no improvement when adding the user dialogue act and the
amount of words of the respective utterance. This shows that all relevant information
about the user is covered by the user communication style.
When dividing the test set based on the languages, it can be seen that the classification

works differently for the individual languages (see Table 6.22). For the 3-class elaborate-
ness, an UAR of 57% for German, 58% for Polish, 77% for Spanish and 51% for Turkish
is achieved. For the 2-class indirectness, the classification results in an UAR of 65% for
German, 64% for Polish, 82% for Spanish and 62% for Turkish. The differences between
the languages indicate a cultural difference, as already revealed by studies like those de-
scribed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. However, it might also be due to the limited data. This
needs to be investigated in future work.
Comparing the results to a majority-class classifier clearly shows that there is a lot of

information encoded. Moreover, a baseline classifier which is mimicking the user commu-
nication style reaches an UAR of 42% for the 3-class elaborateness, 40% for the 3-class
indirectness and 57% for the binary indirectness when using the communication style of
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Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

Overall
UAR 0.634 0.495 0.684
ACC 0.660 0.745 0.756
F1 0.644 0.523 0.694

German
UAR 0.567 0.465 0.649
ACC 0.649 0.745 0.743
F1 0.579 0.493 0.659

Polish
UAR 0.584 0.439 0.643
ACC 0.615 0.715 0.725
F1 0.591 0.439 0.650

Spanish
UAR 0.766 0.552 0.818
ACC 0.805 0.797 0.797
F1 0.768 0.535 0.797

Turkish
UAR 0.506 0.539 0.619
ACC 0.586 0.742 0.760
F1 0.520 0.563 0.630

Table 6.22: The classification results for the system communication style selection in terms
of the Unweighted Average Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC) and the F1-
Score of the overall test set and the individual languages. Taken from (Miehle
et al., 2022, Table 20), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/3.0).

Elaborateness Indirectness Indirectness
(3 classes) (3 classes) (2 classes)

U5

UAR 0.416 0.398 0.571
ACC 0.412 0.586 0.618
F1 0.409 0.389 0.569

UMd

UAR 0.399 0.396 0.566
ACC 0.406 0.582 0.609
F1 0.398 0.391 0.563

Table 6.23: The classification results for the system communication style selection baseline
which is mimicking the last user communication style U5 or the median of all
previous user communication styles UMd in terms of the Unweighted Average
Recall (UAR), the Accuracy (ACC) and the F1-Score. Taken from (Miehle et
al., 2022, Table 21), licensed under CC BY 3.0 (https://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/3.0).
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6 Statistical Classification Approaches to Communication Style Adaptation

the last user action U5 of the current turn. When using the median communication style
of all user actions UMd of the current turn, the results are even worse, as can be seen
in Table 6.23. Hence, the trained system communication style selection module clearly
outperforms a model which is just mimicking the user communication style at each turn.

6.5 Summary

This chapter has addressed the research question of how communication styles can be
integrated into spoken dialogue systems. To this end, a supervised learning based com-
munication style adaptation was implemented and evaluated. Due to the novelty of the
underlying machine learning task, a multi-lingual corpus has been created, containing 258
dialogues with annotations for the elaborateness and indirectness for each user and system
dialogue act. Using this data set, it was shown that there is a significant correlation be-
tween the communication style of the system and the preceding communication style of the
user. This dependency has been included in the Communication Style Perception Model.
Based on the resulting model, the adaptation has been split into two steps and the stan-
dard architecture of spoken dialogue systems has been extended by two components: 1) a
communication style classifier that automatically identifies the user communication style
and 2) a communication style selection module that selects an appropriate communication
style for the system response.
The user communication style recognition model was trained to estimate the user’s

elaborateness and indirectness on the previously mentioned corpus. Three different clas-
sifiers have been investigated in this regard: a support vector machine (SVM) classifier,
a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier with one hidden layer, and a custom recurrent
neural network (RNN) classifier consisting of two long short-term memory (LSTM) layers
followed by three fully connected perceptron layers. Furthermore, different feature sets
were tested as input for the classifiers. All features used for the communication style clas-
sification can be automatically recognised in spoken dialogue systems during an ongoing
interaction, without any prior annotation. The results show that the elaborateness can be
classified quite well by only using the dialogue act and the amount of words contained in
the corresponding utterance in combination with the SVM and MLP classifiers, reaching
an UAR of 84%. Grammatical and linguistic features do not seem to have any effect
on the classification performance. This leads to the conclusion that for the elaborateness,
analysing the utterance length dependent on the dialogue act contains enough information
to achieve good classification performance. The indirectness appears to be a more diffi-
cult classification task and additional linguistic features in the form of word embeddings
improve the classification results. This in combination with grammatical and dialogue
act features led to UARs of 59% and 78% for the estimation of indirectness using three
and two classes, respectively. Furthermore, for the estimation of the binary indirectness,
the RNN classifier outperforms the SVM and the MLP classifiers, showing that temporal
information is beneficial in this case.
For the system communication style selection, a similar supervised learning approach

has been utilised. Using features that encode what the system wants to say in the current
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turn (i.e. the system dialogue acts), what the user wants from the system (i.e. the user
dialogue acts) and how the user talks to the system (i.e. the amount of words in the
utterance of the corresponding user dialogue acts, the user communication styles and
the language), a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier with one hidden layer has been
trained and evaluated. As for the first task, the features can be automatically recognised
during an interaction in spoken dialogue systems. The results outperform both a majority-
class classifier and a baseline which is mimicking the last user communication style for
each of the four languages, reaching an UAR of 63% for the classification of the 3-class
elaborateness and an UAR of 68% for the 2-class indirectness.
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This thesis has investigated the role of communication styles in spoken dialogue systems.
This has been approached from two angles: it was investigated how varying communication
styles are perceived by the user and how communication styles can be integrated into
spoken dialogue systems.
In order to answer the first research question, the Communication Style Perception

Model has been developed. Moreover, an extensive literature review as well as a require-
ment analysis by use of complex real-world systems have been conducted. The literature
review has demonstrated that communication styles play an important role in human com-
munication. Studies investigating the phenomenon of interactive adaptation in human-
human and human-computer interaction have shown that people adapt their interaction
styles to one another across many levels of utterance production when they communi-
cate: they use the same words, coordinate their phonetic repertoire, their amplitude, their
sentence and pause duration, the prepositional form and syntactic structures of their ut-
terances, and the style of their messages–both when communicating with a human and a
computer interaction partner. As the textual elements (i.e. how to formulate the utter-
ance) are covered by the concept of communication styles, this work has concentrated on
this aspect. For the requirement analysis, four different prototypes have been implemented
and evaluated: a social companion and conversational partner for the elderly (Miehle et
al., 2019a), a knowledge-based information agent with social competence and human in-
teraction capabilities (Pragst et al., 2017a; Miehle et al., 2021c), a spoken dialogue system
for indoor navigation (Miehle et al., 2021a), and an intelligent digital assistant for clinical
operating rooms (Miehle et al., 2017a; Miehle et al., 2017b; Miehle et al., 2018a). These
application scenarios represent a broad cross section of the current research on spoken
dialogue systems, including different user groups and domains. The results have shown
that there exist applications in which the communication style should not be varied dur-
ing an interaction, but it is essential that the appropriate communication style is selected.
This seems to apply for systems like the intelligent digital assistant for clinical operating
rooms, which have to comply with strict requirements and presuppose high robustness.
For companion systems and information agents, varying the system communication style
is a valuable possibility for adaptation.
The literature review and the requirement analysis have also shown that the interac-

tion between two participants as well as the appropriate or preferred communication style
are influenced by numerous parameters. Examples in this regard are the speakers’ roles,
their cultures, their personalities or the aim of the interaction. In order to enable adap-
tation through communication styles, these different aspects need to be set into relation.
Therefore, the Communication Style Perception Model has been developed within the
scope of this work. It provides an answer to the first research question of how varying
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communication styles are perceived by the user and covers elements that are relevant for
the selection of the system communication style as well as aspects that are influenced
by the system communication style. It is based on six user evaluations, examining var-
ious user groups in different scenarios. The first experiment (Miehle et al., 2016) has
examined whether the cultural background of the user, which is one specific user trait,
influences his or her communication style preference in human-computer interaction. In
order to do so, it has investigated whether cultural communication idiosyncrasies found
in human-human interaction may also be observed during human-computer interaction in
a spoken dialogue system context. The results of the study have shown that there are
differences between Germans and Japanese concerning their preferences in the communi-
cation patterns of the system output. Hence, it is concluded that the cultural background
of the user has a direct influence on his or her preference in the system communication
style. Further influencing variables were investigated in the second experiment (Miehle
et al., 2018c). In a multicultural study, the influence of the user’s culture and gender,
the frequency of use of speech based assistants as well as the system’s role on differences
in the user’s communication style preferences in human-computer interaction have been
explored. The results have shown that the user’s culture significantly influences the user’s
preference in the system’s communication style even though five European cultures were
examined whose communication styles are very alike. Depending on the culture, there are
also gender differences. The user’s frequency of use of speech based assistants seems to
have no influence, but the system’s role significantly influences the user’s preference in the
indirectness and elaborateness of the system. The third experiment (Miehle et al., 2021d)
has shown that the system’s role has an impact on user preferences that goes beyond the
communication styles indirectness and elaborateness. Summarising the results of these ex-
periments, it is concluded that both user traits and system properties influence the user’s
communication style preferences in human-computer interaction. This forms the first part
of the Communication Style Perception Model. The remaining experiments (Miehle et al.,
2018b; Kawanaka et al., 2020; Kawanaka et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021) investigated how
varying system communication styles affect the users, if they are selected according to the
users’ personal preferences. To examine this, different communication styles have been
included in various systems and applications. The results have shown that the system’s
communication style influences the user’s satisfaction and the user’s perception of the dia-
logue. For specific applications like behaviour change support systems, the communication
style even has an impact on the user’s behaviour. Thus, it is concluded that the system
communication style has a direct influence on the user’s satisfaction and behaviour, which
forms the second part of the Communication Style Perception Model.

The second research question of how communication styles can be integrated into spo-
ken dialogue systems has been addressed by the extension of the standard architecture
of spoken dialogue systems. Two new components have been proposed, implemented an
evaluated: a communication style classifier that automatically identifies the user com-
munication style and a communication style selection module that selects an appropriate
system communication style. Both tasks have been formulated as classification problems.
Due to the novelty of the underlying machine learning task, a multi-lingual corpus has
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been created, containing 258 dialogues with annotations for the elaborateness and indirect-
ness for each of the 7,930 dialogue acts (Miehle et al., 2020; Miehle et al., 2021c; Miehle
et al., 2022). Using this corpus, it has been shown that there is a significant correlation
between the communication style of the system and the preceding communication style of
the user (Miehle et al., 2022).
For the user communication style recognition (Miehle et al., 2020), three different clas-

sifiers have been compared on the task: a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, a
multi-layer perceptron (MLP) classifier with one hidden layer, and a custom recurrent
neural network (RNN) classifier consisting of two long short-term memory (LSTM) layers
followed by three subsequent fully connected perceptron layers. Furthermore, different
feature sets have been tested as input for the classifiers. All features that have been used
for the communication style classification can be automatically recognised in spoken dia-
logue systems during an ongoing interaction, without any prior annotation. The results
have shown that the elaborateness can be classified quite well by only using the dialogue
act and the amount of words contained in the corresponding utterance in combination
with the SVM and MLP classifiers, reaching an UAR of 84%. Grammatical and linguistic
features do not seem to have any effect on the classification performance. This leads to the
conclusion that for the elaborateness, analysing the utterance length dependent on the dia-
logue act seems to contain enough information to achieve good classification performance.
The indirectness seems to be a more difficult classification task and additional linguistic
features in form of word embeddings give improvement in the classification results. This in
combination with grammatical and dialogue act features led to UARs of 59% and 78% for
the estimation of indirectness using three classes and two classes, respectively. Further-
more, for the estimation of the binary indirectness, the RNN classifier has outperformed
the SVM and the MLP classifiers, showing that temporal information is beneficial in this
case.
For the system communication style selection (Miehle et al., 2022), a multi-layer percep-

tron (MLP) classifier with one hidden layer has been trained and evaluated, using features
that encode what the system wants to say in the current turn (i.e. the system dialogue
acts), what the user wants from the system (i.e. the user dialogue acts) and how the user
talks to the system (i.e. the amount of words in the utterance of the corresponding user
dialogue acts, the user communication styles and the language). As for the first task, the
features can be automatically recognised in spoken dialogue systems during an interac-
tion. The results have outperformed both a majority-class classifier and a baseline which
is mimicking the last user communication style for each of the four languages, reaching an
UAR of 63% for the classification of the 3-class elaborateness and an UAR of 68% for the
2-class indirectness.

7.1 Contributions

During the work on this thesis, several contributions have been achieved. They are divided
into theoretical, practical, and experimental contributions and will be described in the
following.
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7.1.1 Theoretical

The first theoretical contribution is the transfer of communication aspects that exist in
human-human interaction to human-computer interaction. This has been done in an
extensive literature review on communication styles and interactive adaptation, and eval-
uated in user studies. Moreover, the user’s communication style preferences in human-
computer interaction, the effects of varying system communication styles, and the correla-
tion between the user and the system communication style have been analysed. As result,
a formal model has been created that shows which elements are relevant for the selection
of the system’s communication style and which aspects are influenced by the system com-
munication style. This model serves as a starting point for further investigations on the
role of communication styles in human-computer interaction.
To recognise the user communication style during an ongoing interaction with a spoken

dialogue system, a supervised learning task has been formulated. By use of dialogue act
features as well as grammatical and linguistic features that are calculated based on the
user utterance, the current communication style employed by the user can be estimated.
This has been realised for the two communication styles elaborateness and indirectness
(Miehle et al., 2020). Furthermore, a supervised learning task has been formulated for the
automatic system communication style selection in spoken dialogue systems. It utilises
features that encode what the system wants to say in the current turn (i.e. the system
dialogue acts), what the user wants from the system (i.e. the user dialogue acts) and how
the user talks to the system (i.e. the amount of words in the utterance of the corresponding
user dialogue acts, the user communication styles and the language). This has also been
realised for the communication styles elaborateness and indirectness (Miehle et al., 2022).

7.1.2 Practical

In order to show that there are different applications where varying the system communi-
cation style is a valuable possibility for adaptation in spoken dialogue systems, different
use case scenarios have been realised. To this end, a social companion and conversational
partner for the elderly (Miehle et al., 2019a) and a spoken dialogue system for indoor
navigation (Miehle et al., 2021a) have been implemented. Moreover, a culture-aware di-
alogue manager for a socially competent and culturally adaptive information agent for
immigrants has been implemented and trained for four different cultures (German, Polish,
Spanish and Turkish) (Pragst et al., 2017a; Miehle et al., 2021c). An intelligent digital
assistant for clinical operating rooms has been set up to demonstrate that there are also
application scenarios in which the communication style should not be varied, but it is
essential that the right communication style is selected (Miehle et al., 2017a; Miehle et al.,
2017b; Miehle et al., 2018a). For the experiments on user communication style recognition
and system communication style selection, a corpus has been created with annotations for
the elaborateness and indirectness for each user and system dialogue act (Miehle et al.,
2020; Miehle et al., 2021c; Miehle et al., 2022). Based on the theoretical contributions,
a user communication style recognition module as well as a system communication style
selection module have been implemented (Miehle et al., 2020; Miehle et al., 2022).
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7.1.3 Experimental

Within the scope of this thesis, six user studies have been conducted. They have inves-
tigated which communication idiosyncrasies found in human-human interaction may be
transferred to human-computer interaction and what causes the differences in the user’s
communication style preferences in human-computer interaction. Moreover, it has been
examined how varying communication styles are perceived by the users and how they
affect the user’s behaviour (Miehle et al., 2016; Miehle et al., 2018b; Miehle et al., 2018c;
Miehle et al., 2021d; Kawanaka et al., 2020; Kawanaka et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021).
Furthermore, the implemented modules for the user communication style recognition

and the system communication style selection have been trained and evaluated using the
presented corpus with annotated communication styles. The experimental evaluation has
shown that both modules yield solid results (Miehle et al., 2020; Miehle et al., 2022).

7.2 Future Directions

When combining both components presented in the scope of this thesis, the spoken dia-
logue system is enabled to recognise the user’s communication style and select an appro-
priate communication style for the system. So far, both components have been evaluated
separately and the results have shown that each module yields solid results. In future
work, it would be interesting to integrate both components into one specific spoken di-
alogue system and conduct an evaluation of the overall system with real users. In this
way, it can be verified whether the objective evaluation carried out as part of this work
corresponds with the subjective evaluation of potential users. To further investigate how
varying communication styles are perceived by the users and how they affect the user’s
behaviour, the implemented components might be integrated into different systems with
diverse applications.
Within this thesis, both components have been trained an evaluated by use of one

corpus. Applying other corpora could demonstrate the general validity of the approach.
Moreover, it could be further investigated whether additional features improve the classifi-
cation performance. For the system communication style selection, it would be interesting
to consider a reinforcement learning approach instead of the herein presented supervised
learning approach, as the system communication style selection in spoken dialogue systems
might also depend on what the system and the user want to achieve in the long run.
Finally, future work could extend the presented approaches to other communication

style dimensions than the elaborateness and indirectness. This work has focused on these
dimensions as there is a verified influence on user satisfaction (Miehle et al., 2018b).
However, depending on the domain and the application of the spoken dialogue system,
other dimensions might also be relevant. Furthermore, contextual paraphrasing could be
applied to alter the surface realisation of sentences as investigated by Pragst et al., 2020. In
this way, templates are no longer required as the sentences can be changed automatically
after the dialogue manager has made the decision which communication style is selected
for the system.
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